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Abstract

A ci,rculant matrin is a matrix such that each of its rows, after the first, can be

obtained from the row above it by a right cyclic shift. A ci,rculant wei,gh'ing matri,r

of order n and weight w (a CW(n,w)) is a n x n circuiant (0, t1)-matrix trZ such

that WWr : wI.

Circulant weighing matrices can be constructed by exploiting properties of quadrics

in projective and affine space. Group characters provide a link between CW(n,w)'s

and elements of absolute value 1/w rn Zle"l (the cyclotomic field over the nth roots

of unity). By making use of this link, it is possible to translate facts about the

decomposition groups of prime ideals in Z[("] into necessary conditions for the

existence of CW(n,T.u)'s; this technique is the basis of several powerfui methods for

studying CW(n,tu)'s: the Self-conjugacy method, the Multiplier method, and the

Field descent method.
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Chapten 1

lntnoductioÍI

Letw,n €Nand let w 1n. Ãwei,ghi,ng matri,r of. order n and wei,ght tl is a nxn
(0, +1) matrix Iz7 such lhat WWr : wI . We may also refer to W as a W (n, w) or,

alternatively, as a wei,ghi,ng matri,r ui,th paramaters (n,2,'). The row vectors of. W

are mutually orthogonal and each contains exactly u) rroî-zero entries.

The following matrix is aW(4,3) (throughout this thesis, -'s will be used to rep-

resent -1's in matrices).

01
10

1

1-
11
01
10

Since every invertibie matrix commutues with its inverse, it follows tlnat W com-

mutes withWr. Therefore, Wr is also a weighing matrix of weight u. So the column

vectors of W are also mutually orthogonal and each contains exactly w rLorr-zero
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entries. By taking the transpose of the above W(4,3), we obtain another W(4,3).

01
10
11

1

1-
01
10

If W0 can be obtained ftomW by a permutation of the rows and columns of L4l, then

the rows of W6 are mutually orthogonal and they each contain exactly w rron-zero

entries. Thus, Wo is aiso a weighing matrix of weight tu. Likewise,, if. W¡ can be

obtained by multiplying some of the rows and columrs of.W by -1, then VZs is still

a weighing matrix of weight æ. Two weighing matrices that can be obtained from

one another by permutation of rows and columns or by multiplication of rows and

columns by -1 are considered equ'iualent as wei,ghi,ng rnatri,ces.

The following two matrices are equivalent 117(6,4)'s, since the second can be ob-

tained from the first via a permutation of the first two rows and a multiplication of

the second column by -1.

01

10
1-
0-
10

10
01

1

0-
10
11

11

10
01
10

1

0-

10
0-1
i0
110
011
101

11
01
10

1

0-
10
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A ci,rculant matri,r is a matrix such that each of its rows, after the first, is

obtained from the row above it by a right cyclic shift. A circulant matrix is de-

termined by its first row; if. A : 
[ø¿¡................] 

is a circulant, then A can be written as

circ(ø11, an,...,atn). Following convention, we will refer to a circulant weighing

matrix of order n and weight w a.s a CW(n,ar). The second matrix in the above

example is a CW(6,4).

Most research about weighing matrices is concerned with determining the parame-

ters n and t¿ suchthat there exists aW(n,tl). However, other questionsregarding

structure and equivalence (in various senses of the word) are also considered.

The study of circulant weighing matrices is interesting within the broader context

of the study of weighing matrices. For instance, for each prime power g, there exists

a CW(q2 * q-l1,92) (see Chapter 2 for two, out of many possible, justifications

of this fact); these weighing matrices are, in a sense, optimal (see Theorem 1.4,.2

below). Further, Antweiler, Bomer, and Luke [,E]31,r]ii] discovered, via a computer

search, aCW(33,25); this fiiled an open entry in Craigen's weighing matrix table

[1"]r'r.;lrii]. Arasu and Torban [{l'{}r}] later provided a theoretical explanation of the

existence of this matrix.

Circulant weighing matrices are also interesting objects in their own right. Weighing

matrices in general and circuLant weighing matrices in particular have applications in

statistics and engineering (see [,r1,rr;'i{Í], [iì{,;il;1], IiiriiT]'], and It't.]u:ì], for instance).

The study of circulant weighing matrices began in the late 1960's and the early

1970's with the discovery that they can be constructed using projective geometries

(see [Oiirii;î] and Iiii.,is?1]). Infact, because of the group structure underlying these

matrices, results and techniques from diverse branches of mathematics, such as num-
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ber theory, character theory, and combinatorics, are used to study them. Research

on circulant weighing matrices appears in both the Mathematics and Engineering

literature, and this research has been particularly intensive during the last 10 years.

The primary purpose of this thesis is to elucidate the major results and techniques

from the literature on circulant weighing matrices. I will also attempt to explain

how the techniques in question can be applied in specific cases.

Though I've added a few minor results of my own to the mix (see Appendix A), this

thesis is mainly an exposition of known results. Further, due to the sheer number

of results pertaining to these objects, proofs of some results are omitted or merely

sketched.

In this introductory chapter I wili attempt to motivate the study of circulant weigh-

ing matrices and to explore the basic definitions and results pertaining to circulant

weighing matrices and some closely related classes of combinatorial objects.

1.1 Fladamard Matrices

In 1893, J. Hadamard [illa.riîi3] proved the following result. The proof given here is

from [i.ìl;ll]li]. In what foliows, * denotes the conjugate transpose.

Theorem l.L.L. Let

Cr*n.

denotes the usual compler norm) and

such that i, + j, (v¿, v¡) : 0 (where

,: f,"'\"-[*j '
rhen ldet(H)l I llr'll llv"ll (where ll.ll
equali,ty holds i,f and only i,f for each pai,r i,, j
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(.,.) denotes the usual compler i,nner product).

Proof. Let u1 : vl ârd, for z > I,let E¿: span{u¡}¡.¿, let vr¿: proj¿.v¿, and let

lfi.: Yi - .'¿. Define

ldet(fI)l : ldet (K)l: \/d"t@r: /TlullP - llu;P: llu,ll...ll""ll

For each i, > 7, Y¿ : t)¿* w¿. Note that (ur, w¿) : 0. So, by the Pythagorean

Theorem, ll",llt: llu¿ll'+ ll*ol12. It follows that ll"oll > llu¿ll, and that equality

holds if and only if \ñr¿ : 0, i.e. v¿ : ü¿. But the condition that, for each 'i, Y¿:17¿

is equivalent to the condition that for each pair i,7 such that ¿ * j, (vo,vr) : 0. ¡

Corollary I.L.z. Let A : la¿¡l be such that, for each i,, j, lon¡l < I. Then ldet(A)l !
ni. Further, equality i,s attai,ned, i.f and, ontg if AA* : nI and each entrg of A li,es

on the uni,t ci,rcle.

,. : f"'l- 
[",,J

Since for each 'i, w¿ e E¿, K can be obtained from If by adding multiples of rows

to one another. Then, since the rows of K are pairwise orthogonal,

Proof. LeL

,[:)

Then, by Theorem 1.1.1, ldet (A)l f ll"tll . . . ll""ll < rfr," : nn/2, and equality is

attained, in the first inequality, if and only if the vectors v¿ âr€ pairwise orthogonal.
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Further, since for each'i, j, la¿¡l < 1, it follows that, for each,i, llrnll < ,/".5o
equality is attained in the second inequality if and only if each entry of ,4 lies on

the unit circle.

Lemma 1.1.3. LetW be aW(n,w). Thenldet(W)l:1rn/2.

L Hadamard matrir of order n is a n x n (t1) matrix fl such that HHr - nI;

in other words, Hadamard matrices arcW(n,n)'s. If A is a real matrix, then the

bound in Corollary 1.1..') is met if and only if A is a Hadamard matrix. Because of

this property, Hadamard matrices have many important applications (see [S\:1]21).

The study of Hadamard matrices predates the study of weighing matrices (qua

weighing matrices).

The following matrix is a Hadamard matrix of order 8.

n

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

11
11

1

i-

1-
11

1-
11
11

For a n x n matrix A, ldet (,a) | is equal to the content (n-dimensional volume) of the

parallelepiped spanned by the row (or column) vectors of ,4. So, by Coroliary 7.I.2,

if there exists a Hadama,rd matrix of order n, then a parallelepiped spanned by a

set of vectors that lie within ihe n-dimensional unit cube has maximum possibie
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content if and only if the set of vectors form the set of row vectors of a Hadamard

matrix.

Hadamard also proved the following simple, yet important, result.

Theorem L.1.4. If there eri.sts a Hadamard matri,r of order n, then n i,s ei,ther 7,

2, or a multi,ple of 4.

Proof. [1] is a Hadamard matrix of order 1 and

lt 1\tt
\- r)

is a Hadamard matrix of order 2.By considering all cases explicitly, it is possible

to rule out the existence of a Hadamard matrix of order 3.

Suppose thal H is a hadamard matrix of order n ) 4. Then, by negating and

permuting the columns of .H appropriately, it is possible to generate an equivalent

Hadamard matrix fI6 whose first three rows can be written as follows:

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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From the orthogonality of these three ro\MS, we deduce the next three equations:

a-b+c-d:0

a-b-ctd:0

d+b-c-d:0

By adding (1.1) to (1.2), we deduce that a : b.

deduce thal a: d. And by adding (1.2) to (1.3) we

a*b*c*d:4a.

By adding (1.1) to (1,3), we

deduce that a: c. So, r¿:
n

(1.1)

(1.2)

(1 3)

Hadamard conjectured that there exists a Hadamard matrix of order 4t, f.or

every t > L. Over the last 115 years, many constructions of Hadamard matrices

have been discovered. However,'Hadamard's conjecture sti[ remains unresolved.

It is known that there exist circulant Hadamard matrices of order 1 (the matrix (1))

and order 4 (given by circ(-,1,1,1)). AII the evidence (see ['l'::r'úi:], [sr:irírti], Il,SûI],

and [S,:ìr]) supports the conjecture (due to Ryser, see Ill.r,s{i.ì]) that these are the only

circulant Hadamard matrices. In fact, Schmidt and Leung [l,S{)i] have shown that

there exists no circulant Hadamard Matrix of order n, for 4 < n < 548,964,900.

However, this conjecture is also still open. Some of the techniques devised by

Richard T\ryn ['lìirii,;] and Bernhard Schmidt [Sclrl:l]], Ii,S0i1, [S<ir] to rule out the

existence of circulant Hadamard matrices can be adapted to prove powerful non-

existence results for circulant weighing matrices (see Chapter 3).

In 1933, Paley [t)rri,i.i] discovered an infinite class of Hadamard matrices that a¡e

very nearly circuiant. Let qbe aprime suchthat q=3 (mod 4). Let j be therow

vector of all 1's and of length q. Paley showed that there exists a q x g circulant
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matrix Q with all entries f 1 such that

is a Hadamard matrix; Q is called Lhe ci,rculant core of the Hadamard matrix.

Throughout this thesis, .f¿ will denote the ú x ú matrix of all 1's. So we have that

QQ, : qI - (Jq- In)

L.2 Hotelling's \N.eighing Problem

In this section, I discuss the type of application that originally motivated the study

of weighing matrices (see, for instance, Hotelling's pa,per [tlr,t,î?]); in the next sec-

tion, I will discuss a type of application that requires ci,rculant weighing matrices.

Consider the following problem: A chemist has an unbiased 2 pan scale that ascer-

tains the difference between the weight of the load in the left pan and the weight of

the load in the right pan with error o and variance o2. She wants to determine the

weight of two objects.

If she were to weigh each object separately, the estimates that she would obtain for

the weights of both objects would have variance o2 and error ø.

A better strategy is to first weigh both objects together in the left pan, and then to

record the weight when one object is placed in each pan. This yields the following

two equations for the weights, ø and ö, of the two objects:

[; å)

a*b:21, a-b: zz,
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for some zr,22,, measured in whatever units the scale uses. Consequently,

(zt+"r) , ("t-rr)o: 2 , fi: 
2

Itiswellknown['r:riirst):i] thatif twoestimatesXl andX2havevariaîc€s€1 ande2,

respectively, then the variance of X1 * Xz is e l ez. Further, for any estimate X

with variance 6 and for any number c, cX has variance c2e. So ø and b each have

variance 2o2f 4: o212 and error olt/2. This is a significant improvement over the

first method.

Now suppose that she needs to weigh n objects in n weighings and that the scale can

weigh, at most, t¿ of these objects simultaneously, where w 1 n. Label the n objects

1,2,...,n. For a given set of n weighings, define the (0, f1) matrix X : l*n¡] by the

rule that ráj : 1 if the 7th object is in the left pan in the ith weighin}, r¿j - -1
if the jth object is in the right pan in the zth weighing, and ai.j :0 otherwise. X

is called a wei,ghi,ng desi,gn. For each i,,let b¿ be the true weight of the zth object.

Let b : (ör, ...,bn)'. For each i,,Iel g¿ be the scale reading for the'ith weighing.

Let y : (At,...,U,)r. For each 'i,let e¿ be the error in the scale reading for the zth

weighing. Let e : (.r,..., e,r)". Then we have that

Xb:y+e.(1)

For two random variables Z and Y with expected values E(Z) - p, and E(Y) : l,
the couariance of Z and Y is defined as cov (Z,Y): E((Z - p.)(Y -7)). Covariance

measures how variables vary together relative to their expected values. In the case

that Z : Y, covariance reduces to variance. Let b be an estimate for b. For each

10
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'i,i,Iet oi,i:.or, (a,,õr) . fn." Ihe uari,ance matrir is definecl as Var ln) : ¡oor1 .\/
The variance matrix is the multivariate generalization of the concept of variance.

A symmetric, square, and real matrix M is positi,ue sem'i-definite if, for each row

vector x, xMxT ) 0. For example,

is positive semi-definite since, for any row vector x: (rr,rz,rs) ,

(r1, n2, rg) : (nt - ,r)' + T2h?, > 0.

Positive semi-definite matrices play a role similar to that of non-negative numbers;

for instance, they have all real., non-negative eigenvalues [i::3iri:.t]7]. Positive semi-

definite matrices induce a partial ordering on the set of matrices: Mt Þ Mz lf. and

only if M1 - M2 is a positive semi-definite matrix. It turns out that V* (n) it

positive semi-definite [\Trn{i !].

For a given system, such as (1), the best linear unbiased estimator is the estimate

b such that, for each estim ate c fÊ, Vu, (") > V* (Û) . It follows, by the Gauss-

Markov Theorem (see [ì::li,l,t2] for instance), that the best linear unbiased estimator

b is given by the formula

i, : çx'x)-' x'y,

11

[ :i,) [;:)
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wirh var (Ê) : @, x)-' or.

There are also two useful scalar generalizations of variance: generalized variance

and total variance. The content of the parallelepiped generated by the ro\M vec-

tors of V- (,b) is an indicator of the amount of variance in the system. Since\/
V* (Ê) is positive semi-definite, it has ali non-negative eigenvalues. Consequently,\/

la.t (vu' (Ê))l : der (*' (o)) . Grnrroti,zed, uari,ance is defined as

det (Var (Ê)) , i,.e. asthe content of the parallelepiped generated by the row vec-

tors of V* fb) . So, the choice of weighing design which minimizes generalized vari-\/
ance is one which minimizes the determinant of (X'X)-1 and which, consequently,

maximizes the determinant of X. By Hadamard's Theorem (Theorem 1.1.1) then,

optimal weighing designs are obtained when X is chosen to be a weighing matrix

(hence, the name wei,ghi,ng matrix). In this case, det (X) : wn/2. Maximum accu-

racy is attained by choosing ?r; as large as possible (of course, the ability to choose a

large tr depends not only on the existence of aW(n,r.u), but also on the equipment

available to the chemist).

Total uari,ance is defined as Tface (V* (n)) : Ð-1, o¿i : !i, var (a,) . t"trr
variance can also be minimizedby choosing the weight as large as possible.

Although the problem rvas stated in terms of weighings, the procedure described in

this section is applicable in many situations in which a scientist needs measurements

of various quantities, including measurements of lengths, voÌtages, resistances, and

concentrations of chemicals in solutions [)'ì<;,riiì] and also design of agricultural ex-

periments and GPS navigation [t.,r;rt]l)1.

Weighing matrices also find applications in optics. They have been used to improve

the performance of instruments called spectrometers (see, for instance, [Lt.iiî7]).

72
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1.3 Sequences \Mith Good Autocorrelation Froper-

ties

We define the correlati,on between two vectors (ot,...,ø,,) and (br, ..., b") (in C') as

their Euclidean inner product ((or,..., an),(h,...,b^)) : Ð!:ra¿Ç,, so that paral-

lel vectors have a high magnitude correlation, and vectors that are closer to being

orthogonal have a low correlation. The correlat'ion between two complex-valued

functions / and g, defined and integrable on the real interval [0,7], is the integral

ti tøt1@dr.If we view the vectors (ør, ...,an) and (ó1, ...,bn) as step functions

o and p, respectively, defined on [0,n) such that, for each'i: 1,..., n, a(r): a¿

and, p(n): b¿ on the sub-interval [i _ I,i),then ff a@)þ@dr:D?:talÇ. Conse-

quently, the definition of correlation between two integrable functions can be viewed

as a generalization of the definition of correlation between two vectors.

Let f and g be two periodic functions with period of length ?, shifted, if necessary,

so that they both have periods that begin aL n :0. Define the functioî Pf ,s by the

rule P¡,n(r) : 
"ff f Øg!+õd,t. P¡,n(r) is therefore equal to the correlation of f (t)

and g(t * r); P¡,n is called the peri,odi,c cross-correlati,on funct'ion of / and g. The

function P¡,¡ is the peri,odi.c autocorrelati,on functi,on of. f .

Similarly, for two complex sequences {to}u:0,...,r,-1 and {tn}u:r,...,"-1, define Ps,t :

Z -- C by the rule Pr,¿(r) : Ðl':ot s¿t¿¡,. Pr,¿ is the periodic cross-correlation func-

tion of the sequences {s¿}¿:s,...,n-r and {ú¿}¿:0,...,n-1 (if we regard the sequences as

periodic step functions, this definition reduces to a special case of the definition of

the periodic cross-correlation of two functions). P"," is the periodic autocorrelation

function of {s¿}¿:6, ..,n-r.

13
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Suppose that f and g are two (not necessarily periodic) functions that are de-

fined and integrable on the interval [0,7]. Define the function A¡,n by the rule

A¡,n(Ò: Il-" f Øge-+- rjd,t. A¡* is called the aperi,od,'ic cross-correlati,on function

of / and g. A¡,¡ is the aperiodi,c autocorrelati,on functi,on of f .

Simila,rly, for two complex sequences {to}o:0,...,n-1 and {tu)o:0,...,n-r, define A",t :

Z -n C by the rule ,4.",¿(r) : DT:;-r s¿t¿¡,.,4",¿ is the aperiodic cross-correlation of

{tn}o:0,...,n-1 and {t..}o:0,...,*-t. Ar' is the aperiodic autocorrelation of {s¿}¿:s, ..,n-r.

\Me say that two sequences {rr}o:0,...,,,-1 and {to}n:0,...,n-1 have good peri,od'ic cross-

correlation properti,es if, for each r, P",t(r) is rrsmall.rr Likewise, we say that

{tn}o:0,...,^-1 has good peri,odi,c autocorrelati,on properti,es if, for each r that is not a

multiple of n, lPr,"(r)l is "small;" {s¿}¿:s,...,n-rhas perfect peri,odi.c autocorrelat'ion 1f.,

for each r that is not a multiple of n, P,,"(r) : 0. Good aperiodic cross-correlation

and autocorrelation are defined similarly.

Now suppose that there exists a circulant matrix W : círc(ay,...,an-t). For each

'i : 0,...)n - 1 let r¿ be the 'ith row of W. Notice that, since W' is circulant, for

any'i,j € [0,n-I],,r¿.rj - rs r.7-2. Therefore, W is a weighing matrix if and

only if, for each T : L,...jn - 1, r0 . rr : 0. But, rs .t.¡ : ti-1 a¿ai-r.Conse-

quently, W is a circulant weighing matrix if and only if {o.}n:0,...,n-1 is a ternary

sequence with perfect periodic autocorrelation. Similarly, the circulant core of a

Paley Hadamard matrix defines a sequence {on}n:0,...,n-1 such that, if r is not a

multiple of n, Po,o(r) : -1. So that {oo)o:0,...n-1 is a binary sequence with good

periodic autocorrelation properties.

Sequences with good correlation properties have applications to radar and sonar

(see [{'i(ìiii]). For instance, in radar applications, the goal is often to determine the

T4
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distance between the radar station and some object. To ascertain this distance, an

impulse of energy is sent from the station and bounced off of the object, and the

time that it takes for the energy to return to the radar station is measured.

When the energy returns to the radar station, the signal registered is correlated

against an idealized version of the function representing the energy burst that was

originally sent. In order that the measurements be as precise as possibie, the au-

tocorrelation function shouid spike at the precise instant that the burst completely

returns to the station.

If it could be done, the best way to do this would be to use a short burst of energy

with a high amplitude, so that enough energy would return to the station that it

would be possible to get a good reading (some energy will be lost in transmission

and when bouncing off the object). However, it is physically impractical to send a

large amount of energy in a short burst [( li;ii;]. So longer bursts of energy must be

used to attain a sufficiently high amplitude. The problem with using longer bursts

of energy is that, in the presence of noise, it becomes difficult to ascertain exactly

when the autocorrelation function reaches its peak. But if the signal is sent at

power levels varying according to the step function associated with a sequence with

good autocorrelation properties, then it becomes possible to send a longer signal

such that the autocorrelation function has a clear spike at the instant the signal

returns to the station. If the signal can oniy be sent once, then sequences with

good aperiodic autocorreiation properties must be used. But, if a signal can be

sent multiple times (consecutively), then sequences with good periodic correiation

properties can be used [i.,í(;i;5]. Apparently, this technique v/as used in 1961 by the

Jet Propulsion Laboratory to measure the distance from Venus to Earth. This was

15
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the first successful radar measurement of the disiance to another planet in the solar

system. Further, the distance obtained by the measurement made it possible to im-

prove the precision of the astronomical unit (which is the basic unit of measurement

for distances within the solar system) by three orders of magnitude [t;i"ìt)ii].

Since it is desirable that the spike be as large as possible, binary sequences are

preferable to ternary sequences (wiih identical correlation properties) and sequences

obtained from large weight circulant weighing matrices are preferable to sequences

obtained from small weight circulant weighing matrices. Circulant Hadamard ma-

trices are, therefore, the gold standard (for periodic autocorrelation). However, as

mentioned in Section 1.1, Schmidt and Leung [],;lLii:] have already shown that there

exist no circulant Hadamard matrices of a size that might be used in any kind

of practical application. Sequences comprised of complex units may also be used

[{,r{ ;Ui].

A Barker sequence {on}n:0,...,-1 is a binary sequence such that, for any r that is not

a multiple of n,lAo,o(")l S 1. Such sequences, should they exist, would be ideal for

applications that cal] for sequences with good aperiodic autocorrelation properties.

Unfortunately, Schmidt and Leung [i',$ùi;] have shown that there exist no Barker

sequences of length !., with u < {. < 7022. Jedwab [.fr'<Ì{}+] has produced a survey

about diferent types of combinatorial objects that may be used instead of Barker

sequences. A question that does not appear to have received much consideration is

whether or not there exist any ternary (0, +1) Barker sequences of "Iarge weight."

A number of ternary Barker sequences have been discovered by computer search

(see Ill,riiî:i] and [\.rii:Ì1](jl).

In order that a single radar station be used to simultaneously range several tar-

16
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gets, it is useful to have sets of sequences that are easily distinguishable both from

time-shifted versions of themselves and from one another. Thus, it is useful to

have sets of sequences that have both good auto-correlation properties and good

cross-correlation properties.

L.4 Weighing Matrices of Odd Order

In this section, we obtain some necessary conditions for the existence of weighing

matrices of odd, order. As far as I know, all of these results are folklore. The proofs

are the ones given in [{ì1571}].

A complex matrix A is uni,tary if AA* : I. I will refer to a complex matrix as

w-un'itary íf AA* -'uf , where t¿r is a real number. Orthogonal and w-orthogonal

matrices are unitary and t¿-unitary matrices with all real entries, respectively. Ob-

serve that weighing matrices are t¿-orthogonal matrices with the restriction that all

of their entries are either 0 or t1.

Theorem T.A.L. [(i,i:'"/!i] LetW be aw-uni.tary matri.r of ordern and wei,ghtw,

where w i,s an 'integer and n i,s odd. Further, a,ssun"Le that det(W) e Z. Then w i,s

an'integer squo,re.

Proof. By Lemma 1.1.3, det(W)2 :'u)n. So, there exists an integer / such that

u)' : 12. By the Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic, there exist factorizations

of tr and l. into prime po,!¡/ers pT', ...,pik and, pft, ..., pf', r"rp""tively, such that

pT"' . . .pi"r : p?þ' . . .p?P' and, since factorization into primes is unique, úoo : p?go .

Consequently, for each'i, nai:2P'. But n is odd, so, for eachi,, a¿ is even and

there exists q such Lhat a¿ - 2c¿. Hence, t¿ is a square. n
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In particular, Theorem 1.4.1 implies that odd order weighing matrices must

have square weight. Let W be a weighing matrix of order n and weight t¿. Then

the (0, I)-complement ofWisthe nxn matrix B:lbo¡l suchthat buj:7if w¿¡:g

and b¿¡ : 0 otherwise. Note that, since there are u norrzero entries in each row of

W, there are n - u ÍLorrzero entries in each row of B.

The next result provides an upper bound on the weight of an odd order weighing

matrix. This is an important result; the best weighing designs are obtained by

using large weight weighing matrices (see Section 1.2). Further, large weight cir-

culant weighing matrices are preferable to small weight circulant weighing matrices

for applications concerning radar and sonar (Section 1.3). Some of the most sought

after open problems in the theory of circulant weighing matrices concern proving or

disproving the existence of large weight CW(n,u)'s in the case flnat n is even.

Theorem L.4.2. [(;,<''1!i] Let W be a wei,ghi,ng matri,r of order n and wei4ht,u) : k2,

where n i,s odd and w > 7. Let B be the (0,1)-complement of W. Then n > k2 +k+1,

and equal'ity holds i,f and onlg i,f BBr : (n-w)I+(J,- I), (where Jn denotes the

n x n matri,r of allT's).

Proof. Let r¿ and r¿ be two distinct rows of W. For ease of exposition, I have

arranged the entries of these rows in a certain pattern; the proof in no way depends

upon the entries assuming this pattern.

18
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t¿:

ît:

f cols:

Since t¿'t¿: Q,

a - b:0,

so that

c+d*e:n-2a.

But, since there are k non-zero entries in both rows,

c: d,.

Consequently,

e:n-2a-2c.

And, since n is odd, e is an odd number. So the diagonal entries of BBT ate n - w

and the off diagonal entries are positive odd numbers.

WT is a weighing matrix of weight w, so each column of B contains ?z - ?t,l ones.

Further, each column of BT contains n - u ones. Let e be the n-tuple of all ones.

Then

(n-w)2e: (n-w)eBr : (eB)Br :e(BBr): ((n- ?r) + st,...,t("-r) f s,),

19
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where each s¿ is a sum of n - 1 positive odd numbers. Thus,

(n-r)'> (n-w)+(n-7),

or, equivalently,

n2 -zn(w + 1) + (r'+ tr f 1) > 0,

and equality holds if and only if each of the off diagonal entries of B Br is equal to

1.

Let

f (") : 12 - 2(w + 1)r + w2 + w t 7.

Then, by the Quadratic Formula, the roots of / are w I ! + Ju. Since

n2 - 2(w+ 1) + (rt +tu -{- 1) > 0,

we must have that either

nlw+7+\/u

n1w+7-Jw.

Further, since tl > 1,

wiI-lw<w.

Therefore,

20
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is absurd. So

nlw+1+ Jw:k2+k+t.

n

The case of equality in Theorem L4.2 can be studied using mathematical struc-

tures called projective planes. A is a structure composed of objects called "points"

and objects called "lines" and a relation called "incidence" (geometries are sometimes

referred to as "hypergraphs" in the combinatorial literature). A project'iue plane P

is a geometry that satisfies the following axioms:

(z) any two points are incident with exactly one iine,

(i.i,) any two lines intersect one another in a unique point (i.e. they are incident

with exactly one of the same points),

(i,i,i,) each line is incident with at least three points, and

(zo) there exist at least two lines.

It can be shown [liiì.i)s] that axioms (ü.i.) and (i,u) are equivalent to

('i,'i,'i,)' there exist four points, no three of which are collinear (such points are said to

form a quadrangle, or frame).

Projective planes are members of a more general class of structures called projective

geometries, which will be introduced in the next chapter.

Finite projective planes are projective planes with a finite point sets. For any finite

projective plane P, it can be shown (see [ììi:ìi]$l) that there exists a number k such

that each line is incident with k f 1 points and each point is incident with k f 1

Iines and suchthat P contains k2+k*l points andlc2 +k+1iines. The number

k is called the order of. P.

The smailest projective plane has order 2; it is called the Fano plane (after the
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geometer Gino Fano). In the diagram below, the dots represent points of the plane

and each arc containing 3 dots represents a line of the plane.

Figure 1.1: The Fano Plane

It is well known that, for each prime power pe, there exists a projective plane of

order p" (ajustification is provided in Chapter 2). There are no known examples

of projective planes of composite order; it is generally believed that there are none.

The question of whether or not this is the case is one of the most famous unsoived

problems in combinatorics. The major theoretical result in this direction is the

Bruck-Ryser Theorem (see [i'ìirrri'i] for a proof).

Theorem T.4.3. If k = 1 (mod 4) or k : 2 (mod 4) and a projecti,ue plane of

order k etists, then k must be a sun'L of two (i,ntegral) squ&res.

It follows, for instance, that there exists no projective plane of order 6, since 6

is not a sum of two (integral) squares. Lam [[,a.rlrí,]í] has verified, using a massive

computer search, that there exists no finite projective plane of order 10. The smallest

open case is for order 12.

Let P be a finite projective plane of order k. Enumerate the points and lines of P.
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Then the inc'idence matrir of P (relative to the enumeration) is the (k'+ k+ 1) x

(k' +k + t) matrix B : {b¿¡lsuch that b¿j : 7 if point d is on line 7 and. b¿, : g

otherwise. For example, an incidence matrix of the Fano Plane is

ôt
,¿.)

000
100
110
011
101
010
001

1011
0101
0010
0001
1000
1100
0110

Since each point is incident with k -l 1 lines, there are k + t ones in each row of

B. Furthet, since every pair of points is incident with exactly one line, for every

'i1, i,2 therc is exactly one number j such that b¿r¡: 1 : b¿r¡. So BBr : kI + Jr.

Likewise, since every pair of lines intersect in exactly one point, Br B : kI + Jn.

A balanced i,ncomplete (u,b,lr,r,\) block desi,gn (see [.fr'.i;x]) is a set ^9 of u objects

together with b "blocks" (subsets of ,S) such that each block contains k objects, each

object is contained in r different blocks, and every pair of distinct objects occtrrs

together in À blocks. Finite projective planes are examples of block designs; in

the next chapter we will encounter another class of examples: difference sets. In

general, the incidence matrix B of. a balanced incomplete block design satisfi.es the

equation BBr : (k - À)/ + 
^Ju.

A geometry G is r-uni,form (for r € NI) if each line of G is incident with exactly r

points (I have lifted this concept from the hypergraph literature).
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Lemma L.4.4. Let n ) r ) 3 and let H be an r-uni,form geometrg wi,th a poi,nt

set of si,ze n. If H sati,sfies the first two fini,te project'iue plane arioms, then H 'is a

fini,te proj ect'iu e plane.

Proof. Let Lt be a line of H. Since n > r and since every point is contained in at

least one line (this follows from axiom (z)), there is another Iine, L2, of H. Since -L1

intersects L2in exactly one point (axiom (ez)), there are two points that lie on L1

that do not lie on L2 and there are two points that lie on L2 that do not lie on L1.

Let Q be the set of these four points. Suppose that there is a line L that contains

more than three points of Q. Then either two points of trr lie on -L or two points

of. Lz lie on L. Either way, there are two distinct points that are connected by two

distinct lines. This contradicts axiom (e). Hence, Q is a quadrangle. n

Corollary t.4.5. Let k ) 2. Then there eri,sts a projecti,ue plane of order k i,f and

onlg i.f there eri,sts anxn (n: k2+k+1) (0, !)-matri,rA suchthatAAr :kIlJ,

and ArA: kI I Jn.

Proof. If there exists a projective plane of order k, then A can be chosen as its

incidence matrix.

So suppose that there exists a matrix A : [ou¡] such that AAr : kI + Jn and

ArA: kI + J,. Define a geometry H with k2 +tc*1lines andl* +k+ 1 points by

the condition that a point z¿ lies on a line Lj itr or, : I. Since the dot product of

any two rows of A is equal to one, for every pair of points in -ä, there is exactly one

Iine that connects them. Further, the dot product of any two rows of. AT is equal

to one. Hence, for every two lines in the geometry, there exists exactly one point

that lies on both.

Since each columnof. A contains exacly k+I ones, each line of H contains k+t
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points. But, since lí>2, k+1> 3. Further, there arck2+k+I>ktl pointsin

ã. Thus, by Lemma 1.4.'1,.H is a finite projective plane of order k. !

Finite projective geometries, it turns out, are very useful for constructing other

types of combinatorial objects. In the next chapter, I will demonstrate how they

can be used to build circulant weighing matrices. The following theorem, which

investigates the extremal case in Theorem L'1,.2, goes the other way; it shows that

the existence of a weighing matrix with certain parameters implies the existence of

a finite projective plane.

Theorem L.4.6. [{i,i:"i!i] Let k 2 2. Then the eri,stence of a W(k2 + k + L,k2)

i.mpli,es the er'istence of a fi,nite projectiue plane of order k.

Proof. Let W be aW(k2 + k + I,k').Let B : lb¿jl be the (0, 1)-complement of W.

Then, by Theorem 1.4.2,

BBr:kI+J.

Since Wr is also a W(k' + k + 1, k2) and since B" is the (0, 1)-complement of. Wr ,

Theorem 1.4.2 also implies that

BTB:kI+J.

So, by Corollary 7.'L.5, B is the incidence matrix of finite projective piane of order

k.!

By the Bruck-Ryser Theorem (Theorem 1.4.3), there is no projective plane of

order 6; it follows that there exists noW(43,36).
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Corollary L.4.7. Let k > 2 be such that ei,ther k : I (mod I or k : 2 (mod fl.
If there eri,sts aW(k2 + k+ 7,k'), thenk must be the sum of two i,ntegral squares.

1.5 Group Developed Weighing Matrices

Let 91,g2,...,gnbe the elements of afinite group G. The division table for G is the
_1 .

array with g¿g¡'in entry i,, j.For instance, let H : (h) be the cyclic group of order

4. Then the division table of H is given by the following array.

lh¡z¡z

1

h

¡z

¡z

t hs¡rz h

h I h1¡rz

¡zhrh3
¡z¡zh1

By the cancellation property, each element of G appears exactly once in every ro\M

and every column of the division iable. For g¡ € G, let Pn : lpo¡l be the permutation

matrix (a 0,1 matrix with exactly one 1 in every row and every column) such that

p¿j : 7 íf g¿grr - !¡, and p¿j :0 otherwise. For instance, relative to the cyclic

group H, the matrices Pt, Pz, P3, and Pa aîe

.:I
i000
0100
0010
0001

010
001
000
100 l":

001
000
100
010 l":

0001
1000
0i00
0010

D-t2-
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Let g: G ---+ M,,*,, (A) be defined by the rule rp (gr) : P¡.Let ô : {0, I,...,fr-l}t *

{0, 1} be the map defined by the rule that õ;,¡ : 7 if g¿g, L : !¿ and, 6l,i :0 otherwise.

Let g¡,,h e G be such that g¡,g¿:9,,. Then ç(gk)ç(gt): PnPt:16f,,)n,,1õt,,,),,":

tt7:ï 6f,n6tr,,1n," : [ôi"] .¿,": Pu: p (s,) : p (gngò. So, p is a homomorphism. For

arry n € N, a homomorphism from a group G to a subgroup of GL(n,C) is called

a representat'ion of order n of the group G. The map g is known as the Cayley

representat'ion of G.

1Ve say that a nxn matrix M is group deueloped over the group G (or alternatively,

G-deueloped) If

M : atPt +...lanPr,

where the matrices P¿ are the permutation matrices corresponding to the Cayley

representation of G. Consider the nxn matrix X: ci,rc(0,1,0,...,0).X is called

the ri,ght shi,ft matri,z since, for any rnxn matrix A, muitiplying A on the right by X

shifts the entries of A one position to the right. X is ihe image of z under the Cayley

representation of the cyclic group (z) of order n. Note that X2 : c,irc(O,0, 1,0, ...,0),

X3 : ci,rc(O,O,0,1,0,...,0), ..., X'-r : c'irc(O,0,...,1), and. Xn - In.Thus, each

circulant matrix can be written as a polynomial in terms of the right shift matrix

as follows: ci,rc(as,a!,...,a,,,-t) : a¡In* a1X t azXz +... + an-tXn-|. Circulant

matrices are matrices developed over cyclic groups.

The group ri,ng is the ring of all formal polynomials in G with coefficients from Z

(wherein the identity of the group is identified with 1). The following conventions

will be used frequently in this text. For ,9 : Ðangn € V,G and ú € Z, we introduce

the notation 
^9(Ú) 

: Ð angtn. More generally, if ø is some map from G to itself, we

stipulate that (f a¿g¿)" : Dø¿o(g;). Further, f.or T C G, in the context of. ZG, T
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denotes I r.
r€T

For any group G, the Cayley representation extends to an isomorphism from the

group ring ZG to the ring of all G-developed matrices with entries in Z. If C is

a group developed matrix with integer entries, then I caII g-t(C) the group ring

polgnom'ial of C. For instance, let (g) b. the cyclic group of order 6. Then the group

ring polynomial of the CW(6,4) from page 2 is -1 i g * 93 + 94.

Alternatively, let É be the homomorphism from the ring of all circulant matrices

with integer entries to the úng Zl*l I @" - 1) defined by the rule 0 (X) : z (where

X denotes the right shift matrix). á is also an isomorphism and, if C is a circulant

matrix with integer entries, 0 (C) is called the Hall polynomi,al of C (after Marshall

Hall).

LeI W be a n x n G-developed matrix such that W : D ouPo. WWr : wI iff.

w-I (ww') : r,p-t(I): r-
Let P be a permutation matrix. The (2, j) - th entry pi¡ of PPr is equal to the dot

product of the ith row of P with the jth row of P. Thus, since P contains exactly

one 1 in every row and every column, PPT :1. Therefore,

e-'(ww,) : e-, (ff ,,e) (Ð ",r,)') : ç-L ((f ,,r,) (Ð",p;,))

: (t ',n,) (Ðongu') : e-r (w) (e-'(14l))(-i)

Thus, we have proven the following (folklore) lemma, which turns out to be crucial.

Lemma 1.5.1. A G-deueloped (0,tL) matri,rW i,s a wei,ghi,ng matri.r of wei,ghtw

i,f and, onls if ,p-t(W) (ç-t(W))(-t) : ut.

As an initial application of Lemma 1.5.1, we prove the following result, which
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shows how circulant weighing matrices can be combined and altered in various ways

to create larger circulant weighing matrices. The first two parts of the next result

are folklore. The third part was first presented in a survey on circulant weighing

matrices [å i)1]i'] (it can also be obtained by a well known technique for constructing

weighing matrices known as the "orthogonal pairs method").

Lemma L.5.2. Suppose that there eri,sts a CW(n1,w1) and, a CW(n2,w2).

(i,) For each natural number t, there er'ists a CW(try,w1).

(i,i) There eri,sts aW(n1n2,wtwz) deueloped ouer the abeli,an group obtai,ned, by tak-

i,ng the di.rect product of the cgcl'ic groups of orders nt o,nd, nz. If (rr,nr) : l, then

thi,s wei,ghi,ng matri,r i,s ci,rculant.

(Ul) fet m and n2 be odd and let m > I. Then there en'i,sts a CW(2mn2,4w2).

Proof . (z) Let Wtbe a CW(n1,tr1) with group ring polynomial 0(r) over the cyclic

group (r) of order n1. Let (g) b. the cyclic group of order tn1, for some ú. Then,

since (g¿) is the subgroup of (g) of order u, 0(A') is the group ring polynomial for

a CW(try,w1).

(i,i,) Let (z) be the cyclic group of order n1 and let (g) be the cyclic group of or-

der n2. Let 01(r) be the group ring polynomial of. a CW(nt,wt) and let 02(y) be

the group ring polynomial of a CW(nz,wz). Then 0{n)02(y) is a 0, *1 polyno-

mial in the ring Zlþ)8(g)] . Further, for any r,s € N, ("'g")-r : r-'U-".So,

since (r) 8(s) is abelian, 0{n)02(y) (01(n)02(fi¡(-t) - 01(r)02(y)0r(r-t)0r(a-t) :

0{r)01(r-t)02(g)0r(a-') : u)!?!)z.Thus, 0{r)02(y) is the group ring polynomial of

aW(np2,wtwz) developed over (z) 8(g) .If (n1,nt) :1, then (")8(g) is cyclic

with gener ator ry . Therefore (in this case), eln)12(y) is the group ring polynomial

of a CW(n1n2,w1w2).
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(äi,) Let (r) be the cyclic group of order 2mn2. By part (i), there exists a CW (2mnz, wz)

with group ring polynomial 0t(*'^), obtained from a CW(n2,wz) by the method

from (z). L# and aS:2 are orthogonal idempotents, i.e.

L_fnnz7_fm2 I_:rmnz

30

\+r*n, I+r*n2

(mod r2^" - 7),

(mod r2*n' - 7),

2

\ + r*n'

and

I-rnnzL+rmnz
- Q (mod r2*n' - 1).

By exploiting this fact, we can construct a CW(2mn2,4wz).

Let )s(r): (1 - r*"r)7t(r'^) + r(L + r*"r)0r(n2*).Each power of. r in the poly-

nomial 0t(*'*) is congruent to 0 (mod 2rn). Since m and TL2 à,rê, odd, the powers of

r in rnnz7t(*'*) are congruent to rn (mod 2m). The powers of n in r01(r2*) and.

trr^n201(r'^) are congruent to 1 and m I I (mod 2m), respectively. Thus á3(r) is

a 0, t1 polynomial. Further,

1s(r)dr("-t) :2(\ - **n')r, + 2(71 r*n')w2 - 4wz.

So, d3 is the group ring polynomial of a CW(2nrn2,4w2).

For example, -1 lr*12 +ra is the group ring polynomial of a CW(7,4).,

developed over the cyclic group (z) of order 7. -a+a'-as +a5 +a6 +a7 +a8 -as +a11

is the group ring polynomial of a CW(13,9), developed over the cyclic group (gr)

of order 13 (in the next chapter I will demonstrate how these circulant weighing

matrices can be generated).
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From the proof of part (i), -1 + z2 + za + z8 is the group ring polynomial of a

CW(74,4) over the cyclic group (z) of order 14.

Let t : ry. Then,since (7, 13) : 1, ú is a generator of (z) x (ù. And, by the proof

of part (ez),

(-1 + r + 12 + rn)(-a + a2 - as + a5 + u6 + a7 + a8 - as + all)

: a-az +at -a' -au -a' -a8 +ae -ytr -rg+ry2 -rys +ry\ +*96 +ry' +rg8 -"ye +ryrr -r2y

+r2y2-1293+r2g5 +r2y6+r297 +r2y8 -r2ye+r2yLL-*ay+rag2 -ray3+nag5+naE6+rag7

+*nar-*nas+*na"

: ¿74 -¿28 *#2 -t70 -t84 -{ -*t +f5 -fs _t+*5 -*s +f7 +{t +f5 +f -û2 +f0 -{e +* _16

+t44 +f8 +{2 +¿86 _ f +f7 _¿53 + f7 _fL+¿18+ f2 +*6 +¿60 _ {4 +*t

is the group ring polynomial of a CW(91,36).

Let (s) be the cyclicgroup of order 98. Bypart (z), -1+ sL4+s28 +s56 isthe Hall

polynomiai of a CW (98, 4). Thus, by part (ezz),

(t - "nn)(-1 
+ sla + s28 + rtu) + s(i + rnn)(-1 + s1a + s28 + s56¡

- -1 +s1 +s28 +s56 *sae - s63 - s77 - s7 _ s+s15+s2e +s57 - s50+s6a+s78+s8

is the Hall polynomial of. a CW(98,16).
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1.6 Row sums

We can deduce a powerful necessary condition for the existence of group developed

weighing matrices by examining a simple property of their ro\M sums. A matrix A

is k-row-regular if. the sum of the entries in every row is equal to k. Column regular

matrices are defined similarly. If a square matrix is k-row-regular and c-column-

regular, then the sum of the entries in the matrix is equal to both nlc and nc; if

follows that k : c. In this case, we refer to the matrix as k-regular.

J. Kappor l\1.,tt'ii:,] proved that an orthogonal matrix can be written as a sum D ooPn,

where the P¿'s are disjoint permutation matrices, only if I a¿ : f 1. Mullin [tf *Ìïri]

proved that there exists a k-regular (and, in particular, a group developed) W(n,w)

only if w : l*. I noticed that the technique from Mullin's proof can be adapted

to prove a more general result that implies both Mullin and Kapoor's resuits as a

consequence.

Theorem 1.6.1. If there eri.sts anxn w-uni,tarE k-regular matri,rW, thenw : kE.

Proof. Let e be the L x n column matrix of all 1's. WW*e : EWe : kke artd

WW*e: wle: u)e. Thus, w : kk. n

If.W can be written as a sum W - Ðo.Pn of multiples of disjoint permuta-

tion matrices, then I4l is k-regular, where k : Ðor.Thus, we have the following

generalization of Kapoor's result as a corollary.

oc)ò.ú

Corollary L.6.2. If a w-un'itarg matri,r W

di,sjoi.nt permutat'ion matri,ces, then la¿ kes

compler plane.

wri.tten as a sun'L la¿P¿ of

ci,rcle of radi,us fw ln the

can be

on the
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If W : Ð ooPn is a unitary matrix, ! a¿ lies on the unit circle and, if I4l is

orthogonal,Do : t1. Note that a g1oup developed weighing matrix W canbe

written as a sum W : ÐooPu of disjoint permutation matrices and is therefore

k-regu1ar, where k:Ða¿, and the ø¿'s are all either 0 or t1.

Corollary 1.6.3. [Ì,í'Lr.ii5] If W is ak-regular wei,ghi,ng matri,r (for erample, a group

deueloped wei,ghing matri,r) of wei,ght w, then w : k2.

Let W be a k-regular weighing matrix. Let a be the number of ones in each row

of W and let b be the number of negative ones in each row of W. Then a I b : k2

and a - b - k. The next resuit follows upon solving this linear system.

Corollary L.6.4. [:',itti'i,-,] If W i,s ak-regular wei,ghi,ng matrir, then,it has ff
, t2 t^

ones and ff negatiue ones in each of its rows.

L.7 Negacyclic \Meighing Matrices

A negacycl'ic matri,r is a matrices that is a polynomial in the matrix Y given below:

.0

00

JJ

010
0 010

1

0

Negacyclic matrices are

negacyclic matrices are

a close relative of circulant matrices. Roughly speaking,

like circulant matrices except that their entries become
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negated when they rrwrap around[ from one side of the matrix to the other. We

will refer to a n x r¿ negacyclic weighing matrix of weight w as a NW(n,tr). If Y is

n x n, thenY" - -I.It follows that ø : \a¿Yi --+ | o,iAi is an isomorphism from

the ring of integer valued negacyclic matrices to the quotient ríng Zly] I (y' * 1) . The

image of a negacyclic matrix under o will be referred to as its nega-Hall polgnomi,al.

The following (folklore) result is a negacyclic analogue of Lemma 1.5.1.

Lemma L.7.L. A nxn negacgclec (0, t1)-matrirW i,s a wei,ghi.ng matri,r of wei,ght

w i,f and only i,f i,ts nega-Hall polynomi.al o(W) sati,sf,es the equati,on

o(W)o(W)(-l) = ?, (mod (a" + L))-

Notice that, although the set of powers of Y is a representation of the cyclic

group of order 2n, the negacyclic matrices are not group developed in the sense

defined above. Further, negacyclic matrices are not regular. So, for instance, Corol-

lary 1.6.3 does not apply to them.

Let 0(y) be the nega-Hall polynomial of a negacyclic weighing matrix tr4{. Replace-

ment of the variable y with the variable -g is a bijection / from the ring Zlall(A"+l)

to the rinsZf-y)l(?U)" - i). If n is odd, thenZl-yll(?a)" + 1) is isomorphic to

Zlrll @" - 1). Thus, the image of þ(0(y)) in Zlrll þ" - 1) is the Hall polynomial of

a circulant matrix. On the other hand, if n is even, then Zl-all (?A)" + 1) is iso-

morphic to Zlyll (y" + 1), so, in this case, the image of þ(0(y)) in Z[y]l (s" * 1) is the

nega-Hall polynomial of another negacyclic matrix. In either case, the matrix W2

corresponding to the image of þ(0(g)) is obtained by multiplying every second row

and every second column of W by -1. The orthogonality of the rows of a weighing
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matrix is invariant under multiplication of the rows or columns of the matrix by

-1. Thus, W2 is also a weighing matrix.

Reversing this procedure shows that odd order circulant weighing matrices can be

transformed into negacyclic weighing matrices. The following theorem is folklore.

Theorem 1.7.2. If n is odd, then there eri,sts a NW(n,u) xf and onlg i,f there

erists a CW(n,w).

Consider the following CW(7,4).

By negating every second row and every second column of this matrix, we obtain a

NW (7 ,4).

1

0

0

0

110100
0-i1010
00 1101
100-110
0100 i1
i0100-1
110100

0100
10i0

101
10

0- 1

00
00

0-
00

0

0-
0

1-
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We now generalize the concept of negacyciic matrices; the concepts presented in

this section to are similar to, and based upon, some ideas of Craigen [Or':rl]ir:]. A

s'igned group of order n is a group of order 2n with a distinguished central element,

denoted -1, of order 2. For instance, the group Q of Quaternions, with presentation

Q : (r, j : i,2 : j2 : -L;ij : -ji,)

is a signed group of order 4.

It follows as a corollary to the Fundamental Theorem of Abelian Groups (see

[(.;;,riíi,i]) that, if G is an abelian group and ú divides the order of G, then G has

a subgroup of order ú. Since the only group of order 2 is the cyclic group of order

2, it follows that all abelian groups of even order contain an element of order 2.

Therefore, all abelian groups of even order are signed groups.

Signed groups are useful for constructing weighing matrices; in particular, they are

useful for constructing Hadamard matrices [{"ìri;i);i;r].

A si,gned permutati,on matrir is a matrix with entries all either 0 or *1 and with

exactly one non-zero entry in each row and column. Let G be a signed group of

order n. Then a rernrep (real monomial representation) is a representation of G

whose image is a subgroup of SP" (ihe group of signed permutation matrices of

order n,,; cf. Lemma 1.5.1 and Lemma 1.7.1) and which maps -1 to -1. Let

{1, Pr,...., Pn-1, -L, -Pt., ..., -Pn-t}

be the image of G under a rerruep. If W : aol i a1P1+ . . . * an-1Pn-1 is a

W(r,,tr), then we refer toW as a SW(n,?r;R) (in Craigen's definition of signed
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group weighing matrices, the entries of the matrix come from the signed group; the

notation lR. serves to distinguish the two different kinds of signed group weighing

matrices).

1.8 Equivalence

Notice that if 01(g) is the group ring polynomial for a W(n,tlr) developed over

the group G, then, for each h e G,0z(g): h?t(g) i. the group ring polyno-

mial of another G-developed W(n,tl). Likewise, for any automorphism o of G,

0r(g)" (0r(g)")(-" : (erb)Él(g)(-t))" :'u)o: ,rr, so that ár (g)" ir also the group

ring polynomial of a G-developed W(n,w).

For example, 0(r) : -1 + r * 12 + 13 is the group ring polynomial, defined

over the cyclic group (r) of order 4, of a circulant Hadamard matrix. The map

o : (r) -- (n) defi.ned by the rule o (*) : z3 is an automorphism of (z). So the

polynomial r20(r3): 1 * n - 12 + z3 defines another circulant Hadamard matrix.

If W is a CW(Zn,tu) with group ring polynomial 0(r), then 0(-r) is the group

ring polynomial of another CW(2n,,u). Further, for any CW(n,w) W, -I4l is also

a CW(n,'u). So, for example, since 0(g) : -l + g + 93 + ga is the group ring poly-

nomial, over the group (g), of the CW(6,4) from page 2, -0(-g): 1* g I 93 - 94

is the group ring polynomial of another CW(6,4).

Let W1 and W2 be two G-develop ed W (n,tr)'s with group ring polynomials d1(g)

and 02(g), respectively. Then W1 and W2 are equi,ualent as G-deueloped we'ighi,ng

matri,ces if and only if

DF7(Jr

oz?): ehfu(6s)" ,
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where o is some automorphism of G, ä e G, and e, ô e {-1, 1}.

As a matter of convention, if W is a circulant weighing matrix with negative row

sum, \Me choose to speak instead about the equivalent circulant weighing matrix

-W. In the next chapter I will demonstrate the existence of multiple inequivalent

circulant weighing matrices for some parameter pairs.

Theorem 1.8.1. LetWt andW2 be G-deueloped we'ighi,ng matri,ces that are equ'iu-

alent as G-deueloped we'ighi.ng matri,ces. Then they are also equi.ualent as we'ighi,ng

matrices.

Proof. Let 0{g) : Ðangn and 02(g) be the group ring polynomials of. Wt and W2,

respectively. Let 0z(g) : eù(6g)". I will demonstrate how Wz caîbe obtained from

Wl via row and column permutations and multiplications of rows and columns by

-1.
Let G: {1 : go.,gt,...,gn-t}.Index the rows and columns of.Wl as if it were the

division table for G, so thatWl is the core (the array with the first row and column

deleted) of the ârrây

9n-t

38

1

gLl

uoo

Ut,0

?,DO,l

ut,t

wo,n-L

u7,n-l

Un-1,0 Un-I,n-\

Then lri.j: o¡ if and only if g¿Lg¡ - gt . Permute the columns of W1 so that, for
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each j, the column indexed by g¡ is sent to the column indexed bV gi . Permute the

rows of W1 so that, for each'd, the row indexed by gnt is sent to the row indexed

bv (gn')". Call the matrix so obtainedW4: l*î,) Then wtt: ø¡ if and only if

gll g, : (gî)-' gî : (gil g¡)" : g"^. So that Wa is a G-developed. matrix with group

ring polynomial Ðongi.

Permute the columns of Wa so that, for each j, the column indexed by g¡ is sent

to the column indexed by hg¡. Call the matrix so obtained W3 : lrlrl .Then

,l¡ : a¡ if and only if g¿ 1 g¡ : hgi. So I4ls is a G-developed matrix with group ring

polynomialla¡,ltgf .

Now multiply each row of Ws by e, and multiply every second row and column of

Waby ð to obtain W2, with group ring polynomial ehfi(õg)". n

It is not known whether or not the converse of Theorem 1.8.1 is true. In other

words, If WL and W2 are G-developed weighing matrices that are equivalent as

weighing matrices, does it follow that they are equivalent as G-developed weighing

matrices?

1.9 Eigenvalues of Group Developed Matrices

Let G : {1 : go, gt,..., gn-t} be a finite group of exponent u. Let cp be the Cayley

representation for G and, for each i,,Iet g(go): P¿. For eachi:0, 1, ...)n- 1, there

exists s¿lu such that gi¿ : 1. Since representations are homomorphisms, for each'i,

Pfo : -I. For some i, let À¿ € C be an eigenvalue of ft with eigenvector v¿. Then

y¿: Iy¿: Pf'v¿: Àiov¿. Therefore, À¿ is a sf;h root of unity.

Let M be a G-developed matrix, so that M : Ð?:o' a¿P¿. Then each eigenvalue of
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M has the form ÐT; ø¿Ç, where, for each i,, Ç is a stoh rool of unity. It follows that

each eigenvalue of M lies in the ring ZlÇl .

The eigenvalues of group developed weighing matrices have a remarkable property

(which is, as far as I know, folklore).

Theorem 1.9.1. Let G be a fi,ni.te group, tet W : tLï a¿P¿ be a G-d,eueloped,

W (n, w), and, let ), : Ii:ot a¿(¿ be an ei,genualue of W. Then À lies on the ci,rcle (of

the compler plane), centered at the ori,gi,n, of radi,us 1/w.

Proof . For each i, Pl : P;l. Consequently, if Ç is an eigenvalue of fl, then 4 : en 
t

is an eigenvalue of Pf . tt follows that f is an eigenvalue of Wr, so that ÀÀ is an

eigenvalue of WWT : wf . Therefore, ÀÀ: tr. n

1.10 Large \Meight Circulant Weighing Matrices

'We 
have already freely used the term "large weight weighing matrix;" now we will

make the meaning(s) of this term precise. There are two ways to define the term:

under one definition, a weighing matrix W has large weight íf W is aW(n,n - o),

where ¿ is a "small" number; another way of defining this term is to stipulate that

W has large weigh| if W is a W(n,u;), where en = l.Under the second definition a

weighing matrix W can have large weight, even if it contains a number of zeroes,

so long as it is large enough that the ratio of the number of zeroes to the size of the

matrix is negligible. In this section, we will present a few results about large weight

circulant weighing matrices in the first sense of the term. In the next chapter, we

will explain how to generate a class of CW(n,r.u)'s such that, as n)u) ---+ æ, s --+ L.

Finally, Schmidt's bound on large weight circulant weighing matrices is discussed
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at the end of chapter 3.

Circulant Hadamard matrices have already been mentioned (Section 1.1). The next

case to consider is the case of tlne circulant conference matri,ces, the CW (n,n - 1)'s.

It tu¡ns out that there are none of these, other than the 2 x 2 identity matrix.

This fact was first proved by Mullin and Stanton [liS;"i;]. Later, Jungnickel [.] Lir:r9ti]

proved the more general result that, for any abelian group G, there exist no G-

developed conference matrices (other than the 2 x 2 identity). He also obtained re-

strictions on the existence of conference matrices developed over non-abelian groups.

Craigen [i.:r:rrl).1] reproved Mullin and Stanton's result. Craigen's method is the sim-

plest of the three. What's more, it can be extended to prove a more general result

that, while different than Jungnickel's result, also implies the non-existence of con-

ference matrices developed over abelian groups.

Craigen's method makes use of symmetry, eigenvalues, and the trace function. It

was motivated by the following result, which was proven by D. Gregory [{:r:r;l)1,].

Theorem 1.10.1. Letn be odd. Thenthere eri,sts no sAn'Ln'¿etri,cW(n,w) wi,th a

zero d'iagonal.

Proof. Suppose W is a symmetric W(n,tr,) that has a zero diagonal. Since I4l2

wI,the eigenvaluesof.W are À¿ : tJ-w,i:I,...,n. But tr(W):0: Ð!:rÀu

tJw, for some ú. Since n is odd, so is ú. Therefore, t+0, which is impossible.

Note that, by Theorem 1..,,4.2, if there exists a conference matrix of order n ) t,

then n. is even. The following result (from [Cial]:il), provides a crucial iink between

symmetric weighing matrices and group developed conference matrices (since group

developed matrices are regular). A conference matrix is in standard pos'iti,on if each

of its zeroes lies along the main diagonal.

47
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Theorem L.1.O.2. ([t':t'u!i,¡]) Euery regular conference matr|r i,n standard pos'it'ion

'is sgmmetri,c.

Proof. Let W be a k-regular W(n,k2) (see Corollary f..6.3) in standard position.

Without loss of generality, the first two rows of W are

The next four equations follow by orthogonality and regularity

a+b+c*d:k2-7,

r*a+b-c-d,:k,

A+o'-b+c-d:k,

a-b-c*d:0.

Adding these four equations together yields

r+A*4a:k2+Zk-t.

But fr is odd, so that

r+A:1*2-I:2 (mod4).

It fotlows that r : A.By similarly arranging the 'ith and jth rows, one may deduce
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that the (i,, j) and (j,z) entriesof.W are equal, i.e. that W'is symmetric.

Now we are in a position to prove the main result of this section (which gener-

alizes a result from [i"Jr:ili'i]).

Theorem 1.10.3. There eri,st no conference matrices, other than the 2x2 i,denti,tg,

deueloped ouer 0, s'igned group (i,n the sense of the term "group deueloped" defined in

Secti,on 1.5).

Proof. Let G be a signed group (of order n > 2), and let W be a G-developed

conference matrix in standard position. By Theorem 1.10.2, Iz7 is symmetric.

Let g be the Cayley representation of G. Let ,p(-1): P. Then, since (-1)(-1) : 1,

P2'1,'i.e., P: P-L: PT.If A1 and A2are symmetricmatricesthat commute,

then A1A2: AzAt: ATAT : (A1A2)r, so that AtAz is also symmetric. Since

-1 is, by definition, in the centre of G, W and P commute. Therefore,WP is a

symmetric G-developed conference matrix (note that PPr :1) with either all 1's

or all -1's along the main diagonal.

Assume, without loss of generality, lhatWP has all l's along the main diagonal.

Letk: Jn-1. Then, sinceeacheigenvalue ofWP iseither kor -k andsincethe

trace of a matrix is equal to the sum of its eigenvalues,

tr(W P) : tk : rL,

for some ú. Since k : \/n -1, this is impossible unless n:2.

Interestingly, although there exist no conference matrices developed over signed

groups, there do exist SW (n, n - I;lR)'s. In fact, if q is an odd prime power, then
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there exists a NW (q+ 1, g) (see Section 2.2.6 for the proof of a more general result).

It is generally believed [,iDfiti] that there exist no CW(n,n-2)'s for parameters

other than (3,1) and (6,4), however, this is still an unproven conjecture. Craigen

[.:-i.)lì{i] conjectures that for each ø, there exist nz such that, for all tu } ffi, there

exists no CW(n,n - a).This is true for odd n, by Theorem 7.4.2.

Some traction can be made into the problem of large weight circuiant weighing

matrices by using the number theoretic fact that perfect squares are congruent to

either 0 or 1 (mod 4). Let W be a G-developedW(k2 +2,k2), and let k > !, so that

k2 +2 must be even (by Theorem 7.4.2). Then we must have that k2 :0 (mod a).

Likewise, if W is aW(k2 +3,1{2), then (for k > 1) k2 : ! (mod a).

Let 0t (ø) be the Hall polynomial of a 4u2 x 422 circulant Hadamard matrix. Then

0z (r) : il (r) (mod ,L2u' - 1) is the Hall polynomial of. a 2u2 x 2u2 (0, +2) matrix

I4l. F\rrther,02(n)0t(r-t):4u2 (mod n2" - 1), so thatWWr :4u21. Therefore,

$W is aCW(2u2,u2). This is an example of a technique cailed fold'ing, wherein

the existence of a circulant weighing matrix is shown to imply the existence of a

smaller circulant weighing matrix. This technique was known at least as early as

1977 [l':r,it'i.?']. Arasu [;\i'al]li] uses folding to obtain a reduction theorem for circulant

weighing matrices under the so-calied self-conjugacy assumption. In Section 3.2.2,

I use this technique to obtain another reduction theorem under the seif-conjugacy

assumption (Theorem 3.2.7).

LetWrbeaCW (4u2 +2,4u2),letr¿ : (rn.,r¿2,...,r¿eu"+z)) andr¿ : (rrr,rtz,...,rt@u2+z))

be two rows of W1, and suppose that there exists a number 7 such lhat r¿¡ : rtj : 0.

Then, since r¿ .t j :0 and since 4u2 * 2 is even, there must exist a number s + j
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such that ris : rß: 0. This is only possible if the first row of Wl is some shift of

0qa2uz0a2u"¡2 a4u2+rt

polynomial fu(r) of ffi mustwhere, for each i, o,¿ I 0. In other words, the Hall

have the form

,j (or*+''' I o,2uzfr2u2 I a2uz42r2u2-12 *''' + a4u2+p4u2+r),

for some j :0.,I,...,4u2 * 1. Assume, without loss of generality, that j: 0. Let

02@) be such that

0r(*):0r(") (mod *2u2+1- 1) : (or+ azur+z)r 1...i (a2u, + a4ur¡1)r2u',

so that 0r(r) is the Hall polynomial of. a (2u2 +1) x (2u2 + 1) circulant (0,+2)

matrix C. Further,

0, (r) 0, (*-t) : 4t¿2 (mod ,'""*' - !),

so that CCr : 4u21. Therefore, Wz: |C is a CW (2u2 + I,ur) .

Consider the CW (4u2 +2,4u2) W's with Hall polynomial ït(-r). T\¡¿o matrices

Mt: lml,) and, Mz: lrnlr] are disjoint if m!,1 0 implies that *?¡:0, and vice

versa. Since Wshas order 4u2 +2 and since I4l3 is obtained fromWl by muttiplying

every second row and column by -1, one can obtain a CW (2u2 + L,u2) Wa, disjoint

fromW2, by folding I4l3.

Now let W5 be a CW (4u2 + 4,4u2) with Hall polynomial 7s(r). Without loss of
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generality, the first row of I4l is

0 wt uJa-r 0 rt rb-t 0 A, Ac-t 0 zt zd-r

where a is the number of entries from the first zero to the entry before the second

zero, and b, c, and d are defined similarly. Let 16 be the first row oL W and, for each

t, Iet r¿ be the row obtained by cyclicly shifting rs ú times. Since r0 . r¿ : 0, either

a:b, a: c, or a: d.

Suppose first that a : b. Since r0 . rc : 0, either c : ø, in which câsê c : ä

and therefore, by orthogonality, c : d also, or c : d. Suppose that c : d. By

orthogonality, c *d,: ø is impossible. Therefore, since 16 .tc+d.:0, c* d": atb

and, consequently, a: b : c: d,.

Now suppose that a : c. Then, since 16 'tb :0, either b : a, in which case b : c

and, by orthogonality, b : d, oÍ b: d,.

Finally, suppose that ø : d. then, since r¡.rb : 0, either b: a (in which case b: d

and, by orthogonality, ó : c) or b : c. So suppose that ó : c. b* c: d, is impossible

by orthogonality. Therefore, since 16 .tb+":0, ö+ c: d* ø, so that a: b: c: d,.

In any case, we have that o, : c and b : d,. Let ?s(r) be the Hall polynomial of

I4l5. Define 96(r) so that 06 (") = llt(r) (mod ,2u2+2 - i). Then d6(z) is the Hall

polynomial of a CW (2u2 i-2,u2) .

AII of this information is collected in the following theorem, which is well known

(see [,r f;lti] and Illi,Ìî?]).

Theorem 1.10.4. (i,) If there eri,sts a ci,rculant Hadamard matri,r of order n, then

n:4112, for some u, and there erists a CW (2u2,u2) .
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(i,i,) $thereeri,stsaCW(r,n_ 2),thenn:4L12*2,forson-Le,r.L,and,thereeri,st

two di,sjoi,nt CW (2u2 + I,u2)'s.

(rrù If there eri,sts CW(n,n - 3) then n: LP t 3, for some u2 = i (mod 4).

(*) If there eri,sts a CW(n,n - 4), then n: 4tl2 t 4, for son'Le LL) and there eri,sts

a CW (2u2 + 2,u') .

It is an open question whether or not this procedure can be pushed any further

(can CW (n, n - 6)'s be folded? Can CW (n, n-Zt)'s?). Additionai structural results

concerning large weight weighing matrices are obtained in [(lr:.ríiiii,].

1.11 Hankel \Meighing Matrices

A Hankel matrix A is usually (see [ì'c.r'xii]) defined by the condition that, for each

entry a¿¡ of A, a¿j : ai-L,j+L (for a > 0, j < n). Since it is convenient for our

purposes, we will work with a different definition of Hankel matrices: A matrix A

is a Hanlcel matri,r if for each entry 0,¿¡ of A, a¿j : ai-Lj-L (for 1 < i,, j < n). These

matrices can be transformed into the usual Hankel matrices by inverting the order

in which the rows apeâ,r. Since the orthogonality of the rows of a matrix is invariant

under rov/ permutation, there is no harm done by working with the non-standard

definition.
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The following is an example of a 7 x 7 Hankel (0, +1) matrix.
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01
001
100
0i0
101
110

11

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

We use the notation HW(n,w) l,o refer to Hankel weighing matrices of order n

and weight tl. With this definition, it's apparent that every CW(n,tr.') and every

NW(n,tr) is a HW(n,w).

Simone Severeni [)ìr:i:i)i'ì] asked whether anything was known about Hankel weighing

matrices. I couldn't find anything in the literature so I decided to investigate on

my own. I was surprised to discover the following little result.

Theorem 1.11.1. Euery HW(n,w) i,s e'ither a CW(n,w) or a NW(n,w).

Proof. Let A be a HW(n,w). Since there àre w nonzero entries in each row of A,

we have that, for each'i,I lro¡ I : I loo-r,¡1. So lø¿,i | : lon-r,nl, i.e. a¿-1,n : eiair¡

JJ
for e¿: *1. Since the dot product of any pair of rows is equal to zero, we have

that, for any'i, ¿, \- ai,jdt,j:t a¿-t,jat-\j. Thus, since A is a Hankel matrix,
JJ

a¿JatJ : di-t,nat-r,tu : €¿a¿¡€¿a¿¡. Therefore, €i€t : 1. Since this holds for any

choice of z and t, €L : r . ¡ : 6" € {+1}. Consequently, either a¿,,t : a¿-1,n for

each'i, ot Q¿,1 : -ai-r,n for each e. It follows that A is either a CW(n,w) or a

NW (n, w).
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Constnuctirug Cinculant Weighing

Matrices

Beyond the sparse infinite families obtained by composing small circulant weighing

matrices using the tools given in Lemma 1,5.2, there are known to exist several

infinite classes of circulant weighing matrices. Among these, the most important

are circulant weighing matrices with the so-called Si,nger parameters, (tff,øo) ,

where q is a prime power, d is even, and either t: I or tl2(q - 1), depending on

whether q is even or odd. See ([Å'l $tì] and []ìlì';"íil) for in-finite classes of non-Singer-

type circuiant weighing matrices.

Over the past 40 years, a number of papers have been published proving the exis

tence of classes of circulant weighing matrices with Singer parameters. It's unclear

who first discovered that such weighing matrices exist. In1975, Wallis and White-

man [\À,\t'?ð] generated a class of CW (q'-fq*7,q2)'s, where q is a prime power.

However, at around the same time, Blake claimed the same result, generalizing a

previous result of Mullin. Another construction, due io L. G. Kovacs, appeared in

49
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Richard Hain's Master's thesis [i"]:iì?7]: Craigen [(.;:'rí]riir] constructed a large class

of weighing matrices, a sub-class of which has paramaters (q2 * q * 1, qt) . This sub-

class, it turns out, is equivalent to a class of circulant weighing matrices.

In !976, Eades Ii,,ar1\i)] proved the existen ce of CW (+,qo)'., with q odd. His
\ s-t '' /

proof makes use of relative difference sets. Ipatov [lprrr2] proved the same result in

1982 using shift register sequences. Dillon [.'ll.lii':,ti;], Hoholdt and Justesen [í:l.JS::;],

and Games [i.'iix il;li] all published proofs of the even case; their proofs make use of

some of the same techniques from projective geometry that Kovacs used to prove

the special case that appeared in Hain's thesis. Lately, I was able to extend their

approach somewhat, showing that it is often possible to obtain a number of inequiv-

alent circulant weighing matrices in some parameters [i'l;Ì{)fi].

In 2001 []i]l,^\lc i] and 2003 [t,ir,lSû1], a group of authors discovered a ne\M approach

to building circulant weighing matrices; using relative difference sets and discrete

Fourier transforms to obtain an affine analogue of the earlier projective geometry

construction.

Jackson and Wild [,f \X íii¿] showed that lpatov's shift-register construction is equiv-

alent to a special case of the construction method outlined by Games [t.ì*.;u.sii].

Beyond this, it is an open question which of these constructions yield equivalent

circulant weighing matrices. Because of the correspondence between relative dif-

ference sets and shift register sequences (see [t-lui{ìll]), I conjecture that Ipatov's

construction is equivalent to one of the relative difference set constructions (for q

odd).

In order to come to terms with the present state of knowledge regarding circulant

weighing matrices with Singer parameters, it is necessary to consider both the pro-
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jective geometry approach from ([Åi].iì)Í].i], Ilí"iä3], and [iìilr:;iü]) and the relative

difference set approach from [,.\il1,iitit]. I will sketch the former technique and

examine the latter somewhat more in depth.

The chapter concludes with a discussion of negacyclic weighing matrices with Singer

parameters. By borrowing some ideas from [:\t]l,lit)l], I am able to extend the

construction from [l)íì!7]] to obtain a construction that proves to be a minor gen-

eralization of all previously known constructions of negacyciic weighing matrices.

2.L

2.L.L Background from Projective Geometry

A project'iue spo,ce P (see Il;ltì1,:]) is a structure comprised of objects called "points"

and objects called "lines" and a relation called "incidence" such that P satisfies

projective plane axioms e) and i,i,i,) (see p.21) and the following axiom

¿i') if A, B, C, and D are four points such that the line AB (the unique line

that contains both A and B) intersects CD, then AC intersects BD (so any two

lines that rrlie in the same plane" intersect one another).

Some authors [fìiì95] also require that projective spaces satisfy projective plane

axiom iv), but I will not make this stipulation, thus allowing the "projective line"

into the class. L finite project'iue spz,ce is a projective space with a finite point set.

We can use vector spaces to construct finite projective spaces (see, for instance,

[1"ìiì.fiS, p.56]). Let q be a prime and let d € N. Let V be a (d+ l)-dimensional

vector space developed over GF(q). Let P (V) be an incidence structure comprised

of points and lines that are defined as follows: its points have the form p\{0},

Prerequisites
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where p is a one dimensional subspace of V, and its lines have the form /\{0},

where L is a 2 dimensional subspace of V. If v € p\{0}, then we may write p\{0}

as (v)\{0}. In this case, if V : GF(q)d+l attd v : (oo, ..., a¿+t), then v/e say that p

has homogeneous coord'inates (øo; ati , ..., a¿+t) .Of course, homogeneous coordinates

are not uniquely determined by the point they represent.

Choose two points (v1)\{0}, (vr)\{0} € P (V) These points are contained in exactly

one line: (v1,v2)\{0}. This verifies axiom i).

Axiom ze') holds trivially when d,: I. So suppose that d > 1. Now suppose that

(v1, v2)\{0} o (r.r, va)\{0} I ø,

i.e. suppose that there exists "\{0} e (vt,"r)\i0}n (vs,"r)\{0i So let

v : øvl * bv2: cv3 I d,va,

where a,,b,c,d e GF(q). Then vz : b-l(v - øvr) and v3 : c-l(v - ¿un).Thus,

dim(v1, V2, vB, rrn) : dim(v, v1, va) ( 3.

In a vector space of dimension 3, every pair of subspaces of dimension 2 intersect

one another in a subspace of dimension greater than or equal to 1. So

(v1, v3)\{0} n (rrr, va)\{0} I ø.

This verifies axiom ii). It's clear that axiom iii) holds.

We will use this construction to build a projective plane of order 2. Consider the
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vector space GF(2)3. The following table gives the points and lines of the

plane (see Section i.a).

points lines

53

Fano

(1,0,0)

(0, 1,0)

(0,0, 1)

(1, 1,0)

(1,0,1)

(0, 1, 1)

(1,1,1)

{(1,0,0), (0, 1,0), (1, 1, o)}

{(t,0,0), (0,0, 1), (1,0, 1)}

{(1,0,0), (0, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1)}

{(0, 1,0), (0,0, 1), (0, 1, 1)}

{(0, 1,0), (1,0, 1), (1, 1, 1)}

{(0, 1,0), (1,0, 1), (1, 1, 1)i

{(i, 1,0), (0, 1, 1), (1,0, 1)}

Lel P be a projective space and let U c P. [/ is a li,near subspace of P if for every

two points A, B e U,theline AB is in [/ as well. A projective space, along with each

of its subspaces, is called a project'iue geometry. The terms 'projective geometry'

and 'projective space' will be used interchangeably, since they are extensionally

identical. If S c P, then (,S) denotes the smallest linear subspace that contains 
^9.

A set B c P is called i,ndependenú iff for every B* CB and for each Q e B \ B*,

Q ø @.). WesaythatasetB CP spans Pif (B) :P.Supposethatthere

exists a finite, independent set of points Ao,,At,...,Aa that span P, i.e., suppose

that P : (A0,Ar,...,,4¿). Then it can be shown that every minimal spanning set

of P has the same number, d + I, of elements (see [l-ilì.fiS, p.18]). The number d

is called the dimensi,on of P. If the vector space V has dimension d + 1, then the

projective geometry P (V) has dimension d.

Linear subspaces are projective spaces of lesser dimension. In general, for a (d + t)-
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dimensional vector space V developed over GF(q), the ú dimensional subspaces of

P (V) have the form S\{0}, where S is a ú * 1 dimensional subspace of V.

Subspaces of dimension d - 1 are called hgperplanes. Line up the basis vectors of a

subspace S of a vector spâce V such that S\{0} is a hyperplane of P (V) as the rows

of a matrix. Then the matrix has range d and, by the Dimension Theorem, its kernel

has dimension 1. So there exists a point, represented by the vector ü : (ro, ...,un),

such that the hyperplane is the set of points (")\{O} : ((zo, ..., u"))\{0} such that x

satisfies the equation u.x : 0. We use the notation ur(u) to refer to the hyperpiane.

The following fact about hyperpianes is useful for our purposes (see [liiìl]rt]).

Theorem 2.1,.L. Let P be a projecti,ue geometry. A subspace H of P i,s a hgperplane

oÍ P l,f and onlg if, for each subspace S of P of di,mensi,on ¿, ,S n H i,s a subspace of

P of di,mensi,on t - 1.

T\vo projective geometries ur" 'irì*orphi,c ifthere exists a subspace preserving

bijection between them; this bijection is called an i,somorphi,sm. It can be shown

that for every finite projective geometry P of dimension ) 3, there exists a vector

space V such that P is isomorphic to P(V) (see [i][::ìiiS]). There a¡e however, pro-

jective planes for which this is not the case (again, see ILìlìt]il).

Every line of a finite projective geometry P is incident with the same number, n { 1

of points ([l'ìill;rì, p23]) The number n is called the order of P. If V is a d+7-

dimensional vector space developed over GF(g), then the order of P (V) is q. It

is well known ([i:ti:it):,, p.24]) that every ú-dimensional subspace U of. P contains

exactly # points u"a W Hnes. Let P have dimension

d. Then P contains exactly t# points. Further ([iìtìfi,\, p.24]), each point of P

is incid.ent with nd-i +... *n11 lines. So, in particular, P(V) contains #
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points and each point of P (V) is incident with exact Iy qat -l - - -q* 1 lines.

2.L.2 Background Fþom Affine Geometry

An ffine geometry A is an incidence structure comprised of I'pointsrr and "sub-

spaces" that can be obtained from a projective geometry P by deleting one of its

hyperplanes f/*, referred to as the hgperplane at i.nfini,ty, and all of the points and

subspaces contained in that hyperplane. The subspaces of the affine geometry are

the remaining subspaces, truncated so that they contain no points of the hyperplane

at infinity. We refer to the affine geometry by writing A : PIH*. A fini,te ffine

geometry is an affine geometry with a finite point set.

An ffine space is an incidence structure comprised of the points and lines of an

affine geometry. The terms "affine space" and "affi.ne geometry' will be used inter-

changeabiy, since they are extensionally identical.

Important constructive results about circulant weighing matrices and related com-

binatorial objects have been proven using facts about projective geometry; one of

the major themes explored in this chapter is that these results can often be gener-

alized by using analogous facts about affine geometry.

Affine geometries can also be treated axiomatically. For instance, affine planes

(affine geometries obtained by deleting a line from a projective plane) can be ax-

iomatized as follows [i-i lì.fi"t].

Theorem 2.L.2. Let A be an i,nci,dence structure compri,sed of "po'ints" and "l'ines."

Then A 'is an ffine plane i,f and only i,f the "poi,nts" o,nd "l'ines" of A sati,sfg the

followi,ng three ani,oms:

55
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1) If pt and p2 are two "po'ints," then there i,s eractly one "I'ine" that passes through

both p1 and p2.

2) IÍ { 'is a "l'ine" and p i,s a "poi,nt" that does not l'ie on (., then there er'ists enactlE

one I'ine, i,nci,dent wi,th p, that conta'ins no poi,nts 'in common wi,th (..

3) There eri.st three "po'ints" whi.ch do not all li,e on the same li,ne.

Theorem 2.1.2 implies that the euclidean plane is, in fact, an affine plane. The

question then arises: what is the projective plane P and line at infinity /oo such

that lR2 : Pl!*?

Define an equivalence relation ll on the lines of lR2 as follows: T\vo lines {1 and (.2

satisfy {.rll{.2 if and only if either h : lz or (4 and 12 sharc no common point. If

lrlltr, then we say that (4 and 12 are in the same pl,rallel class. Each line of lR2

belongs to exactly one parallel class.

Define a ner¡/ geometry P as follows: The point set of P is comprised of both the

points of lR.2 and the parallel classes of IR2. If !. is a line of lR2 belonging to parallel

class C, then [. UC is a ]ine of P. Further, the line /"o, consisting of each parallel

class of IR2, is also a line of P. P is aprojective geometry and lR2 : Pll*.
There is a nice way to generate affine geometries using vector spaces. Let g be a

prime, let d, e N, let Vr : GF (q)o*t , and let Yz: GF (q)'. Let u6 : (1,0, ...,0) e

V1 and let .I/* be the hyperplane n (u6) of P (V1) . Let A(Vr) : P (Vt) lH*.
If (b6; hi...)b¿a1) are the homogeneous coordinates of a point p\{0} of P (V1) ly-

ing outside of -Ël*, then óe I 0. Hence, p\{0} also has homogeneous coordinates

(7;or;...;0,ò, for some uniquely determined at,,...,,a¿. We call (ø1; ...;ad) llne i,nho-

rnogeneous coordi.nates of p\{0}. Likewise, \Me can associate each point of A (V2)

with a d-tuple ("r;...;c¿) of inhomogeneous coordinates (and conversely).
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Let !. be a line of P (V1) that is not contained in I/*. Then, by Theorem 2.I.7,

/ intersects H"o in exactly one point, with homogeneous coordinates (0;b1; ...;b¿) .

Let p\{0} be another point on / and suppose that p\{0} has homogeneous coor-

dinates (7;at;...;o¿). Then each point of A(V2) contained in I has homogeneous

coordinates (1;ø1; ...;o,d) + ø (0; bü...ìb¿) , for some ø e GF(q). It follows that the

inhomogeneous coordinates of the points of ,4. (V2) that lie on (. can be written as

(ot;...;oo) t a(hi...;ô¿) , for some ø e GF(q). So, we can associate the line I with

the coset (ot; ...; oo) t ((år;...;b¿)) of ((ör; .;b¿)). Likewise, we can associate each

line of A(Vr) with a coset of a one-dimensional subspace of V2 (and conversely).

T\vo affine geometries are 'isomorphi,c if there is a subspace preserving bijection

between them. The following result is well known (see, for instance, [ì:ìiì1ì.5]).

Theorem 2.L.3. Let q be a pri,me, let d € N, leú Vr : GF(q)o*t, and letYz:

GF(q)'. Let us: (1,0, ...,0) e Y1. Let A(Vr) be a geometry i,n whi,ch inci,dence i,s

defi,ned as set theoreti,cal conta'inment and the poi,nts and li,nes a,re 0.s follows:

The poi,nts are the uectors v € V2.

The li,nes are the cosets of the one di,mensi,onal subspaces of Yz.

Then A(V2) zs an ffine geometrg i,somorphi,c to the ffine geometry obtøi,ned by

d,eleti,ng the hgperplane r (u6) from the project'iue geom,etrg P (Y) .

The following table gives the points and lines of the affine plane obtained from
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the Fano Plane.

points

(0,0)

(1,0)

(0, 1)

(1,1)

{(0, o), (1, o)}

{(0, o), (0, 1)}

{(o, o), (1, 1)}

{(0, 1), (1,1)}

{(1, o), (1, 1)}

{(1,0), (0,1)}

Figure 2.1: The Affine Fano Plane

2.7.3 The Trace F\rnction

If E is an extension field of F, then the fi,etd trace functi.on T is defined by the rule

that, for any a € E,

Tr(a) :
leGar(E/F)

t@).
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If context requires that the fields E and, F be specified, then T! may be written

asTrB¡p. We restrict our attention to the field extension GF(q-) of GF(q), where

q is a prime power. The Galois group of this field extension is generated by the

Froebeni,us rnap'y: d.---+ aq (see [i.ìr,iì{}'f], p. 554 for details). So, for a € GF(q-),

Tr(o) : Q. t aq +''' I QQ--' .

In what follows, we make use of the fact that

(t",)" :Ð'l',

for r¿ e GF(q^) (see [(iri:{l,Ll,p. 248,, exercise 41).

For z €GF(q^),rQ:r,if and ontyif r eGF(q) cGF(q*).Let a, þ e Cf (q*).

Then
/rn-l \ S tn_l

rh (o)n : (Ð "",) 
:Ð*n'

So Tt maps GF(q*) inlo GF(q). Further,

rn-I m-!
Tr(a + tÐ : l(" + P)n' : fiaøo + pq"): t(a) + TY(B)

i,:O i:0

and, if c e GF(q), then

m-l tn-I
l}(ca) : t (ca¡n" : t cdQo :cTt(c).

z:0 i,:0

Finally, Ker (Tl) (the kernel of the trace function) is the set of roots of the polyno-
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mial
m-!

D*n'.
i:0

Since this polynomial has degree Q*-7, it has at most q--1 roots. But there are

q- elements in GF(q*), so Ran (Tf) (the range of the trace function) is non-trivial.

Thus, since Tt preserves scalar multiplication, T! is an onto mapping. The following

lemma [¡'l],,jii7] summarizes the foregoing discussion.

Lemma 2.I.4. Tr i,s a I'inear transformati,on that nxl,ps GF(q*) onto GF(q).

We will make multiple uses of the next lemma [fi.:,'lL;Z].

Lemma 2.L.5. Euery li,near transformati,on from GF(q*) to GF(q) can be defi,ned

as 0, nlap of the form LB : d, ---+ Tr(pa), for some B e GF(q*).

Proof. Since both T[ and a - þa, B e GF(q-), are ]inear transformations, -Lp :

a ---+ a\(Ba) is a linear transformation. Moreover, fi P + À, if Tf(a) I 0, and if

a* : (0 - À)-1a, then

rb((B-À)o.) :a\@)10.

So LB I Lx.

Since a linear transformation is determined by its action on a basis, there are q*

linear transformations from GF(q*) to GF(q). But there are q* distinct linear

transformations of the form .LB.

If. q: p', where p is a prime and e ) 1, then Tf : GF(q*) - GF(q) is called

the relati,ue trace and Tb : GF(q-) -- GF(p) is called t]ne absolute trace.

Lemma 2.L.6. [ivi l.:il'i] Let q be a pr,irne power and let mln € N[. treú K : GF(q),

F : GF (q*) , and E: GF (q") . Let a € E. Then TrBl*@) : Trr/*(TrB¡p(a)).
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Proof.

n-l
:tc,q'-TrB¡y(a).

ú:0

n

The additive version of Hilbert's 90th Theorem (see [ìtîìiii]) states that if E is

an extension field of F and if Gal (E I F) is generated by ?, then, for each r € E I F,

Tr(n):0 if and only if there exists A € EIF suchthat r:A-l(A). For aproof of

this result, the reader is invited to see [Krrril8]. I have devised my o\Mn proof, which

is very simple, but works only in the finite case. This is the finite additive version

of Hilbert's 90th theorem.

Theorem 2.L.7. Let q be a pri,me power, Iet d € NI, ønd let r € GF(qd). Then

Tr(r):0 i,f and onlg i.f there eri,sts y € GF(qd) such that r: a - aq.

Proof. Let G be the additive group of GF(qd). Then Tî is a homomorphism from

G to itself, and so is

g:a--+a-aq,

for s e cF(qd).

Ker(s) : {a ecF(qd) : a - aq - 0} : cF(q).

/ #-t \ *-t / #-t \ s' m-t ft-t
Tr¡7¡¡(T1" ¡r(')):Trp/x ID*n'* I : t lÐon'* I : Ð Ð*n'**'

\ ¡:o / z:o \ i:o / ¿:o i:o
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So

lRan(s)r :m:l:ro-'.
But, by Lemma 2.I'+,

Ran(Th) : GF(q).

So

lKer(rt) l:lse(q')l -qd -na-r
rGF(qX - q -q

ForanygeGF(qd),

Tr(a - uq) : Tr(a) - Tr(an) : Tr(a) - Tr(s) : g.

Thus,

{z e GF(qd\,rr@)- 0} : {a - an : s e GF(qd)}.

2.2 Constructing Circulant \il.eighing Matrices Us-

ing Frojective Geometry

In this section I will sketch a construction of circulant weighing matrices that makes

use of tools from projective geometry. In particular, the results presented in this

section imply that, for each prime porver g and for each d e 2NI, there exists a

n
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cw (#,no) Note that, for each d e 2N,

li* , . Íd :1.q-*Qdlqa-L+...+1

Consequently, by choosing q large enough, one can find circulant weighing matrices

wiih (almost) as large weight as one desires, in the second sense of the term 'large

weight,' from section 1.1.0.

As I mentioned in the introduction, there are (at least) three papers from the

Iiterature in which this construction is pursued: [3i].ll]9i], [ll-iÍi:ì], and [(.ìri.inÍiii].

The construction depends on properties of two types of mathematical objects, cyclic

difference sets and quadrics, both of which will be introduced in this section.

2.2.L Cyclic Difference Sets

A cgcl'ic di,fference set D : {dt,...,dn}, with parameters'u,k, and À, is a set of

k residues (mod u) such that, for each residue a f 0, there are exactly À pairs

(dn, d¡), with d¿, d,¡ € D, such that do - d¡ = a (mod 'u).

For example, {0,2,3} is a cyclic difference set with parameters (7,3, 1). If D is a

set of residues mod u, then the polEnorni,al associ,ated with D is the element d(r) of.

the polynomial ring Z[r] lþ" - 1) defined as follows:

d,(n):D"0.
deD

For any r, Iet

r,@):1+r*"'*rr-t
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It follows that D is a difference set if and only if its associated polynomial d(r)

satisfies the equation

d(r)d(n-r) = (k - À) + À2,(z) (mod r" - 7).

For example, the polynomiat of the difference set {0, 1,3} is ! + r I 13, and it is

straightforward to verify that

(1 + r + r3)(1 I r-r + r-t) :2-fTr(r) (mod 17 - 7).

Difference set polynomials make it easy to verify two basic facts about cyclic differ-

ence sets.

Lemma 2.2.I. Let D be a(u,k,À) cgcli,c di.fference set. Then, for eachresi,duet

(mod u), D lt i,s also a (u,k,À) cycl'ic di,fference set. Further, if (t,u):7, then

tD i,s a (u,lt,À) cycli.c di,fference set.

Proof. Let d(r) be the difference set polynomial of D. Then rtd(n) is the difference

set polynomial of D + ú. But

rtd(r)r-td (r-t) : d(n)d (r-t) : (,k - À) + Àfl,(z).

This verifies the first claim.

Let (t,u) :1. Note that d(*') is the difference set polynomial of tD.For f @) e

Zlrl lþ" - 1), Iet f (n){t) : f (r'). Then

d(r') d(*-'): (a@)d(r-'))(') : ((k- À) +ÀT,("))(Ð : (k_À) +Àfl,(z).
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This verifres the second claim.

So, for example, since {0,2,3} is a (7,3,1) cyclic difference set, so is

{0,2,3}*3:{3,5,6}.

And, since (2,7¡ :1,

2{0,2,3} : {0,4,6}

is also a (7,3,1) cyclic difference set.

Let G be the cyclic group of order u. A'(u, k, )) cyciic difference set D could alter-

nately be regarded as equivalent to an element d of the group ring ZG satisfying

¿¿(-t):(k-À) +Àc.

More generally, let G : {gt,g2,...,g")be a finite group. A (r,k,À) G difference

set is a subset D of G such that each g € G has exactly À representations as

a rrdifference" g¿g11, where g¿,gj € D. The existence of D is equivalent to the

existence of an element d e Z [G] such that

¿¿(-t):(k- À) +Àc.

Since the ring of polynomials mod r' - I is isomorphic to the ring of u x 'u circulant

matrices (p.27-28), every polynomial associated with a set of residues is the Hall

polynomial of a circulant matrix C with either 0 or 1 in each entry. Further, if ihe
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set is a (u,k,À) cyclic difference set, then

ccr:(k_^Y+^J,

so that C is the incidence matrix of a balanced incomplete block design (see section

1.4).

The matrix representation of cyclic difference sets makes it easy to deduce that if D

is a (o,k,À) cyclic difference set, then D",the complement of. D, is a (u, u - k,u -
2k + 

^) 
cyclic difference set. Let C be the matrix corresponding to D, and Iet C"

be the matrix corresponding to D". Then

C":J-C.

Consequently,

c" (c")' : (J - c) (J - c)' : uJ -2kJ + (k -))/+ ÀJ

: (k -À)1+ (u -2k+ À) J : ((u - k) - (u -2k+ À)) I + (u -2k + 
^) 

J.

For a matrix M,,Iet abs(M) be the matrix whose entries are the absolute values

of the entries rn M. A weighing matrix W is balanced if abs(l/) is the incidence

matrix of a balanced incomplete block design.

In the circulant case, the incidence matrix of a balanced incomplete block design is

also a matrix corresponding to a cyclic difference set. We say that a cyclic difference

set D has a Waterloo Decomposition if D can be partitioned into a union of disjoint

sets,4 and B such that A- B is the Hall polynomial of a circulant weighing matrix.
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(actually, the definition of a Waterloo Decomposition is more general and will be

given in a later section).

2.2.2 Singer's Theorem

In 1938, J. Singer [$iri;t8] discovered an important class of difference sets that can

be constructed using projective geometry.

Theorem 2.2.2. For each posi,ti,ue i,nteger d and for each prime pouer q, there

eri,sts a (u,k,À) cgcti,c d,i,fference set, where o : ff, lr: ft, and, À: t=+.

Proof. It is well known that GF (øa+tr., the multiplicative group of GF (øo*t) , it

cyclic, say GF (qo*t)- : (o). By a result from elementary field theory (see [,ír.irr]),

a is a root of a poiynomial F(r), with coefficients from GF(q) and of degree d+ I,

that is irreducible over GF(q). Let

F(r) : rdtl + card + ... i cfi * co.

Then we have that

ad+t - -cg - ctd - ... - cdad.

So, for each 'i, there exists a set {oo, or, . .., aa} .of elements from GF (q) such that

e.i : o,o * a1a * ...1 a¿ad

Let f : GF (qo*t) -* GF (q)o*' be the map defined by the rules that /(0) :

(0,...,0,0) and that, for each 1 < i, < qd+l - 1, f (au) : (a¿,...,a!,a6). Then / is a

vector space isomorphism.
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Furthermote, eu generates GF(q) as a subfield of GF(qd+i), and it follows that, for

any i,j, f (*o) and. f (ai) belong to the same point of f (Cf (ø)'*t) if and only if

i.: j (mod u).

Label the o hyperplanes of P (""(n)'*t) 
"0, 

...,Hu-r. Define au xa matrix C:

lc¿¡l as follows: cij : 1 if the point of f (Cf (ø)o*t) that contains / (a¿) is in

H¡ and cij : 0 otherwise. Since any two hyperplanes intersect in a subspace of

dimension d - 2,

CCr:(,k_À) I+ÀJ. (2 1)

Theremainderof theproof isdevotedtoshowingthatthehyperplanesof P (C"(n)o*t)

can be labeled in a manner such that C is circulant.

Let þ: GF (qo*t) --+ GF (q'*t) be defined by the rules that d (0) : 0 and that,

for each i,, Ó(oo): ei*7. Define a map 7 : GF(q)d+L > GF(q)d*t by the rule

.y : f (ó(Í-t)). Then, for each (a¿,...,a0) ,

I (@a,..., øo)) : (aa: - ad,cd'...,a0 - o.¿Q, -a¿ea).

Let us,...,ut e GF (q)'*t be a linearly independent set of vectors. Then, for any

b0,...,b¿ e GF(q),

1 (bouo+ ... + b¿u¿) : bol (uo) +' " * b¿1 (u¿) .

Thus,

bouol"'+b¡u¿:Q
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if and only if

bot (uo) ¡ .--btt (rr) : 0.

It follows that 7(ro) ,...,.y(uò is a linearly independent set of vectors. So 7 maps

subspaces of f (Cf (ø)o*t) onto subspaces of equal dimension; in particular, it

sends hyperplanes onto hyperplanes.

We wish to show that, for each j 1u, .yi does not map any hyperplane into itself.

Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that 7j fixes a hyperplane H. There exists

some number ú such that I maps vectors f ("n) that lie inside points of fI in cycles

(Í (*n) , Í (*o*i) , f (oo*'i) ,...,, Í (o¿+(¿-l)i)) of length ú. Since 7r fixes f{, it foilows

that t divides k. But since 7' : 1, t aiso divides o.

Notethat a-qk: 1, so thata and k arerelativelyprime. Thusú: 1, andit follows

that I is the identity mapping. But, for j 1 u,7j is not the identity mapping.

This contradiction implies ihat 7 maps the hyperplanes of P (GF(q)d+t) in a cycle

of length 'u.

Choose any hyperplane and label it Ho. Then Iet Ht: 7 (H0) , H2 : 'y2 (H0) , ...,

and Hu-1 : 1u-L (Hr) . It follows that the resulting matrix C is circulant. This fact,

combined with equation 2.1, implies that C is a matrix corresponding to a (u,k,À)

cyclic difference set.

Note that, in the above proof, since GF (q'*t) and GF(q)o*t uru isomorphic

vector spaces, one could also construct the matrix C using P (GF (qo*')) . fo ao

so, label the u hyperplanes of P lCf (ød+t)) ¡¡0, ..., Ho-r. Let C : [c¿¡) be defined

by the rule that ,0, : I if the point of P (GF (q'*t)) that contains ai lies in the

hyperplane H¡, and c¿¡: 0 otherwise. For the purposes of the above proof, it was

convenient to work in P (GF(q)o*') in order to prove the linearity of the map ?.
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Let' L : GF(qd+r) -- GF(q) be a linear transformation. Then dim (ran (¿)) : i. It

follows, by the Dimension Theorem, that dim (ker (I)) : d, so that Ker (2,) /{O} is

a hyperplane of P 1Cf (ød*t)) . Therefore, in order to construct a Singer difference

set, we need only find the kernel (minus 0) of a linear transformation from GF(qo*t)

ro GF(q).

The degree 3 polynomial 13 - r* 1 is irreducible over GF(3). Let a be a generator

of GF (33)- that is also a root of 13 - r * I. Then the following correspondence

specifi,es an isomorphism / between the vector spa,ces GF (33) and GF (3)3:

Making use of this correspondence, we deduce that

Ker (Tr) I {0} : {1, o, d3, ee, o13, d74, at6,, a22}.

Thus, since the set of elements of GF(3) c GF(33) is {0,1,a13}, it follows that

the set {(1), ("), (ot), (on)} constitutes a hyperplane of P (GF (3t)) . Therefore,

by the proof of Singer's theorem, ! + r + 13 + ze is the polynomial of a (13,4, 1)

cyclic difference set and, consequently, {0, 1, 3, 9} is a (13,4, 1) cyclic difference set.

The complement "f " (## ,#,++) Singer Difference Set has parameters

(#,qd,qd-'(q- t)) . The complement {2,4,5,,6,7,8,10, 11,12} of {0, 1,3,9} is

a (13,9,6) cyclic difference set.

13 +12 * 1 is irreducible over GF(2). Let a be a root of 13 +12 * 1 that generates
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GF(23).. Then the following correspondence specifies an isomorphism / between

the two vector spaces GF(23) and GF(2)3 :

cF (23) cF(2)3 cF (23) cF(2)3 cF (23) cF(2)3

a

a4

a7

0

e2

(lu

(0,0,0)

(1,0,0)

(0, 1, 1)

1

t
(lu

a6

(0,0, 1)

(1,0, 1)

(1, 1,0)

(0, 1,0)

(1,1,1)

(0,0, 1)

It follows that Ker Qr) l{0}: {a3, a5, a6}. So {3,5,6} is a (7,3,1) Singer Dif-

ference Set. The complement of {3,5,6} is {0,7,2,4}, u (7,4,2) cyclic difference

set.

2.2.3 Quadrics and Quadratic Sets

Let q be a prime, let d € N, let V be a d-dimensionai vector space defined over

GF (q) , and let {tr,...,v¿} be a basis for V. For each i,, j < d, let e¿j,b¿ e GF (q) .

Then the map F : V --+ GF (q) defined by the rule that

d

: Ð a¿¡b¿b¡

i,j:t

is called a quadrati,c form.

For example, Iet V' : GF (23) and let a generate the cyclic group GF (23).. Then

{a,*',aa} is abasis for V'. Consider the map F' :GF(2t) * GF(2) defrned by

the rule that, for B e GF (23) ,

,(þ-,",)

F' (p): Tr (B') .
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For p1,02 € Gî (23) ,

(h+þr)':Bi+03.

It follows that, for ø¿ e GF(q),

: ("3-t a1a2) TY (rt) * (a6q + a3) TY ("t) t aoazh ("') + alasTr (aa)

+ (o? -f a2as) Tr (o6) * azarÞ (o) : o,sa2 I a1o,s I a2a1.

So, F' is a quadratic form.

LeL F be a quadratic form over a d-dimensional GF(q) vector space V. Then the

set Q of all points (")\{O} € P (V) such that F (") : 0 is called the quadri,c of

P (V) corcespondi,ns to F. For example, Q' : {(*)\{0}, (r')\{0}, (aa)\{0}} is the

quadric of P (V') corresponding to Ft. Lel B generate the cyclic group G of order

fr. tn"" can associate Q with the element Ð ouþu of the group ring ZlGl defined

by the rule that
(
| 1 if (ai)\{0} e Q

ai: I
I o otherwise(

For example, the group ring polynomial of Q' is þ + þ' + P4.

The study of geometry from an axiomatic perspective, as it was pursued in Euclid,

is called sgntheti,c aeometry. The study of geometry using coordinate systems is

called analyti,c aeometry. For example, Descartes coordinatized the plane and was

thus able to study Euclidean geometry from an analytic perspective.

-((å *o")') :"(å a¿Q2' 
***".',)
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Projective spaces developed over vector spaces in general and quadrics in particular

are analytic concepts. However, I was unable to find a complete analytic proof of

the main theorem of this section in the literature; a partial proof is contained in

[r];t,i]. The synthetic analogue of a quadric is an object called a quadratic set.

Let P be a projective space and let Qbe a subset of the point set of P. We say that

a line of P is tangent to Q if it is contained in Q or if it intersects I in exactly one

point. The tangent space of a point p in Q is the set of all points that lie on lines

that are tangent to O and that pass through p. A set I in the projective geometry

P is called a quadrati,c set if it satisfies the following conditions:

(i) If a line intersecls Q in three points, then it is contained in Q.

(ii) For each point p e Q, the tangent space of p is either a hyperplane or the entire

space P.

The notion of a quadratic set is due to F. Bueckenhout []]irlt;l]], as is much of the

basic theory pertaining to quadratic sets.

We wish to establish that the concept of a quadratic set is indeed an appropriate

synthetic analogue of the concept of a quadric. In order to do so, we will require

two lemmas about quadrics.

Lemma 2.2.3. Let q be a prirne, let d € N, leú Y be a uector spz.ce defi.ned ouer

GF(q), and let {rr,...,v¿) be abasi,s forY. Let F: V'- GF(q) be a quadrati,c

form defi,ned by the rule that, for ang /, e GF(q),

'(å r'''):þ,a¿¡Í¿Í¡
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If the map B : V x V -' GF (q) ,t def.ned bg the rule that

B(v,w) :F(v+v/) -F(t) -F(*) ,

then B i,s a symmetric bi,li,near form.

Proof. For i: 1,...,d,Ietb¿,c¿ e GF(q). Let v: DLr b¿v¿ arLd let w :Ðf:tc¿v¿.

Then 
d. d, d

B(u,w) : Ðout(b¿ic¿)(b¡+c¡) - t a¿¡b¿b¡ - t ,,¿¡c¿c¡

á,j:1 i,j:r ¿,j:L

d

: t a¿¡ (b¿c¡ i b¡c¿) .

i,i:L

Consequently,

B(v, w) : B(w, v)

and, if É e GF(q), then

B(þu,w) : BB(v,w).

Furthermore, it is easy to verify that, if u € V, then

B(u + v,'h¡) : B(u,u¡) + B(v, w).

It follows that B is a s¡rmmetric bilinear form. tl

The map B is called the sgmmetri,c bi,li,near form associ,ated with F.

Lemma 2.2.4. Let q be a pri,me and letY be a uector spl,ce deueloped ouer GF(q).

Let F : V ---+ GF(q) be a quadrati,c form wi,th associ,ated symmetri,c b'ilinear form
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B and let Q be the quadri,c i,n P (Y) associ,ated wi,th F. Let (p)\{O} € Q. Then the

tansent spz,ce To oÍ (p)\{o} es {(x)\{0} e P (V) lB(x, p) : 0}.

Proof. Let (x)\{0} e Q and let !, be the line that passes through (p)\{0} and

(")\{o}. Then, since (p)\{0}, (")\{0i e 8, for each ú,

F(x+úp) : B(x,úp) +F(x) +F(tp) :tB(x,n) +t2F(p) : úB(x,p).

{. e To if and only if, for each t, F (x + ¿p) : 0, i.e. if and only if B (x, p) : 6.

Let (x)\{0} e P(V) \ Q and let tbe the line through (")\{o} and (p)\{0}. Then,

since (p)\{0} e Q, for each t, F(x + úp) : tB(x,p) + F(x). So that B(x, p) I 0

if and only if / intersects Q aI the point (x + úop)\{O}, where ¿o : #*. In other

words, L e To if and only if B(x, p) : 9.

It follows easily from Lemma 2.2.4 that To is a subspace of P (V) .

Theorem 2.2.5. Euery quadri,c i,s a quadrati,c set.

Proof. Let Q be a quadric with quadratic form F. Let (a)\{0}, (b)\{0}, and

(")\{O} be points of Q that all lie on the same line. Then, for some tol0, v¡e can

write c : â. * úob. So we have that

o : F(a+úob) : F(a) its4l+ ú3F(b) : toEt,

where .F1 is some function of a and b that does not depend on f6. Then Fi : 0.

Hence, for each t, F(a+ úb) : 0. So the line is contained in Q.

Let (p)\{0} be a point of Q and let l. be a line of P (V) . We will show that I
intersects ?o ir at least one point; by Theorem 2.1.1, this is sufficient to ensure
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ihat 7i is either a hyperplane or the entire projective space. Let (x)\{0}, (")\{O}

be points on /. Suppose that (")\{O} and (u)\i0} are not contained in 7o. (* +

tu)\{0} € Tp lf and only if

0 : B(x * úu, p) : B(x, p) + ¿B(u, p)

if and only if
+ - 

B(*' P)
' - -B(rr, p)'

so / intersects To in at least one point. It follows that Q is a quadratic set. !

Conversely, Bueckenhout [i:']uc{il}] has shown that every quadratic set is either a

quadric or a type of object called an ovoid. Further, Segre [5i,gì,1] has shown that

every ovoid in a projective space of dimension 2 is a quadric. It is well known that if

d > 3 and P is a projective space of dimension d, then there exist no ovoids in P (see

I l'ì.rri'i'.1] for a proof of a more general result). There are ovoids that are not quadrics

in projective spaces of dimension 3 [(.i'ìil){i] but, for our purposes, projective spaces

of odd dimension turn out to be of minimal interest. Consequently, we shall not

discuss ovoids.

We shall now state the main result of this section. For a proof, see [llT::ìiì,Ì], Corollary

4.5.2 (although the result they prove is less general, it is not difficuli to extend their

result to the general case). A quadratic set is if it contains a point whose tangent

space is the entire projective geometry.

Theorem 2.2.6. Let q be a pri,me pouer and let d, f be such thøt d, : 2Í. Assume

that Q i,s a non-degenerate quadr'ic ln P (GF (q'*t)) Then the hgperplanes of

P (GF (qo*t)) intersect Q i,n sets of s'izes À, B, andl and with multi,pli,ci,ti,es A, B,
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and C, respect'iuely, where:

77

q2Í -7:-.q-I'

of !q"t - qt

2'þ:À- QÍ-', B-

7: À *qÍ-t, C:q-' !q"
2Í +qf

2

The set of hEperplanes that i,ntersect Q in ), poi,nts i,s the set of tangent hyperplanes.

2.2.4 Building Circulant Weighing Matrices lJsing Quadrics

The next result appears in both Iii,J¿i3] and [,\1).iilÍ)r>].

Theorem 2.2.7. Let u,k,, and À be as in the statement of Si,nger's Theorem. Let

D be the group ri.ng polynom,ial (ouer the cycli,c group G : GF (ød+r¡. /GF(q)-

of order u) of a Si,nger Di,fference Set and let Q be the group ri,ng polgnomi,al of

a non-degenerate quadri,c. Further, suppose that, for sorLe r such that (r,u) : 7,

8 : De). Then

c:+@qt-tt-Àc)qr-''

'is the group ri,ng polynomi,al of aCW (u,qo) .

Proof. Let a generate G. For each j, the coefficient of ai in DQeÐ is equal to

lDa-¡ n 81. However, by the proof of Singer's Theorem, a-i D is the group ring

polynomial corresponding to a hyperplane. It follows, by Theorem 2.2.6, that the

coefficients of. C arc all either 0 or *1. F\rther, recall that, since Q : p('), Q is the
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group ring polynomial of (u, k, À) difference set. So,

çç(t):h(nq{-tt-Àc) (nqr u -

: ^l ^ (ttr, _À)'+ 2(k _ À)Àc + ÀzuG - 2k2^G+ À2zG) : q2r .

q2r-2 \\

!

For instance, let Q : d : 2. LeI a generate GF (qt). . On page 72, we determined

that Q' : {(r)\{0}, ("')\{0}, ("n)}\{0} is a quadric in P (cF (23)) . Further, on

page 71, we determined that D : {(ot)\{0}, ("u)\{0}, ("u)\{Oi} is a hyperplane

of P (GF (23)) corresponding to a (7,3, 1) Singer difference set. Therefore, by the

proof of Singer's Theorem, the lines of P (GF (23)) are

D, Da: {("n)\{0}, ("u)\{0}, (1)\{0}}, Da2 : {("t)\{0}, (i)\{0}, (")\{0}},

Da\ : {(*6)\{0i, (")\iOi, ("')\{0}}, Da4 : {(1)\{0}, ("')\{0}, (û3)\{0}},

Da\ : {(")\{0}, ("3)\{0}, ("n)\{0i}, Da6 : {("',)\{0}, ("',)\{0}, ("t)\{o}}

It follows, then, that T@) : Da2,Tpr¡ - Don, and 71on¡ - Da, so that Q' is a non-

degenerate quadric. Note that, since Q' : {(r)\{0} e P (GF (23)) : tr (ns): 0},

and since (7,5¡ : 1, it follows that Qt : p(s) (5 : 3-1) . Therefore, by Theorem

,)7

D (q'¡{-rl - G - ("t + a5 + a6)(ou + a5 + a3) - G - -1 + a + a2 + a4

is the group ring polynomial corresponding to a CW(7,4).

r (-1)

^")) 
:(Ë
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The question that naturally arises from Theorem 2.2.7 is I'how does one generate

quadrics of the type specified in the statement of the theorem?rr The following result

is well known (see Ill.1s,i], [:1.1).ll)l;r.,], or [.]\\;l::]).

Theorem 2.2.8. Let q be a prime and let d,: 2f . Let D be the S'inger Di,fference

Set. For some'i, j,letr: (qn +qi)-t . Further, suppose that (r,u): I. Then Dþ)

'i,s a quadri.c.

In [ì:ì,iiì.i], the authors claimed that, so long as qi +qi is not a power of q, D(') ts

a non-degenerate quadric. However, Games [(,ir:riáìíì] showed that this is incorrect.

Heproduced the following example: Iet q:2, d":8, and r-r - 1+8:9, then

the quadri" p(r) turns out to be degenerate. Games also showed that degenerate

quadrics of the type f(') could be used to construct circulant weighing matrices,

albeit ones of smaller weight (in both senses of the term).

Arasu, Dillon, Jungnickel, and Pott [åi"i.J]'Í,iil] were able to generate classes of non-

degenerate quadrics of the type D('). In particular, they proved the following result.

Theorem 2.2.9. If q i,s an euen prirne and r-t : Ql!, then D(') i,s a non-d,egenerate

quadri,c. If q i,s an odd pri,me and r-r :2, then p?) ¿s a non-degenerate quadric.

Of course, this left open the question of whether or not there were other non-

degenerate quadrics that work and whether, if there are other such non-degenerate

quadrics, the matrices derived thereby are inequivalent to one another. I have at

least partially answered this question [^t,liÌ{tf;]. Let S be the euler toilent function,

let q be a prime, and let d, : 2Í. Then, it turns out that there one can construct

at least ilP inequivalent circulant weighing matrices using Theorem 2.2.7. Frn-

ther, I found that the ratio of any of the cross-correlation values of any pair of
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ternary sequences obtained from these circulant weighing matrices to the weight gd

is bounded in absolute value by a function that behaves roughly tike f .

Consequently, by choosing d so that ó(d + 1) is large enough, one can generate as

many inequivalent ternary sequences with perfect periodic autocorrelation as one

desires. And, by choosing q large enough, one can obtain sequences with as large

weight (in the second sense of the term) and as rrsmallrr (relative to the weight)

periodic cross-correlation as one desires.

2.3 The Relative Difference Set Construction

2.3.L Relative Difference Sets and Their Connection to Group

Developed'Weighing Matrices

Let G be a group of size nm and let N be a normal subgroup of G of size n. A

(*.,n,k,À) G-relati,ue di,fference seú (relative to N) is a subset,R of G such that

each g € G\N has exactly À representations as arrdifferencerr gtg¡L : g, where

gi, g j e .R, and no element of N has such a representation. The normal subgroup N

is sometimes referred to as the forbi.dden seú. For example {1,2,4} is a (4, 2,3,7)

relative difference set in Zs with forbidden set {0, 4}. A relative difference set with

N: {e} is a difference set. The existence of a (m,n,lc,À) G-relative difference set

with forbidden set N is equivalent to the existence of an element .R of the group

ring ZG v/ith 0, 1 coefficients that satisfies the equation

pp(-t):k*À(c_N).
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This group ring element can of course be associated with â group developed matrix

via the Cayley representation.

A cyclic relative difference set (a relative difference set defined over the cyclic group

of order rnn) could alternatively be regarded as equivalent to an element r(r) of the

ring Zlrl satisfying the equation

r(r)r(n-I) : k + ÀT*(r*)(T*(r) - 1) (mod r*" - r).

The next theorem is due to Elliot and Butson [11i,;ûti].

Theorem 2.3.L. Let G be a group of order mn, let N be a normal subgroup of

G of s'ize n, and let R be a (*,n,fr, À) G-relatiue difference set (relatiue lo N). ff
U 'is a normal subgroup o/ N, then there eri,sts a (m,nllUl,k, Àlul) GfU-relati,ue

d'ifference set (relati.ue lo N/U).

Proof. Let o be the canonical homomorphism from G to G/U ("(g):9U). Sup-

pose that, for g I h e R, gU :h.U. Then gh-rLJ : IJ, so gh-r eU c N. But this

is impossible. So o(R) is a set of size k.

Every element from each coset of N (other than N itself) appears exactly À times

as a difference of elements of R. So each element of (G/U)\(N/U) has exactly ÀlUl

representations as a 'rdifferencerr of elements of o(A). Further, since no element of N

is a rrdifferencerr of elements of R, no element of o(N) is a I'difference'r of elements

of o(Ã).

In1942, Bose generalized Singer's theorem [ì.inr.iÎ]; by using affine geometry and

mimicking Singer's proof, Bose was able to construct a class of relative difference

sets (actually, Bose obtained a partial result; the most general version of Bose's

n
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Theorem was frrst proved by EIIiot and Butson in 1966 [îìl,.ij()l). The proof given

here is from [ìl.f i,i;ir].

Theorem 2.3.2. Letq be apri,mepower andlet d e N. Let R: {r € GF(qd) :

Trna¡n(n) - 1Ì. Then R i,s a (fi,q - L,qd-riqd-2) cgcli,c relati,ue d,i,fference set

(relat'iue to N : GF(q).) in GF'(qd). .

Proof. T! is a homomorphism from the additive gïoup G of GF(qd) onto Gp(q)

So -R is non-empty. Let zs € R. Then R : ro * Ker (Tl) , so that R is an affine

hyperplane, and

lnl : lKer(r!) ¡ : l9l(4,)1 - qd-I/ t lcP(q)l '
So, for 9 € G., Rg: {("r+A)g: E €Ker (T})}.Now, gr € RaRg if and only if A € R

and there exists r € R such that U: gr, i.e. such that gr-L : g.If. g € GF(q).,

then Rg: {n € GF(qo) : Th(z) :9}, so that Rg^rR: Ø.

Fix g e GF(qd)/GF(q). By the proof of Singer's Theorem, gKer (T[) is a subspace

(distinct from Ker (Tt)) of GF(qd) of dimension d - 1. So gKer (T!) n Ker (T!) has

dimension d - 2. The restriction / of T! to gKer (Tt) is a homomorphism from

gKer(Tr) to GF(q). Since Ran(/) is a subspace of GF(q) that contains non-zero

elements, Ran(/) : CF(q). So, for each ú € GF(q),

l{r e sKer (T}) 
' 
T}(t) : t}l: qd-2

It follows that

l{r e s(rs * Ker QÒ) : Tr(n): 1}l - qd-'

Thus, for any g € GF(qd)/GF(q), lRn Rgl - qd-z. n
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For instance, let a be a root of the polynomial ll3 _ r1-7, which is irreducibie over

GF(3). The correspondence between GF (33)) and GF (3)3 is given in the following

table.

a
ld'

a7

a1o

a73

a76

a79

,,ù."'

a25

, it'sMaking use of this correspondence easy to ve

1

(ru

a6

oa"

1'û'-
1Ã

Q.^"

r,L8

a2r

a24

(0,0, 1)

(0, 1,2)

(1, 1,1)

(0, 1, 1)

(1,0, 2)

(2,0,0)

(T,2,I)

(1,0, 1)

(2,2,7)

(0, 1,0)

(1,2,0)

(L,2,2)

(1, 1,0)

(0,0, 2)

(0,2, 1)

(2,2,2)

(0,2,2)

(2,0, 1)

(1,0,0)

(2,7,,2)

(2,0,2)

(1,7,2)

(0,2, o)

(2, 1,0)

(2,L,T)

(2,2,0)

(0,0, 1)

that

,a'

a5

a8

erL

^14(-v.

al7

a2o

e,ou

a26

:rify

R: {r € GF(33)- :Tr(n) - 1}: {o',,o8,dL5,Q77,*te,d20,a23,,a24,a25}

is a (13, 2,9,3) cyclic relative difference set with forbidden set {1, d13}.

Bose's Theorem and Theorem 2.3.1 imply that, for any prime polver q, there exists a

cyclic difference set with parameterr (#, qd-7,qd'-L' - qo-'). These are the same

parameters that the complements of Singer difference sets have (in fact, the cyclic

difference sets obtained are the complements of Singer difference sets, see [i ì,i ] ,íl1}]).

Let -R be a (m,n,k,À) G-relative difference set. -R has a Waterloo decomposi,ti,on if

R: AUB, where the group ring element A- B satisfies (A- B)(A-B)(-1) :

k. The connection between relative difference sets and group developed weighing

matrices appeared in [fr,n.iìr{)] and later in ['\ì).îl]í;ril, but was not fully developed
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until ["\l,.)ì.Ìi,ii;ì]. Later on in this chapter I will discuss the connection between

relative difference sets and negacyclic weighing matrices.

Theorem 2.3.3. The following coeri,st:

(I) A (*,r,k,À) G-relati,ue di,fference set Rwi.thforbi.dden set N thathas a Wa-

terloo Decompos'it'ion R: AIJ B.

(II) A (m,,2n,k,è) ç: G x (0|-retatiue d,i,fference setR-- A+ 80, wi.th forbi,d,den

set AÍ : N x (0), where 0 has order 2.

Proof. Assume the existence of (I). Then

(A+ B)(A+ B)-t : ¡¡(-t) ¡ BB?t) ¡ ¡g(-t) ¡ g¡(-t) : k* À(G - N)

and

(A- B)(A- ?¡t-t) : ¿¿(-t) ¡ BpGt) - ¡g(-t) - q¿Gr) - ¡t.

So, by adding these two equations together, we deduce that

n¡?t)¡sp?t):k*|t"-*l

and, by subtracting the second equation from the first, we deduce that

¡sGt) ¡ p¿Grt: 
à," 

_ N).

Let R: A + B0 be an element of ZÇ. Then

7.V?r) : ¿¡(-r) ¡ gB?tt + (AB?tt + BAel\0 : k + )fO_ ¡/).
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Assume the existence of (II). By reversing the reasoning from the first part of the

proof, one can deduce that

(A- B)(A- B)eL) - k

and

@+ Q(A+ B)(-1) : k *À(G - N)

Suppose there is an element r € A n B. Then r,r0 e R and

r(n?)-r : (m-t)O:0.

This, however, is impossible, since d is in the forbidden set. Thus, A and B arc

disjoint and it follows that.R: A* B is the group ring element corresponding to

(r)

Corollary 2.3.4. A (*,n,k,À) relati.ue d'ifference set adm'its a Waterloo decompo-

si,ti,on onlg i,f ), i,s euen.

Let q be an odd prime po',¡/er. By Bose's Theorem, for any d, there exists a

cyclic relative difference set with parameter. (++,q_ I,rat,na-z). So by The-

orem 2.3.1, there exists " (#,2,Qd-r,'#) relative difference set. If d is odd,

then fr - rd'-t +...-tq-t 1 is odd, so the cyclic group of order 2l+ can be

written as a direct product G x (0), where G is the cyclic group of order ft u"a

d has order 2. Thus, we deduce the following result.

Theorem 2.3.5. If q i,s an odd pri,me pouer and d i,s an odd'integer then there eri,sts

a balanced, r* (#,no-') obtai,ned, ui,a a Waterloo Decompos'iti,on of a d,'ifference
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set. Further, i,f Q : 4k t 3 and, tl+, then there eri,sts a CW (+,qo-t) obta,ined,

ui,a a Waterloo Decomposi,tion of a relatiue di,fference set.

The second part of this result has not explicitly appeared in the literature but

follows, via essentially the same line of reasoning as the first part, as an easy con-

sequence of Theorem 2.3.3.

If (a) is the cyclic group of order 26, (0) is the cyclic group of order 13, and (á) is the

cyclic group of order 2, then (a) is isomorphic to (É) x (d) via the map o : e. -à (13,,0).

Under this isomorphism, the relative difference set .B described in my earlier exam-

ple corresponds to {(P' ,0), (P' ,1), (P' ,0) , (Pn ,0), (Pu ,0), (P' , L), (P'0 ,0),

(pn,r),(prr,0)\. Thus, -p2 - p4 - p, - þu + þ, + 0t - pro + pr, - pn is the Hatl

polynomial of a circulant balanced weighing matrix with parameters (13,9), as is

its negatiol P2 + þn + þ'+ P6 - P' - P'+ P'0 - Ptt + Pt'. This group ring poly-

nomial is obtained by decomposing the complement of a Singer difference set (p.

70), which has parameters (13,9,6). Here is the corresponding circulant balanced
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weighing matrix.

0 010111- 01 1

10010111 01
10010111 01

1-10010111 0

01 10010111
01-10010111

0 1'- 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1

1- 01 1001011
11 0i 100101
111- 01 10010
0111 01 1001
10111- 01 100
010111 01 10

Now we will consider the case where q is an even prime power.

2.3.2 Background from Character Theory

Let G be an abelian group of exponent 'u and Let y: G --+ C be a homomorphism.

We say that ¡ is a character of G. Throughout the remainder of this thesis, the

notation G wili denote a primitive t.,th root of unity. Note that, for each g € G,

there exists a number j such Lhaf y(g): (j, so that X Ø-'): XØ). Further, Xcan

87
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be extended to a ring homomorphism from ZIG] to Z,lÇl by the rule

" 
(f ougo) :ÐouxØn).

Actually, characters can be defined over any group. However, all that is required for

our puposes is the abelian sub-case and, by considering only the abelian characters,

we greatly simplify our presentation. For a general account of group characters and

of how abelian characters fit into the general case, see, for instance, [l5rr;'iiÍ)] or

[l)ri:{;ti]. The proofs given in this section are taken ftom[Il'.]].1:t\,]].

Let q be a prime porver and let d e N. Consider the characters of the additive

group G of GF(qd). Each character X caî be regarded as a map defined by the

1 / \ -!.(n\ ^ñ/ ,\ . . ^ñ/ \rule ¡(r) : eä'*', where !.isa function that maps GF(q') into GF(g). Since X rs a

homomorphism, f.or r,a € G, ,t'(x+u) : X(r+a) : x@)x@) : ç[(') çt1'v¡ : çt(t\¡¿'n' .

Thus, [.(r+a): l(r)+¿(A).Let a e GF(q). Then (.(ar): ((rtrt...1-n):

!,(r)+!.(r)+...+L(r) : at(r).It follows that (. is a linear transformation from GF(qd)

to GF(q). By lemma2.L.5 then, for each r € GF(qd), there exists t € GF(qd) such

r}'at l.(r):Tr(wr). Since there are exactly qd characters corresponding to qd linear

transformations, it follows that for each character ¡ of G, there exists ø' e GF (ød)

such that X: X-, where X., is defined by the rule that y.(r) : ff('*) .

Note that characters of an abelian group of order n form a group of order n under

lrpointwiserr multiplication. The character table for an abelian group G is the square

array whose ro\MS are indexed by the characters of G and whose columns are indexed

by the elements of G. The entry in row ¡ column g is XG).Let (g) be the cyclic
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group of order 4. Then the following is the character table for (y).

a2 a3

Xo

Xt

Xz

Xt

11
1-i
1-1
Li

11

-1 i

1 -1

-1 -i

We shall refer to the character that maps each element to 1 as the pri,ncipal charac-

ter. In the above example, ¡6 is the principal character. The following resuit states

that the row or column sum of any but the first row or column of a character table

is equal to 0.

Theorem 2.3.6. (Character Orthogonali,tE Relati,ons) Let G be an abeli,an group of

order n and let Xo be the pri,nci,pal character of G. Then

and

(

lxk): l"' 
if g: r

x |.0, otherwi,se

if x: xo

otherwi,se

t,,
",n, 

: 
to,

t
s€G

Ix(t) :t!:n.
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Let g I 1. Then there exists a character X* such that y.(g) I 1. Thus, since the

characters form a group,

x"Ø)lx.uD: Ð (x"x) G): !x(o).
xxx

Therefore,

Ðx(s) : o.

Now,

X

I xo(o) : t !: n.
s€G g€G

LeI y I Xo be a character of G. Then there exists h e G such that y(h) I I.

Therefore,

x@Ðx?):lx(ùx(s) : t x?h):lx?)
g€G geG S€G geG

Hence,

I x(g) : o.

tr

The following corollary states that the rows and columns of the character table

of an abelian group of order n ate orthogonal under the standa¡d inner product

over C'; it follows as an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.3.6, the fact that

the characters of an abelian group form a group, and the fact that the inverse of a

character X is the character [.

Corollary 2.3.7. Let G be an abel,ian group of order n, let t + h e G, and let
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X" * Xu be two characters of G. Then

Ðx1)x@: t x"Ø)xb(,s): o.

x geG

The following result also proves to be useful; it allows us to glean information

about the coefficients of a group ring eiement from its character values.

Theorem 2.3.8. Let A: Ðeec ang e A[G] Then, for each h e G,

1on:Ëlx(a)x(h.-').
x€G

Therefore, i.f for B e A[G] we haue that, for each character y, X(A) : y(B), it

follows that A: B.

Proof. By Theorem 2.3.6,

LxØ)x(h-') : Ð Ðqxk)x (h-'): t Ðq, @h-') - nah.

x geG geG x

n

Corollary 2.3.9. LetG : {gu..., gn} be an abel'il.n group, IetH be a subgroup of G,

and let A, B e ZlGl. Suppose that, for each character y of G that i,s nonprincipal

onIJ, XØ): X(B). Then A: B +XH, for some X eV,IG].

Proof. Let C:Ðc¿g¿- A- B.Let 9 € G.By Theorem 2.3.8,

"n:*lxq)x(g-') .

X
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Let h € H. By hypothesis, for each character ¡ that is nonprincipal on H, X (C) : g.

Therefore, by Theorem 2.3.8,

csh:*f xe)x(Øh)-'):
X

* r xe)x(g ') : "n.
X

Consequently, there exists X e Z[G] such that C : X}J. The result follows. n

2.3.3 The Walsh-Hadamard Transform

Discrete analogues of the Fourier Thansform can be defined over finite groups (see,

for instance, [!ii\i::tii.::], Iirll:ìfi7], and [S\:"i]21). Again, although a general treatment

is possible, we consider only the abelian case. Let G be a finite abelian group, let

f , G -- C, and let ¡ be a character of G. Then

î e) : #,L, ¡ øtx(,-') : ],n,L, ¡ø¡¡6

is called the Fourier transform of f at X. The definition we have given is not

standard: in the book [S-r'Ì,\iiii] lGl occrrs in place of ffi, but our definition

here is implied by the way the transform is used to construct circulant weighing

matrices in [Ål)l.fliiÍ]. Note that since character values are roots of unity and

since, for any 0, e¿0 : sin0*'icos?, the Finite Fourier Tïansform, like the regular

Fourier Transform, "represents" functions as a sum of trigonometric functions.

Let q be a prime power and let d e N[. Consider the Fourier Tbansform defined over

the additive group G of GF(qd). For any function / defined over G, this transform
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can be seen as a function defined over G by the rule

î(,): î e-): +T,:' ,r"rç',-oq*'' 
-*eG

In the special case that Q:2, the transform is given by

^1î(*) : FrÐf @)(-t¡r'{").

This is known as the Walsh-Hadamard transform. It was apparently discovered by

Walsh [-#at2"i]. Note that, by Theorem 2.3.6, the character table of the additive

group G of GF(2d) is a 2d x2d Hadamard matrix fI (matrices of this type are usually

referred to as Syluester Hadamard matri,ces). Label the elements of G gt, g2,..., g2d.

Let f be the row vector

f : (Í (gr) , f (9") ,...,, Í (sr,)) .

Then the Walsh-Hadamard Tlansform could alternatively be defined by the rule

i@): #rr,
The following result is an analogue of Parseval's Theorem [,\¡rc?ì,].

Theorem 2.3.10. Let G be a fini,te abel'ian group. For any compler funct'ions fi, f2

d,efi,ned, on G, ÐrÎr(x)jdx): Ð,ec ft(r)|ñ.

Proof.

Ð î' e)-fdx) : t å f r ír) x@ \-t,ra xøl
" T l*l ã '?c
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: : .l r,h1)fdr2)f x('l') x@2).
lGl ,,u,,*""' x

By Theorem 2,3.6, q I rz implies that

Therefore,

ceG

n

t
x

y(r1)y(r2) :0.

l,i'Q)Î,(x) :Dn@)ffi,

as required.

2.3.4 The Construction for q : 2t

Assume that q is a power of 2 and that d is an odd integer. In what follows, Tb

refers to T[çp1na)/epe)i for other traces, subscripts will be given explicitly. By

Bose's Theorem, the affine hyperplane

R: {r e GF(qd) :TrçÊ,çra¡¡cr1n¡(r) : 1}

is a cyclic relative difference set with parameterc (++, Q - !, qo-t ,,qo-'). The au-

thors of [,lj)i,,\'litj] were able to show that,R admits a Waterloo Decomposition.

Their proof makes use of the affine quadric {r e GF (øo) t Tt (zø+i; : 0}. Note

that, by Corollary '2.13.4,, if q is an odd prime po\Mer, then the affine hyperplane does

not admit a Waterloo Decomposition.

Theorem 2.3.11. Let e:0,1 and, Iet C,: {1+ .yq +.yq-': 7 e GF(q o),Trç1n*' *

l) : ej. Then the relati,ae difference set R has a Waterloo Decomposi,ti,on R : A+ B



(
| 1 if-r:a

õx,u : (
I o otherwise\

Since T! is an onto map, there exists É e GF (ød) r.rrctr that T! (P) :1. Therefore,
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such that {A,B}: {Co,C1} (as unordered sets).

Proof. Define a function Q : GF(qd) --+ GF(q) by the rule Q(z) :Tr(rq+L) and

define the real-valued function Q by the rule Q(r) : (-t¡Ot"l. Since g is a power of.2

and d,is odd, (q+t, q_1) : (q+t, qd-Ð: 1 (since qd_! : (q-I)(.qo-t+.'.+q+1)).

Thus, since GF (q')- ktur order qd - !, each element of GF(qd) has the form zq*l,

forsomezeGF(qd).

Let 6,,0 be defrned so that

l{z e cF(qd)lT}(") - 1l : lþ +Ker (T}) I : lKer (rY) l.

It follows that, for each a e GF(qd),

(1) qd6\o: t (-1¡r'1¡"0*'+t1'o+'¡ - I (-l¡a(")+o(")
øe GF(qd) ce GF(qa)

: t e@r)e(n): t a@r¡e(*),
øe GF(qd) øeGF(qd)

where 8lr the Walsh-Hadamard Tlansform of O and the last equality is a conse-

quence of the version of Parseval's Theorem proved in the previous section.
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Let B e GF(qd). Then

^1a@: h t (-1¡rr("q+1+É').
' øe GF(qa)

Note that, for r,g e GF (ød) ,

@ +U)o*' : ¡4*! *gø+t * nqA * ryq.

Further, note that, since (Ç, qd _ I): 1, each element of GF (qo) 
"un 

be written

in the form rq, for some ø € GF (q') . So, since GF(qd) has characteristic 2 and

since, for each u € GF (qo) , T.r(*q) : Tr(u),

{atOÐ':j t (-1¡T}(øq+1+Éz) t (-1)}(sn*'+Bs)
' r€GF(qd) se GF(qa)

1: 
n, _rI,.--,, 

( - t ) 
*t' ø+t I Br) 

r.änr,, 
- 1 ) 

rr( (c+u) ø+1 + þ (r+a))

h I (-1)t(cn*'+Bu) t (-1)T('qu+Yø'¡
' se GF(qa) øe GF(qa)

-1 \- ¡ 1,,tt(sø+t+gu) t (-1)r"(tvø'?+s1"1.
Qo o.fr*or' 

'' 
ceGF(qa)

But f"."r1noy(-1)*(an'+al*):0 unless aq' +a:0. Since d is odd, GF (q') is not

a subfield of GF (q') . fir"., Aq' + a : }if and only if g € GF (q). So

(a@D' : t (-1)t(sn*'+Bc).
se Gr.(q)
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By Lemma 2.7.6,

TI(yø+r + þu): Tlcr(s)/cr1z1(T16" (sd)/Gl(q)(un*t + 0a))

: T}cr,(q)/cr1z¡ (Trç"(sd)/cF(s) 1[t + Élu))

: Tlcr(q)/erlz¡ (T!"" 
@d) / cll(q)ç1. + 0)U)

: Tlcr,(q)/cr1z¡ ((1 * TYçplna¡/cp(s) (þ))a).

By way of explanation for the final equality, note that, since d is odd,

Tler¡nr¡7cr¡q¡(1) : 1.

It follows that

@(p))r: t (_1¡t".1n,zc"1r¡((r+ter¡qd¡7c.r1qy(Ø)u) -Çôr,rr"",no, ¡cr6¡(g).
seGF(q)

So the {-1,0,1} valued function E: r-r¡zQhu, support R. Furthermore, by (1),

foreachaeGF(qd),

qd-t6\o: t E@r)E(r).
reGF(qa)

Since E(0) : 0, we have that for each a e GF(qd).,

qd-t6r,o: Ð E(ar)E(r).
re GF(qa)"

Let r be a generator for GF(q')-. Let C be the element of the group ringZ IGF(q').]
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such that E(rt) is the coefficient of. nt in C. it then follows directly from the above

equality tlhat CCFL) - qd-|. So we have obtained a Waterloo Decomposition of

-R. The remainder of the proof is devoted to finding an explicit formula for this

decomposition.

Again, note that, since d is odd, A : Aq' if and only if g e GF(q). It follows, by

virtue of a slight modification of my proof of Theorem 2.L7, tlnat

Ker (Tr6p(sd)/cr(s)) : {? + 'yq' , ^'t€ GF (qd)}

(recall that we are working in a fietd of characteristic 2). For any g e GF (ød) ,

Tr(gø-17: T!(g). Consequently (since r -- rQ-' is an automorphism of GF (qd)),

Ker (TÌçp(sd)/ce(s)) : {,yn-' I 1q :7 € GF (q')}

Therefore, since Tb""(ød)/cr{ø)(1) : 1,

.R : {1 + ^yn-' * -yq ,7 € GF(qd)}.

ForanyT€GF(qd),

aG + ^f +'yq-') : h t (-1¡*1'o*'+1r+',e+rc-1)ø)
ce GF(qd)

: h t (-1;r'({"+r)q+1+(t+rs+''n-1;1"+r))
øe GF(qd)

: -L \- l-1 ¡t1rn+t *tqlirYs*'Y*t7¡s¡1¡r1o¡ra*r¡ú1+'¡a-1+r¡
od/z L \ ',
' øe Grlqa;
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: + \- (-1¡*1'n*t*r*1+'¡ø-1+r¡
Qd/z *.kno,

1,,: 
oolr ! (-1;*1"n*'+")1-f¡t('ls+\+'Y) : (-l)r'(rs+l+r)A(1)

øe GF(qd)

It follows that Cs and Cl satisfy the relations given in the statement of the theorem.

n

By way of an example, consider the multiplicative group GF(64)- : GF(43)-

of the finite field of order 64. Let o generate this group. Then one can verifii by

straightforward calculations that

Ã : {1 +.yn +.y'u t.y € GF(64).}

: {a, e2, e4, e8, d9, tL\, et6, etg, et9, e26, e32, d36, e38, a4t, a52 },

and that

cg : {I, Q9, d73, Qr8, Q79, *16, *36, A38, Q1t, A52},

and, finally, that

C, : {a, e2, d4, a8 , al6 , o32}.

It then follows from Theorem 2.3.11. that

! - a - a2 - a4 - a8+ os + a13 - o16 + a18 + a1e + a26 - o32 +a36 + c38 + a4t + a5'

is the group ring polynomial of a CW(63,16).

Theorem 2.3.3 and Theorem 2.3.11imply that, for each even prime porver q and each

odd number d, there exists a Ç : G x (á) relative difference set with parameters
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(#,2@ - 7),Qd-t,ino-2), where G is the cyclic group of order qd - !, (á) is the

cyclic group of order 2 (as a consequence, Ç is also cyclic), and the forbidden set is

N x (á) (for some normal subgroup N of G). So Elliot and Butson's resuLt (Theorem

2.3.1) implies that, for each divisor t of q- 1, there exists a relative difference set with

parameterc (#,2'it,Qd-I,ry) in the cylic group H x (d), for some subgroup

H of G, and with forbidden set U x (0), for some normal subgroup U of N. By

Theorem 2.3.;1, the next theorem follows as a consequence.

Theorem 2.3.L2. Let q be 0, power of 2, let d be odd, and let tlØ - l). Then there

eri,sts a c'irculant weighdng matri,r wi,th param"t"rt (#,no-') that can be obtai,ned,

ui,a a Waterloo Decomposi,ti,on of a relati,ue di,fference set.

This construction is relatively new (2001). As we have established, before it

was discovered, it was already known that for each prime power q and each odd

d e N, there exists aCW (#,qo-t). It then follows by Lemma 1.5.2, part (i),

that, for each s, there exists a CW (rf+, qo-') and hence, in particular, for each

tl@-1), thereexists aCW (+,qo-'). However, forf (q-1(andfor qeven),

these matrices are inequivalent to the ones generated by the relative difference set

construction. Two circulant weighing matrices, with group ring polynomials L4{

and W2, respectively, of the same order and the same weight are equivalent only

if Supp(1421) and Supp(ialz) are equivalent (under the circulant weighing matrix

equivalence operations). However, suppose thatWt is generated by applying Lemma

7.5.2, part (i), to a smaller circulant weighing matrix and that Wzis obtained via

a Waterloo Decomposition of a relative difference set. Then, under any equivalence

operation e, e(Supp(l,Tzr))(e(Supp(I4l1)))-1 is a group ring element with nonzero

coefficients only for elements of some proper subgroup of G. On the other hand,
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for any equivalence operation /, /(Supp(Wz))(Í(Supp(tøz)))-t : k + À(G - N),

where ly' is some normal subgroup of G. In particular, the latter group ring element

has a nonzero coefficient for some generator of G, whereas the former does not. It

follows that Wt and W2 are inequivalent. The fact that it cân generate multiple

inequivalent circulant weighing matrices in some orders is the primary reason that,

for q even, the relative difference set approach is an improvement on the previous

projective geometry approach.

The existence of the circulant weighing matrix derived in the last exampie was

actually known before this construction was discovered. in 1998, Epstein [ii,i>sii,Ì]

discovered, via computer search, the existence of the circulant weighing matrix in

question and that it is the only CW(63,16), up to equivalence, other than the one

that can be obtained by applying Lemma 7.5.2, part (i), to a CW(21, 16) (circulant

weighing matrices with these parameters can be derived from both the relative

difference set construction and the projective geometry construction; Epstein found,

by another computer search, that there is, up to equivalence, only one of these).

Simone Severeni conjectured (personal correspondence with Dr. Craigen, 2009)

that, for every e ) 0, there exists aW(n,w) W such that the ratio of any of the

off diagonal entries of abs(lrV)abs(14l)(-t) to the weight ru is smaller than epsilon.

Note the the class of circulant weighing matrices given in Theorem 2.3.11proves

this conjecture true, whereas the class of circulant weighing matrices generated by

decomposing the complements of Singer difference sets does not.

One might ask whether it is possible to obtain a circulant weighing matrix via a

Waterloo Decomposition of a relative difference set with parameters

(#,2Ø - r),Qd-r , ino-') (d odd; q a power of 2).In fact, this is the case, âs was
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shown in Ii,,-\,;fri1Ì], whose authors

the proof of Theorem 2.3.11.

Theorem 2.3.13. (I) Let q

number. Then there eri,sts a

(II) Let q be an odd pri,me

CIRCULANT WEIGHING MATRICES 702

made use of some of the same methods used in

2.3.5 Constructing Negacyclic \Meighing Matrices

Consider the incidence structure,9: (P,ß,2). We say that,S is a (*,n,k,À1,À2)

diui,si,ble desi,gn if the point set 2 can be partitioned into m disjoint classes, each of

which consist of n points, such that the following three properties are satisfied:

(I) Each pair of points from a single point class is contained in exactly Àr blocks.

(II) Each pair of points from distinct point classes is contained in exactly À2 blocks.

(III) Each block is incident with exactly k points.

Note that the class of divisibie designs contains the class of balanced incomplete

block designs. Further, if aCW(mn,k)W is obtained via a Waterloo Decomposition

of. a (m,n,k, À) relative difference set, where n ) 7, then abs(\4l) is not the incidence

matrix of a balanced incomplete block design. It is, however, the incidence matrix

of a divisible design with À1 : 0. In light of this fact, if I4l is a weighing matrix such

that abs(W) is the incidence matrix of a divisible design, then we will say that I4l is

a diui,si,ble weighing matrix. There is some historical precedence for this definition.

In 1977, Berman [l]L:r7?] used techniques from projective and affine geometry to

prove the following result.

be an odd pri,me power and let t be an odd natural

d.i.ui,si,bte *, (ffi,n'-') .

power and let ú € NI. Then there eri,sts a di.ui,si,ble

NW (+,n'-').
(III) Let¿ € NI be odd and let p be an odd pri,me of the form 4k * 3 (for sorne k).
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Let d,,r € N be such that d, < r and, d,lr. Then there eri,sts a NW (W+,(r")t-t) .

There is a connection between relative difference sets and negacyclic weighing

matrices. Versions of this connection have appeared in Ii;i;í>7i] and [Ål),lt'f)r>]. In

[Ði.;Íi?l], the authors proved the following result.

Theorem 2.3.L4. There eri,sts a (u,2,u - 7,Ç) cycti.c relati,ue di,fference set i,f

and only i,f there erists a negacycli,c conference matrir wi.th parameters (u,a - l).

Corollary 2.3.t5. Let q be an odd prime power. Then there eri,sts a NW(q+ 1, q).

The corollary follows from Theorem 2.3.2, with d: 1. In [,,1]),Ji'i)ii], the authors

prove the following.

Theorem 2.3.16. If there eri,sts a cycli,c relati,ue di,fference set wi,th parameters

(*,2,|t,À), then there eri,sts a balanced NW(m,k).

Corollary 2.3.L7. Let q be an odd pri,me power and let d be ang i,nteger. Then

there eri,sts a balanced, negacycli,c we'igh'ing matrir wi,th parameters (ft,n'-t) .

Again, the Corollary follows from Theorem 2.3.2.

Here is a more general construction of negacyclic weighing matrices from relative

difference sets than appears in the literature. I obtained the next result by a fairly

straightforward extension of the proof of Theorem 2.3.14.

Theorem 2.3.18. Let R be a (m,n,lc,\) cycli,c relati,ue d,'ifference set and, letn be

euen. Leta € N, b e 2N besuchthatab:n Thenthere eni,sts adi,ui,si,bleNW(am,k)

W such that abs(W) i,s the i,nci,dence matri,r of a cycli,c relati,ue di,fference set wi,th

parameters (*, o, k, b^) .
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Proof. Let r(r) be the polynomial associated with -R. Then

r(r)r(r-r) : k * 
^Q"@*)) 

(T^(r) - 7) (mod (r*" - 1)).

It follows that

r(r)r(r-1): krÀT"(r*)76(r'*)(T^(r) - 1) (mod (**" -Ð).

Since b is even, every root of ro**7 is also a root of. r^"-!.Thus, (*" + I) I @*" - 1) .

Further, (r" I 7) lT6(r"*). It follows that

r(n)r(n-r¡ : ¡t (mod (n"* + 7)).

The proof of Theorem 2.3.1 implies that r(z) (mod (r"*-lL)) is a 0, t1 polynomial.

Therefore, r(ø) (mod (r"* + 1)) is the nega-Hall polynomial of a NW (am,,k) .

Since (r"* - 7) I @^" - 1) ,

r(r)r(r-r): kibÀT,(r*)(T*(r) -r) (mod (r"* -l)).

The proof of Theorem 2.3.1 implies that r(z) (mod (r"* - 1)) is a 0, 1 polynomial.

Therefore, r(r) (mod (r"* - 1)) is the Hall polynomial of a cyclic relative difference

set with parameters (rn, a,k,bÀ) n

By Theorem2.3.2 then, we infer the following result.

Corollary 2.3.L9. Let q be an odd prime power, let d be a posi,ti,ue i,nteger, and let

"l+. Then there eri,sts a d,i,ui,si,ble NW (#,no-t) W such tho,t abs(W) i,s the i,nci,-
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d,ence nxatrir of a cycli,c relatiue d,i,fference set wi,th parameters (# ,Ç ,, gd-t ,2"q0-') .

Cleary, Corollary 2.3.79 implies the + direction of Corollaries 2.iJ.15 and

2j3.I7 . In fact, it also implies Theorem 2.3.13. Note that (I) follows by a substitution

of. q2 for q while (II) and (III) arc direct Corollaries. Corollary 2.3.19 also yields

some (apparently) new negagcyclic weighing matrices.

For instance, let q:19,Iet d:2, and let a be a generator of GF(361)-.

R: {a,,e4,e79,e3t,e32,e76,t87,o"5,o'ou,o"t,*"u,o"t,o"n,e248,e277,e282,

ottn r r1tt rttnoÌ

is the (20, 18, 19, 1) cyclic relative difference set {7 € GF(361) : Tr(1): 1}. Note

that æäL : 60. By reducing the polynomial corresponding to .R modulo n60 + 7,

we deduce that

0(r) : r+r4 +r8 -rr4 _ 116 _ r18 +frIe -n2U -"" +r37 ¡a32 -"t3 -r35 +fr37 -r40 +r42

^43 _49

is the nega-Hall polynomiai of a divisible .nfll(60, 19). The existence of this matrix

is not implied by any of the other constructions I have outlined.

It's interesting to compare Corollary 2.3.19 to Theorem 2.3.5. The classical cyclic

relative difference sets can be used to construct negacyclic weighing matrices in

orders for which they cannot be used to construct circulant weighing matrices.

By closely mimicking the proof of Theorem 2.3 .I4 given in I D{.,] S 7 I ] , one can obtain

the following partial converse to Theorem 2.3.i8.
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Theorem 2.3.20. LetW be a NW(mn,k) such that abs(W) i.s the i.nci,dence matri,r

of a (m,n,k,À) cycli,c relatiue di,fference set. Then À'is euen and there eri,sts a

(rn,2n,k, Lr) cgcti,c relatiue d,i.fference set.

Proof . Let r(r) be the nega-Hall polynomial of W. Let r(r) : f (r) - g(r) and let

0(r) : f (") + r^" s(r). Then

0(r)0 (*-t) : tt (mod r-" + I)

and

0(r)0 (r-t) : k * ÀT, (r*) (T*(r) - L) (mod r*" - 7)-

Thus,

e@)0 (*-t) : k t ),r**" + L)T.(n*) (T*(n) - 1) (mod ,'*n - 1)

ì
, k + UTz,(r*) (T*(r) - 1) (mod ,'*" - I).

Therefore, á is the Hall polynomial of. a (m,2n,k,j) cyctic relative difference set

and we must have that À is even. !

The condition in Theorem 2.3.20 that À must be even can be viewed as a nega-

cyclic counterpart to Corollary 2.3.4.

Corollary 2.3.2L. Let q be an odd prime power, let d be any natural number, and

lett be an od,d, d,i,ui,sor oÍ q- i.. There eri,sts no NW (+,qo-') W such that

abs(W) i,s the i.nci,dence matrir of a cgcl'ic relati,ue d'ifference set wi.th parameters

(H,n.rl,Qd-7,tqo-r) .



Chapter 3

Algebraic Non-Existence Resr.rlts

The aim of this chapter is to elucidate the algebraic techniques used to prove non-

existence results for circulant weighing matrices. These techniques were not origi-

nally developed with circulant weighing matrices in mind, but to study difference

setç and finite geometries with nice automorphism groups. Only later did it become

clear that they had applications in all area,s of algebraic design theory, of which

the study of circulant weighing matrices is one part. In their survey [.\Ðiiii], Arasu

and Dillon mention that most of the known non-existence results that are stated

in terms of circulant weighing matrices can be extended to more general classes of

group developed weighing matrices using standa,rd methods. I will attempt to do

so wherever possible.

Broadly speaking, there are three methods used to prove non-existence results

for group developed weighing matrices: the self-conjugacy method, the multiplier

method, and the field descent method. These methods, which are sometimes re-

ferred to as character methods,,have their origin in the work of Marshall Hall [.f:'.,,iî].

They were developed further in the 1960's in the seminal work of Mann ["\'ll,r:ii{,],

107
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Yamomoto [\'zr:rrlrìÌ], and T\uyn ['lìr'ûi;]. Some recent discoveries ([Sr'ìr99], Il,g{i¿;],

and ['\"\rîí)*]) have given new life to these approaches and yielded a whole host of

new results.

Let G be a finite group and let k 1 n € N. Recall that the existence of a G-

developed W(n,k) is equivalent to the existence of an element 0(g) (g ranges over

the elements of G) of the group ring ZG with coefficients 0, 1, and -1 that satisfies

the equation 0(g)0(g)(-t) : k. Leta be the exponent of G. Recall that if G is an

abelian group, then each character of G is a homomorphism from G to the cyciic

group generated by the principal uth root of unity Ç. Thus, these characters can be

extended to homomorphisms fromZG to ZlÇ]. Note that the ringZ [Ç] Iies inside

A ((,) , ttie uth cgclotomi,c fietd. Tlrri.ts, gïoup developed weighing matrices can be

associated with elements of cyclotomic fields.

The basic intuition of the character methods (in weighing matrix terms) is that

facts about cyclotomic fields can be used to find constraints on the parameters for

which there might exist an (abelian) group-developed weighing matrix.

3.1 Background From Algebraic Number Theory

Let us begin by mentioning some facts about prime ideals in cyclotomic frelds.

This first result follows from a standard result about algebraic number fields (finite

dimensional extensions of Q). See ([il,l52], Ch. 12 and 13) for a proof (of the more

general result).

Theorem 3.1.1. LetC, be apri,mi.t'iueuth root of uni.tg. Euery'ideali.nZl(,1 has a

uni,que factori,zati,on as a product of pri,me i,deals Pf'P;t . . . P"'.
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For a proof of the next resuit, see ([íiì.Íl'i], p.275-2I6).

Lemma 3.L.2. Euery root of uni,ty 'in Q (C*) has the form tÇ, for i, : I, ...,nr.

Let m € N and let P be a prime ideal in Z[(^]. The group of all a e Gal(Q((-)/Q)

such that p@) : P is cailed the decomposi,t'ion group of P (decomposition groups are

used to decompose extension fields into sequences of intermediate extension fields;

hence the term "decomposition" [S;cr'7f;]). Most of the major results in this chapter

rely on the following theorem about the decomposition groups of prime ideals. The

proof given here is from [í:].ÌI'.Í)f)].

Theorem 3.1.3. Let m € N ønd let (* be a pri,m'it'iue mth root of uni,tg. Let p e Q

be a pri,me and let P be a pri,me i,deal of Zle*l that contai,ns p. Wri,te rr1,: nt*po,

for some a, where (m. ,p) : 7. Then each o e Gøl(Q((-) N) fo, wlti,ch there is an

i,nteger j such that o((^-) : CH. 'is an element of the d,ecompos'iti,on group of P.

The proof begins with a series of six preliminary lemmas. Recall that if k,'r.u € N

are such that (k, w):1, the kth cyclotomic polynomial ón("): ll(r - () (where

, râ,nges over the group of units of k) is the minimal polynomial for the kth roots

of unity over Q ((r) and, consequently, it is also both monic and irreducible (see

[{,ìr;1il l]).

Lemma 3.L.4. Letp be a prime and let a € N. Tå.en

Í(") : *(n-r)n"-I ¡ *(n-2)n"-' + . . . ¡ aP"-' ¡ I

i,s the p"-th cyclotomi,c polgnomi,al þo" ouerQ.

109
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Proof. Since rp - I: (n _ L)(rn-t +'.'+ r+-l), for any primitive pth root of unity

eo,

Ç-'+"'+(o*1:0.

Hence, since (fiÍ-' is a primitive pth root of unity, f Go"): 0. It follows by Theorem

21.3 in [i.ìrriûi,] that þ0" divides /. Since every integer that isn't a po\Mer of p is

relatively prime to po, the number of integers less than po and relatively prime to

p" is (p - 7)pa-t. Thus, So" is a monic polynomial of degree (p - I)p"-l such that

ór"lÍ.It follows Lhar f : ópo.

Lemma 3.1.5. Let j > \ and tet (j,p) : L. Then (I - Co") and, (I - 4") are equal

as 'ideals oÍ Zïep"].

Proof. Assume that ú is an integer such Lhat jt: 1 mod pa. Let

t_el" : el;t + . . . * ep" I L e ZlÇr"1.
1-Çn"

Then

,tL-L : + :l- eil rift-L), ri,(t-2)+ . . . + 1 € z[Co,].u -T:6-1-ç:\n" -sr

u(1- epò :7 - el"

and

Therefore,

u-' (r - ei") : r - Cp".

(L-Cr"):F-el")'

n
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Lemma 3.1.6. (p) and, (0 - eoò(o-7)'pø-t) are equal as i,d,eals of Z[Cr"] .

Proof.

(þpo: ll (, - Ç1") ,

where j ranges over the group of units of p". Thus, óp" has order (p - I)o"-' .

By Lemma 3.1.,4,

(p) : (óo"Q))

and, by Lemma:J.1.5,

@o"0)): (lI 0-el")) : (ll(1 -(o")) : ((1 -co")@-')'"-').

tr

Lemma 3.L.7. Let o e Gøl(Q((-)lQ) and suppose that j i,s an i,nteger such that

o(e*ò : (*. Then, for any A e Zl(*"1, A@) : APi mod, P.

Proof. Set A: Ðå-t a¿eln.. Then

¡(o) :T "U*)r = 8 ,fi.)o : Ad (mod p).
i:o \ ¿:o /

n

Lemma 3.1.8. er, = 1 (mod P).

Proof. By Lemma iJ.1.6,

((1 -(0")þ-r)p"-')cp.

Thus, since P is a prime ideal, (7 - Co") € P. The result follows. n
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Lemma 3.1.9. Let o e Gal(Q((o")/Q). Then, for any i, e Z, (e;")" = 7 mod, P.

Proof. For any ø € Gal(Q(Co")/Q), ø sends p"-th roots of unity to po-th roots of

unity. Thus, by Lemma 3.I.2, for any integer a there exists an integer j such that

(e;")" : el". Therefore, the result follows by the previous lemma. n

Now we proceed to the proof of the main theorem.

Proof of Theorem 3.1.3. Since (**,p): 1, for any integer i, there exist integers

Í,s such that i:trn* +sp". So for arry A € P, there exist A" €Zl]hl suchthat

A : Ðo":Ã' A,e;". LeL o e Gal(Q((-)/Q) and suppose that j is an integer such that

o(e*ò : e:;-. By Lemma 3.1.9,

po -r po -7
a@) : D ¿!"r(e;"¡r"r = t Ay) :

s:0 s:0

By Lemma 3.1.7 and Lemma:1.1.8,

: Ap' (mod P).

Since Ad e P, Aþ) e P. It follows that p@) ç P and, since ø is an automorphism,

¡¡u¡ p@) : p.

(t,")'"'= (t o,)o = (i o,Ç")

Consider the Gaussian integerc Zli,l; in

7¡7* : 1. The ideal (1 - z) is a prime ideal

2 e (7 - i), since (1 - ¿)(1 + ?) : 2. Each

1(") : 12. Consequently, by Theorem 3.1.3,

automorphism o € Gal (A (i)/A) .

particular, Iet m : 4, p : 2, and

in zli.l ([(ì,ri0ì], ch. 18). Furrher,

element o of Gal (A (i)/Q) satisfies

the ideal (1 - i,) is fi.xed under every
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Proofs of the next two lemmas can be found in ([1íìr,,i], p. 195 and p. 216).
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Lemma 3.1.10. [Q ((-) ' Q] : $(m) (recall that þ(m) denotes the Euler Toilent

funct'ion: the number of integers less than m and relati,uely pri.me to m).

Lemma3.1.11. Leta € Q(C'') besuchthat, foreacho € Gal (A((-)/A) ,o(*)3
1. Then a i,s a root of uni,ty.

Lemma 3.1.11 is sometimes referred to as Kronecker's Lemma.

The following result is a fairly simple consequence of Kronecker's Lemma; a proof

can be found in [.\,.íclilt].

Lemma 3.L.L2. Let ay, a2 be cyclotom'ic 'integers such that ar e a2zlÇ-] and

lrt I : lcu2l . Then there eri,sts an 'integer c such that u1 : +azefn.

Let qbe a prime po\Mer and let X be a character of the multiplicative group of

GF(q). Then DrX(t)Cl is the Gauss sun't oL GF(q) belonging to ¡. A proof for the

next result can be found in ([]lìtl:1, p. 92).

Lemma 3.1.13. Let q be a pri,me power. IÍ X I ls are two characters defined on

the multipl'icat'iue group of GF(q), then

lr,,',,;l:n
I will also need a couple of results from (non-algebraic) number theory. The

first result is sometimes used as an auxillary resuLt in the proof of the second result.

A proof can be obtained by a fairly straightforwa,rd modification of the techniques

employed in ([ii{.*2], p.39-43). The notation ord¿n (for (t,ru) : 1) refers to the least

positive integer e such that ne: 1 (mod ú).
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Lemma 3.L.L4. Let p be a pr,ime and let b e Z.

(o) IÍ (p,b) I (2,1) andi.f s i.s any i.nteger sati,sfyi,ng s= 1 (mod pb) and suchthat

s i,s not equiualent to I modulo pb*t , then ordr"(s) : p"-b for each c 2 b.

(b) Let s,t e. Z be such that orQø(s) = orduu(t) : p" (for sorne c). Also, suppose

that s : t : 1 (mod 4) when p : 2. Then s and t are generl,tors of the same

subgroup of the multi,pli,cati,ue group Zlo.

A proof of the following result can be found in ([lliS:], p.43).

Lemma 3.1.15. Let p be a pri,me and let / e NI. Then the group of uni,ts mod p¿ 'is

cycli,c of order ot-t ¡U - 1).

3.2 The Self-Conjugacy Method

In 1965, T\rryn ['irut'ii] showed that under the so-called self-conjugacy assumption,

one could deduce strong necessary conditions for the existence of algebraic designs

such as cyclic difference sets and circulant Hadamard matrices. Arasu and Seberry

[,-\r9t;], [,'i¡':,,98] later showed that Turyn's techniques, in concert with a result of Ma

[ilr:r.r], could be used to obtain necessary conditions for the existence of circulant

weighing matrices. The purpose of this section is to illuminate this technique.

LeL p be a (rational) prime and let rn : rrl*po, where (m*,p) : 1. Then we say that

p is self-conjugate modulo r¿ if there exists an integer j such Lhat t' - -1 mod rn*.

In general, an integer n is self-conjug¿úe modulo m if. every prime divisor of n is

self-conjugate modulo rn. The next corollary clarifies the reason for the terminology

"self-conjugate."
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Corollary 3.2.1,. Let p be a rat'ional pri,me that i,s self-conjugate modulo sorne

i,nteger m. Let P be a pri,me i,deal of Zle*l that contai,ns p. Then P i,s 'i,nuari,ant

under cornp ler conjug ati.on.

Proof. The map sending mth roots of unity to

Gal(Q((-)/Q) (this map is equivalent to complex

then, P is invariant under complex conjugation.

their inverses is an element of

conjugation). By Theorem 3.1.3

n

Corollary 3.2.2. Let X € ZlÇ1 and let XX :0 mod u2, where u i,s self-conjugate

modulo m. Then X = 0 mod u.

Proof. By Theorem 3.1.1, there exist, for some r, prime ideals Pr, ..., P, and integers

tr,...,ú" such that (z) : P!'Pi' ...P:'and, consequently, (u'): Pfup;tz "'P2t'.

By Corollary i3.2.1, for each prime divisor p of u, each prime ideal that contains p

is invariant under complex conjugation. Thus, since, for each i,, P¿ is prime, X and

X are both contained in P¿. Further, for each s, X e Pf , if and oniy if X e Pf .

Therefore, for each i,, X,X € P:u, and it follows that X:0 (mod z). n

This result allows us to infer that, for any group ring element Y over a group G of

order n and for any character X of G, If. k2 : X(YY-') : y(Y)y(Y-t) : XV)XFj,
if p2tlk, and if p is self conjugate modulo n, then X(Y) = 0 (mod p¿). Corollary '3.'2.2

is a powerful tool that was originally discovered by T\-uyn ['ì\r::iil].

3.2.L Ma's Lemma

In this section we present results that allow us to infer facts about group ring

elements from their character values. The first result is folklore.
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Theorem 3.2.3. Let A: Ðr." ang be an element of C.G, where G i,s a group of

order n. Let fr e N be such that (k,n) : I. Suppose that, for each character y oÍ G,

X(A) = 0 (mod lt). Then, for each g e G, as:0 (mod k).

Proof. By the inversion formula (Theorem 2.3.8) and the fact that (k,n) : 1, for

each g € G,
1-,, : å LxØ)x(g-t) = 0 mod k.

' 'x€G

n

The following theorem, due to Arasu, Davis, et. aI [*î;.i;i){]], generalizes an

important lemma of Siu Lun Ma []'ilìii]. It allows us to deal with the case where

(,k, lcl) ) 1. Recall that, for a prime p, the SElow p-subgroup of a group G is the

largest subgroup of G whose order is a power of p.

Theorem 3.2.4. Let s e. N and let G be a fini,te abeli,an group wi.th a cgcli,c Sylow

p-subgroup P oÍ order p' (where p i,s a pri.me). Suppose that Y € V,G and tho.t

there eri,sts a € N szcñ. that, for each character y of G, XV) = 0 mod p" Let

r: m'in(a,,s). Thenthere eri,st group ri,ng elernents Xs,Xr,...,X, (for sorner e N)

such that

Y : po xo + p"-r P1xr * ... * p"-' Prxr,

where, for each'i, P¿ i,s the group ri,ng element correspondi,ng to the uni,que subgroup

of G of order pi.

Proof. Set G : PxH and let Y : Dn." A¡,h,where A¡ e ZP.LetH : {hr, ...,hr}

and let X be a character of G. Let z: (X(An,),X(An"),...,X(An,))r, Iet H be the

group of characters of H, and Iet C : (r(h)),rn.¿es be the matrix correspond-

(3 1)
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ing to the character table of G. For r € H, the entry of. Cz corresponding to r
it Dn., y(A¡,)r(h). We can define a character X I r by the rule(¡ Ø r) (!,h) :
y(l)r(h), for l. eP,h e H. Set Ah:Ðn.rb¡¿1,. Then

QØ')(v) : &ø,¡lff bhth(,\
\¿en ¿ep /

: t Ðbonx(\r(h) : \, xØn), (h),
bEII (,CP ¿¿€H

the entry of. C z corresponding to r.

By hypothesis,

(x ø "¡ 
(Y) = 0 mod P",

and it follows that each entry of Cz is congruent to 0 mod p". But, by Character

orthogonality relations (Theorem 2.i1.6), C-r : lH¡-t6r. Therefore, each entry of

z : lHl-LC'(C r) is congruent to 0 mod po, i.e.

xØn): 0 mod po

for each ä e H. Thus, we may assume that y € ZP, since if the implication holds

for elements in this sub-ring, it holds for all group ring elements.

For i e [0,r], Iet X¿be a (group ring) character such that dim (Ran(¡¿)) : p'-i.X¿

is an epimorphism fromZG ontoZ,l(r,-r]. Thus, \Me can choose sets Xs, Xt,...,X¿
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recursively as foilows:
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X¿(Xo) : P-oXi(Y);

X¿(Xt) : p-"X¿(Y) - Xo (Xo) ;

x¿(X¿) : p-ox,¿(Y) - t x¿(X¡). (3 2)
j:0

LeI r¿ be a character such that dim (Ran (r¿)) : p'-i, so that r¿ is an epimorphism

onto Z((r"-',). Then r¿ : X["), where a e Gal(Q((o"-,¡¡ und. yl") is defi.ned by the

rule ¡(o) (A) : (X¿(A))@1. Applying ø to both sides of 3.2, we deduce that

i,-1

r¿ (X¿) : p-"r¿(Y) - t r¿ (X¡) .

j:0

By the Dimension Theorem, dim (Ker ("r)) : pi (here Ker (r¿) refers to the set

{r e P :r¿(r):1}). Since P is cyclic, it contains a unique subgroup, P¿, of order

pi. Therefore, Ker (rn) : P¿. So, by Character orthogonality relations (Theorem

2.3.6), for any j < i,r¿(P¡):pl and for any j > i,,r¿(P¡):0. Thus, we get the

following string of equalities

r¿(p" xo + p"-rPrxr *''' * p"-'P,x,)
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¿

: por¿(Xs) + p"-'prn(Xr) + . .' + p"-oporn(Xo) : p" ÐrlX) : r¿(Y).
j:0

So for each character of F that is non-trivial on P,, both sides of 3.1 have the same

character value.

It follows, by Corollary 2.3.9, that

Y : poxo + p"-r Plxr *''' i po-' P,X, + P,x,

for some X e ZP. If r : ø, then \Me can complete the proof by replacing X, with

X,* X. So suppose that r: s. Then for each g €P, gPr: P" (P : P"). So

XP,: X(l)P,", where X(1) is interpreted as the sum of the coefficients of X.Let

Xo be the trivial character on P. Xo(Y) : 0 (mod po), so Y(1) : 0 (mod p").k

follows that X(1) : 0 (mod p"-').So XP, : tpo-'P,, for some t € V'. The proof

can no\M be completed by replacing X, with X, * t. n

Ma's Lemma, which I referred to earlier, follows as a special case.

Lemma 3.2.5. Let G be a fi,ni,te abeli,an group wi,th a cycli,c sglow p-subgroup of

order p', where p 'is a pri,me. Let Y € ZG sati,sfg X(Y) = 0 mod p" for each

non-tri,ui,al character of y of G. Then there erist X1,Xz € Z,G such thatY :

p"Xr * PXz, where P i,s the group ri,ng element correspond'ing to the uni,que sub-

group of G of order p.

Note that the assumption that Xo(Y): 0 (mod p") (where ¡s denotes the trivial

character) was used only in the last part of the proof of Theorem 3.2.4.
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3.2.2 Applications of the Self-Conjugacy Method

In [.'tfiiì(;], Arasu and Seberry made use of the self-conjugacy method to obtain

necessâry conditions for the existence of circulant weighing matrices. Later Arasu

proved a reduction theorem that strengthed these conditions in some cases Ir\:el]l].

Both of these results are contained in the following theorem (Arasu states the re-

duction condition somewhat differently [,i\,'a9r], but my version is equivalent to

his).

Theorem 3.2.6. Let W be a wei,ghi,ng matri.r of order n and wei.ght k deueloped

ouer 0,n abelian group G of order n wi,th a (possi,bly triuial) cycli,c Sglow p-subgroup

and let pztllk. If there eri,sts a di,ui,sor rn oÍ n such that p i,s self-conjugate mod,ulo

m*, uthere, for some subgroupH of order #, ** i.s the erponent of GlH, then the

followi,ng two cond'it'ions hold:

(i,) U plm, then * 2 pt and, i,f n: rrL, there eri,sts aW (nl2,kl4) d,eueloped, ouer

the group GlP, whereP i,s a subgroup of G of order2.

(i,r) If (p,*) : I, then # 2 pt.

As Schmidt remarks in [Sr;irí;ii], p is self-conjugate modulo n only if, for every

pair q1, q2 of prime divisors of n, ordnrp : ordn"p :2r, fot some r. Thus, speaking

informaiiy, the likelihood that p is self-conjugate modulo n decreases rapidly as the

number of prime divisors of n, increases.

That being said, the hypothesis of the above theorem requires only that p be self-

conjugate modulo some divisor of. n. Thus, it has a reasonably wide range of ap-

plicability and it is worthwhile to strengthen it as much as possible. In the course

of learning the proof of this theorem, I noticed that it can be slightly improved.

Firstly, by applying Theorem :3.2.4, one can show that some parameters, previously

720
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known to be subject to the bound in part (i), are actually subject to the bound in

part (ii), which is stronger. Secondly, by exploiting the folding technique discussed

in Section 1.10, one can make the following improvement to part (ii) of the bound.

Theorem 3.2.7. Inpart (i.i) of Theorem 3.2.(i, e'ither #> Zp' or there erists a

W(*,klp") deueloped ouer the group Gl}{, whereH i,s a subgroup of G of order

TL

n1'

Thirdly, one can show that the inequalities in the bounds are, for the most part,

strict. Note that Theorem 3.2.4 is strongest when rn is chosen to be as la,rge as

possible, so there is no loss of generality in making the assumption suggested in the

following result.

Theorem 3.2.8. In Theorem 3.2.(i, assunle that i,f p" i,s the largest power of p that

di,ui,des n, then p"lm. Both possible bounds gi,uen by the i,mprouement to part (i,i,)

(Theorem 3.2.7) are stri,ct. Also, i,f pt # 2, the bound'in part (i.) i,s stri,ct.

Here is the revised version of Theorem 3.2.6.

Theorem 3.2.9. Let W be a wei,ghi,ng matri,r of order n and wei,ght k deueloped

ouer 0,n abel'i.an group G of order n wi,th a (possi,bly tri.ui,al) cycli,c Sylow p-subgroup

of order p" and let p2tllk. Suppose that there eri,sts a di,ui,sor rn of n such that p

'is self-conjugate modulo rn*, where, for some subgroup H of order #, ** i,s the

erponent of GlH,. Assume that i,f p" i,s the largest power of p thøt di,ui,des n, then

p'lm. The followi,ng two condi.ti,ons hold:

(r) ï t 1 a, then 4,n > pt. This 'inequali,ty i,s stri,ct unless pt :2, i,n whi,ch case there

eri,sts aW (nl2,kl4) deueloped ouer the group GlP, whereP i,s a subgroup of G

of order 2.
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(i,r) U t ) a, then ft ) pt, and ei,ther h > Zpt or there erists a W (m,klp")

deueloped ouer the group GlI{.

Proof. (z) Let A- B be the group ring element corresponding to the W(n,k) de-

veloped over G. It follows from the Fundamental Theorem of Abelian Groups (see

[{ìrr.lr;,1]) that there exists a subgroup H of G of order ff such that G/H is a group

of order m.Lel, m* be the exponent of GIIJ and suppose that p is self-conjugate

modulo rn*. LeI o be the canonical homomorphism from ZlGl to ZIGIH]. Then

(Aøt - p@1ç4@) - s(o)¡(-t, : ((, - B)(A- B){-tl¡o : ¡ç(") : ¡r.

So, for any character X of G,

x(A@t - pø\r@=E$: y(A@) - B("))x((¿(") - 6(")¡(-t)¡

:X((Ãø -3{"\@{") -B("))(-1)) :k:0 (modp2¿).

Thus, by Corollary 3.2.2,

x(çqþt -3(')¡ :g (modp¿).

So, by Lemma 3.2.5,

¡(")_B@)_ptXt+pXz,

where Xr, Xz € ZlGlHl and p : (g) is a subgroup of GIIJ of order p.

Since A - B has 0, *1 coefficients, the coefficients o¡ ¿@) - B@) are contained in
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the interval l-#, l1]. But, since (1 - y)P :0,

(t-ù(A(") - g(")) 
= 0 (modp¿).

However, the coefficients of (t-ù (Aøl - 3(")) are contained in the interval l#,#]
and, since there exist characters x such that x(ù 11, (1 - a)Qq@l - 3@)) is non-

zero. Thus, # 2 p'. Assume that equality holds, i.e. that fr: p¿. Then, unless

pt : 2, there exists a po\Mer of p that divides n but that does not divide rn, which

is impossible.

Suppose that m: r¿, so t]nat pt :2 and

723

(t - u)(A- B) = 0 (mod 2). (3.3)

. Let 7 be the canonical homomorphism from G to G/P. It follows from 3.3 that

A1 - B^r is a 0, t2 matrix. Thus, TQq, - 3r) is aW(nl2,kl4) developed over GlP.

(zz) As above, by Corollary 3.2.2, for each character ¡,

X(Aþ) - B@\: 0 mod p¿.

Thus, since ú ) a,by Theorem '3.'2.4,

¡(o)-g@)-0modpú.

So ft >pú. Assume that h:p'. Then there exists some power of p that divides n

but that does not divide nz, which is impossible.

If eachnon_zero coefficient o¡4(o)_g(") is tp¿, then fr (løl _ 6(")) is aW(nf m,klprt),
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developed over G/H. If at least one coefficient of A@) - 3@) is greater than pú

absolute value), Ihen ft ) 2p'.

As the reader will discover in the next section, there are systematic methods

for studying circulant weighing matrices of prime power weight. The improvement

given in Theorem 3.2.7 is useful because it reduces, in some cases, a question about

the existence of a circulant weighing matrix of.composite weight to a question about

the existence of a circulant weighing matrix of prime poruer weight. In order to apply

my improvement, I will make use of results which classify all orders in which there

exist circulant weighing matrices of weights 9 and 16.

Theorem 3.2.10. [4.,1)"1,i'U;t] There er'ists a CW(n,9) i,f and onlg i,f n i,s a multi,ple

of 13 or 24.

Theorem 3.2.LL. [.:tl,i\,í''íit.ii,] There eri,sts aCW(n,16) rÍ and only i,f n (> 74,

obui,ously) 'is a rnulti,ple of 14,21, or 3L

In the table below, the non-existence of. a CW (n, ,k) with parameters given

in the left hand column is implied by TheoremlJ2.7 and the non-existence of a

CW(m,klp") with parameters given in the right hand column. Note that the

non-existence of these CW(n,k)'s is not implied by the previous Theorem 3.2.6.

124

(it

n
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Table 3.L: CW(n, k)'s whose non-existence is implied by Theorem:1.2.7 but not by
Theorem 3.2.6

(r,k)
(51,36)
(66,36)
(9e,36)
(258,36)
(387,36)
(99,64)
(130,64)
(195,64)
(258,64)
(387,64)
(488,744)
(732,r44)

(*,klp")
(17,9)
(33,9)
(33,9)
(129,9)
(129,9)
(33, 16)

(65, 16)

(65, 16)

(129, 16)

(129, 16)

(244,76)
(244,16)

rn
17

JO

ðJ

r29
129
.f ,f

65

65

129

I29
244
244

pt
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2
ôJ
o.f

f
2a

2s

2s

2z

2z

2s

2a

2a

2z

2z
o5
t)

o5J

A variation on the Self-Conjugacy Method can be used to obtain necessary

conditions for the existence of symmetric group developed weighing matrices. Let

k,,t e. N, let p be a prime, and let p"ll{.Let 0(g) be the group ring polynomial

corresponding to a symmetricW(n,k) developed over an abelian group G with a

cyclic Sylow psubgroup (possibly trivial). Let u be the exponent of G. Then, for

each irreducible character X of G,

x@k)0(g)(-1)) : x@ØÐx@(g)) : x(O(s))'z: 0 (mod p2').

Thus, for each prime ideal P of V,[(,] that contains p, X(0(g)) e P. It follows that

X(gØ)) : 0 (mod pt). So Theorem 3.2.3 and Ma's Lemma can be used to obtain

strong necessary conditions on the existence of symmetric group developed weigh-

ing matrices (see, for example, [),ìa.]t.)l and [,åi\,ii}i;]) . This symmetry assumption
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effectively serves as a substitute for the self-conjugacy assumption.

I have discovered one more result of this type; it is based on the following Turyn-

like folklore result which plays an important role in the study of circulant weighing

matrices whose weight is a prime power. The proof given here is from [?:,t' 1]7].

Lemma 3.2.L2. Let p be a pri.me and let ú, r € NI. Let X e Z[eo'] and suppose that

XX e (p2'). Then X e (p').

Proof. Define the map r : Zl(rrl -- Zn such that (ot is sent to 1 and such tlnat r f Z

is the natural epimorphism from Z to Zo. Ker (r) : (p| U (1 - (o'). But, by Lemma

3.1.6, (p) : ((1 - (o,)(o-1)p'-').Hence, Ker(r) : (1 - (e¿).

Let s be the greatest integer such that (1 - (o')" lX. Then there exists h € ZlCp'l

such that r(Xt) I 0 and such that X : (l - (p,)"Xt.By Lemma 3.1.5,

XX:(L-(r,)2'X2,

with Xz : uXtXt for some unit u.

By Lemma 3.1.6,

p: u(I - (ot)(n-1)nt-t

for some unit ø. Since XX e (p2'),

2s>2r(p-I)pt-t

and, consequently,
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t>,(p-1)p'-'.
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It follows that

X -- (1 - Cp')'X, e (p').

tr

I presented a less general version of the next theorem to Dr. Craigen, who made

the suggestion to work in a more general group and "fold down.r' Although this

result is similair to Theorem 3.2.6 pari (z), the results apply, in general, in a very

different set of circumstances.

Theorem 3.2.L3. Letp be apri,me andletrn,n,t,r € N. LetG be an abeli,an group

of order npt wi,th a cgcli,c Sylow p-subgroup. Further, o,ssun"ùe that (n,p) : t. Then

there erists aG-deuelopedW(npt,p2'rn2) only i,f pr 12n. Th'is i,nequali,ty i,s stri,ct

unless P' :2.

Proof. Suppose that ,4 is the group ring polynomial of a CW(npt,p2'n*) over the

cyclic group G: (a) x II, where o(a) :pt,líl: r¿, and (n,p):1. Let o be the

canonical epimorphism from G to G/H. For each character X,

X(Aþ))X(@ : p2,nL2.

Hence, by Lemma 3.2.12,

y(A(")¡: g (mod p').

r27

So, by Ma's Lemma,

A@) : p, ro + qqn'-')r1,
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for some nt,n2 e Zl(a)1. Thus

(i - oo'-"¡ ¡(o) :0 (mod p").\/

Since there exists a character X such that X (",'-'\ 10,-----^\* ),

(t - .,'-'\ A" + o.\/

But the coefficients of (1 - on'-'¡¿" are contained in the interval [-2n,2n). So

pr 12n.

Unless p' :2, the assumption that (n, p) : I implies this inequality is strict. tr

It follows from Theorem 3.2.13 that there exist no weighing matrices developed

over abelian groups with cyclic Sylow p-subgroups and with parameters (147,49),

(98,49), (725,25), (r28,64), (625,25), (625, 100), (625,225), (625,400), (216,36),

(2L6,I44), etc.

It is a consequence of the Field descent method discussed in the final section of this

chapter that there exist only finitely many "half-fullrr circulant weighing matrices

(circulant weighing matrices of order n and weight f ). HalËfuil circulant weighing

matrices are of interest because of their connection to circulant Hadamard matrices

(see Theorem 1.10.,1). Theorem 3.2.13 implies another result in this direction (there

does, in fact, exist a CW(8,4)- see the next section).

Corollary 3.2.L4. Let p be a pri,me and let t,r e N. treú G be an abeli,an group

of orderZpt wi,th a cyclic Sglow p-subgroup. There erists aW(2p2',p2') deueloped

t28
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ouer G i,f and onlg i,f p' : ).

It was already known that, for p > 3, there exist no group developed W (2p2,p2)'s

obtainable, via folding, from group developed W(4p',4p')', (see [.,:Ll)fi(i]). However,

in the case of abelian groups with cyclic Sylow p-subgroups, Corollary iì.2.14 is a

significant improvement on this result. It follows directly from Theorem .1.2.13

that there exist no circulant Sylvester Hadamard matrices (other than [1] and

circ(-111)). However, T\rryn has already proven the much more general result

that if there exists a circulant Hadamard matrix of order u : 41t2, then z must

be odd ['lririiri]. It also follows from Corollary 3.2.74 that, for each prime p, there

exists no circulant Hadamard matrix of order 4p¿ (Schmidt has already obtained a

somewhat more general result of this type, see [Scil])

Theorem 3.2.13 is, to the best of my knowledge, new (in the sense that it hasn't

shown up elsewhere in the literatue). However, it follows from standard results

and techniques and likely won't come as much of a suprise.

3.3 Multipliers and the Classification of Circulant

\Meighing Matrices of Prime Power Weight

The Self-Conjugacy Method and the Field Descent Method were (originally) de-

signed in an attempt to prove the Circulant Hadamard Matrix Conjecture and to

derive general exponent bounds for difierence sets. The techniques explored in this

section have a different prupose. They are well suited to answering the question

"Given a prime power p2t, what are the orders n such that (n,p) : l and there

exists a CW(n,p2t)?".
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Let o be an automorphism of a group G. We say that o is a multi,pli,er of a group

ring element A if there exists g e G suchthat ¿@): gA.If ¡@): A, then o is

called a firi,ng multi,pli,er. If o is defined by the rule o(h) - ht, then we also say

that ú is a multiplier of A. For instance, consider the element A: -7 + r + 12 + 14

of the group úng Zl(r)l over the cyclic group (ø) of order 7 (this is the group ring

polynomial of a CW(7,4)). l{z):.4, so 2is amultiplier of A (in fact,2 is a fixing

mutiplier). The existence of a multiplier imposes rather strict conditions on the

structure of a group ring element.

There are essentially two main types of multipiier results: Type 7 results that are

useful for studying the case in which the weight and the order are relatively prime

and Tgpe 2 results that are useful for studying the case in which they are not. We

shall discuss both types of results and illustrate them by discussing how the au-

thors of [År\lo1s{}.:] use them to classify all possible values n such that there exists a

CW (n,9). Hopefully this will illustrate how such classifications can be achieved gen-

erally and, in particular, how one might tackle the next open case: the classification

of all possible orders n such that there exists a CW(n,25).

3.3.1 Type 1 Multiplier Results

The next lemma is a straightforward generalization of a result of Marshall Hall; the

proof is adapted from the one given in [ì,i.1i,91.i].
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Lemma 3.3.1. Let G be an abeli,an

lsupp(A)l : k. Suppose that (u,k) :
multi,pli,er o of A, (Ag)@) : Ag (i,.e. o

group of order u, let A € V"lGl, and let

I. There erists g € G such that, for each

'is a firi.ng multipli,er oÍ Ag).

Proof. Let Supp(A): {gr,...,gr}. Since (u,k):1, the map ¿ -- o,k (for ø € G)
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is an automorphism of G. Hence, there exists a unique element g € G such that

gt''' gngk : 1. Let o be amultiplier of A. Then (Ag)@ - Alr,for some h e G.

I : (ot''' gt gk)@) : ((grg)''' (s*s))(") : (grh)''' (snh) : 9t''' ¡nhk.

Therefore l¿ : g.

The first major multiplier result (relevant to circulant weighing matrices) is

due to McFarland [i,ir,ì:i'7{i]; it was originally proven as an auxillary result in his

study of multipliers of abelian difference sets. Arasu and Seberry were perhaps

the first to recognize its utility in the study of circulant weighing matrices [:\>Í;t:].

The proof given here is mostly taken from the one given in E. S. Lander's book

[i,rlus;i]. However, his proof makes use of properties of p-adic numbers. Borrowing

some ideas from [.\^\ìfi5], I have managed to make do with the character approach

already pervasive in this thesis.

Theorem 3.3.2. ([:\|.r'tl"Ìit]) Let p be a prime and let n't,e e N[. treú p'llm and

defi,ne M(^) as the product of the di,st'inct pri,me factors of m, M(*'lp"),, p - L,

p2 - 1, ..., pu(*) - 1, where u(Z) :3, z(3) : 5, u(4) : 7, and,, for m 2 5,,

u(m) : T(*' -m). Let G be a group such that lcl : w, where (w, M(m)) : 7, and

let A : Ði:ta¿g¿ € Z,IG] sati,sfy AAer) : rn2. Further, a,ssun'Le that li:ra¿ : TrL

(as opposed to -m). Then A:Tng) for some g € G.

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction. If rn has no prime factors, then, for some

g € G, A: g.So assume that m has s prime factors, for some s > 0. Let (p) :
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Pt' ...elo be the prime ideal decomposition of (p). For each character ¡,

xØ)x (Á(-1)) : rn2 : o (mod p2").

Thus, for each fl, either XØ) e P¿ or / (Á(-1)) e k. Let u be the exponent of

G. By Theorem 3.1.3, the automorphism, call it p, of V,[Ç,] that sends Ç to (fl is

an element of the decomposition group of each fl. Thus, for each i,,if.y(A) e k,
then x (Atø¡ : X(A)@ e Pi.It follows thal y(efol¡ x(e{-tl¡ € (p2"). Hence, since

(r,p): 1, Theorem 11.2.3 implies ¡]n¡ ¿(n)¡(-1) - 0 (mod p2").

Therefore, V : I A(Ð ¡(-t) e ZIG]. Further,

yy(-t) : O-ae¿(ù 4Gt) ¡ç¡{r);(-t) :

(w, M(m2 lp2")) :1 and ffi tt"rone fewer prime factor than m. So, by the induction

hypothesis, there exists g e G such that V : #n Hence, ¡@)¿(-t) - mzg.

Multiplying both sides of this equation by A, we conclude 1¡¿¡ ¡(n) : gA, i. e.

that p is a muitiplier of A.By Lemma 3.3.1, there exists h e G that (,4h){ù : Ah.

Define B e Z [G] to be such that B : ÐË, b¡9¡ : Ah.

Since tu is relatively prime to p - l, p2 - I, ...,, pu('n) - 1, if g¡ * I, then the size of

the orbit of g3 under the automorphism a --+ ap (a e G), denoted by lorbo(h)1, is

greater Lhan u(rn). Let i, > 1 and let ú : b¿. It follows that

,nz2 : f ul > t2 (u(m) + t).
j:r

r32
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f (r): Æ i, a decreasing function, so

. n12 m2¡> "" >->+2'- I(*r-m)' u(m)+I'"

Hence ú: 0 or *1.

Let b1 : ó, and let there be a and 7 values b¡ (for j > 1) such that ôr : 1 and

bj : -L, resPectivelY.

b2+al'y:rn2

and

b+a-'y:m.

So
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t:rr{*'-m) -}ø'-b) < u(m). (3 4)

However, since ¿ --+ o,P maps elements of G in orbits of size > u(m) f 1, 3.4 is

impossible unless ? : 0. But if ? : 0, then either b : mor ó : 7 - m. If b : 7 - m,

then a :2m - 1 < u(*), which is impossible, since a --+ o.P maps elements of G

in orbits of size > u(m) * 1. Thus, we conclude that b: m and, consequently, that

B : m.It follows that A: mh-I.

It's possible to make ad hoc improvements on the values of M(m) given in the

previous theorem. I will prove part (z) of the following result. For the details

concerning parts (ez) and (i,i,i,), see [i,*rillÌ].

Theorem 3.3.3. The conclusi,on of Theorem ÍJ.,1r,.2 remai,ns true wi.th the followi,ng

ualues of M(m):

(i,) M(2):2.7,
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(i,i) tuI(3) :2.3 .7t.L3, and

þi,z) M(4) :2.3 .7 .37.

Proof. The value of MQ) used in Theorem 1J.3.2 was 2.3.7.In the proof of Theorem

i1.3.2 (with m : 2), we deduced that, for h I 1, lorb2(h)l > 4.If we assume only

lhat (w,2'7) :1, then it may be the case that G has elements of order 3 and,

consequently, that there exist elements h. € G such that lorb2(h)l:2. B has at

most 4 non-zero terms, so that Supp(B) contains at most 2 orbits of size 2. Let

Supp(B) q {1} U {gt, g?} u {gt, g3}. bs, : bs? and bn, : bs¡.Thus,

ul + zu?n, -t 2fi, : 4

and

U*Zbs,*2bnr:2.

The only integer valued solution to this system of equations is (b1, bn,bnr) :

(2,0,0) n

In one of the earliest circulant weighing matrix papers, Eades and Hain [1':',],.1.7(l

classifiedallvaluesof nsuchthatthereexists aCW(n,,4).If7ln,thenonecanobtain

aCW(n,a) bV applying Lemma f .i:.2, part (i), to the CW(7,4) with Hall polynomial

-1+ rln2 +14.If.n) 4and2ln, thenfor eachi.*0,L2, -1 + rt +ni+r¿+t is

the Hall polynomial of a CW(n,4).If (n,7) : (n,2) :1, then, by Theorems 3.3.2

and ?r.3.3, there exists no CW(n,4). Eades and Hain originally gave a direct proof

of this fact that involved a lot of calculations and consideration of special cases;

Arasu et. al [å1,,\,,i'i]iii.'] were the first to note that it follows as a direct corollary

of McFarland's result

734
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Theorem 3.3.4. There eri,sts a CW(n, ) i,f and only i.f n ) 4 and e'ither 2ln or

rln.

The next result is (almost) the most general known multiplier existence theorem

that applies to circulant weighing matrices. It is from [,,\.{fir] (actually the result

given there is more general since I consider only the case in which the weight and

order are reiatively prime). In the interest of simplicity, I have eliminated one con-

dition that, although easy to include, never applies to circulant weighing matrices,

by the Self-Conjugacy bound (Theorem 3.2.6).

Theorem 3.3.5. Letu,'u* € N and let A : Ði:ra¿g¿ € ZlGl, where G 'is an abel'ian

group of orderu and erponentu*. AssumethatAAer):TrL2, for somern € N, ønd

o,ssun'Le thatli:rctri.: rn (as opposed to -m). Suppose that (u,m) :1. Let s € N,

let e1,..., €" € N, and let p1,,...,p" be pri,mes. Further assurne that k : pÏt . . . p3"

di.ui,des m. Now assurne that there eri,sts ¿ € NI such that, for each'i : t, ..., s, there

eri.sts f¿eZ suchthatpfi -¡ (mod u.).U(u,M(m2lk')) : !,thent i,s amultipl'ier

oÍ A.

Proof. For every character X of G, XØ)M : rn2. Let pi"llk and let (p?u"') :

P" . . . P[" be the unique prime ideal decomposition of (p?"). For each j : !,...,u

and for eachy, either X(A) e P¡ or y@ e Pj.If XØ) € P¡, then, by Theorem

3.1.3, x@al| : x(A)(ot') e pj. It foilows that y(AQ)Á(-l)) : x(A(t))X(a{-1)) e

(p?"). Since (po,u): 1, v¡e have, by Theorem 3.2.3, Ihat A(t)A(-1) - 0 (mod p?"').

Applying this procedure to each prime divisor of k, we deduce that A(t)A(-l) :0

(mod l*) and, consequently,V: þAØ¡r-t) e Z[G].

VVer) : #. Since (u,M(m2lk')) :1, Theorem 3.3.2 implies that V : #g,
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for some g € G. Multiplying both sides of this equation by A, we deduce that

¡(t) : gA. n

The next result is one of the main tools used in the classification of circulant

weighing matrices of prime power weight; it follows directly from Lemma 3..1.1 and

Theorem 3.3.5.

Corollary 3.3.6. Let A € V,lGl, where G i,s an abeli,an group of order n, and

assurne that AA?17 : p2, . Fur-ther, assume tho,t (p,n) : I. Then there eri.sts g € G

such that (gA)(ù : gA.

For instance, Iet B generate the cyclic group of order 13. We showed, in Section

2.3.I, that 0(B) -- þ' + þn + 0t + P6 - P' - P' + P'0 - P" + Pr2 is the group ring

polynomial of a CW(L3,9). Note that 0(B){s) :0(P).

The following defrnition plays a central role in ali of the theoretical material to be

presented in the remainder of this thesis. A e V,IG] is proper if there is no subgroup

S of G such that Supp(A) lies in a coset of S. Obviously, if one can find all proper

circulant weighing matrices of weight k2, then one can find all circulant weighing

matrices of weight k2.

The following lemma, from [À,\\,'ts{is], is similar to Theorem 3.i3.2; the difference is

that, for a given prime number p and r € IN, it allows us to determine a finite set of

integers that includes all possible orders n such that (n, p) : l and such that there

exists a proper CW(n,p2r).For each a € G, Iet o(ø) denote the order of. a.

Lemma 3.3.7. Let G be the cgcli,c group of order n and suppose that p i,s a pri,me

that does not di,ui,den. Let A:Ð!*ra¿X¿ €Z[G], where Xr,...,X" are pa,irwi.se

di,sjoi,nt subsets oÍ G. Assume that AA?1) : p2' and that A i,s proper. Then n i,s a
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d'iu'isor of the least common multiple oÍ p-7, p'-I, ..., pu _7, where u: mar{lX¿l :

'i:1r..., s).

Proof. By Corollary lì.3.6 we can assume) replacing ,4 with one of its translates if

necessary, thaÍ A@) : A. Let ä e Supp(A).If h e X¿, then orbo(h) Ç Xu. So, for

each h e Supp(A),

ordol¿¡p: lorbr(h)l S lX,l < ".

Since A is proper, G : (Supp(A)). For each h e Supp(,4), o(h)lpt - 7, where

ú : ordol¿yp < u.It follows that n is a divisor of the least common multiple of p-I,

P2 - L, ..., Pu - 7.

For example, by Corollary 7.6.4, the group ring poiynomial of a CW(n,9) has

6 coefficients equal to 1 and 3 equal to -1. So it follows from Lemma 11.3.7 that if

there exists a proper CW(n,9) such that (3, n):7, then n is a divisor of 2a x 5 x

7x772x73.

The next lemma, also from [rÅ:lï$t;x], helps us deal with these cases. Note that

there is no loss of generality from the assumption that ¿(ù : A, because of Corollary

3.3.6.

Lemma 3.3.8. Let G be the cycli,c gToup of order n and suppose that p i,s a pri,me

that does not di.ui,den. Let A:Ði¿:ra¿X¿ e Z[G], where Xr,...,X" are pa,irwi,se

di,sjoi.nt subsets of G such that lXl l > l&l for each i > 2. Assume that AAGI) : p2'

and that A 'is proper. Further, suppose ¿¡s¡ ¡@) : A and, that there eri,sts a pri,me

q and an'integer f such that qrln and ordnrp > lxnl, for each i. > 2. Then

d

A:c*otI orbrh¿,
i,:1
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where hr,...,h¿ e Supp(X) and Supp(C) C K : {g e Glqr does not di,ui,de o(g)}.

Proof. Let h € Supp (A) and suppose that qrlo(h). Then lorbrltl ) ordnrp. So

h e Supp (X1) and orbrh Ç Xt.It follows that

d

A-c*otlotbrh¿,tL 
- 

v 

i:r

where h7,..., h.¿ € Supp (X1) and C ç K.

For exampie, suppose that there exists a proper CW(n,9) with Hall polynomial

Asuch thatn:rnaisadivisor of.2ax5xT x 112 x 13 andmiseither equal to2a,

5, or 7. Assume further that A(3): A. Since,4 is proper, there exists h e Supp(A)

such that mlo(h). ord2+3 : ords3 : 4 and ord73 : 6. If m : 24 ot rn : 5, then

lorb3h.l is a multiple of 4. Hence, since lorb3hl<6,,lorb3hl :4. Likewise, if Tn:7,

lorb3hl : 6. Further, in each case, we infer that o(h) : TL. Since A can contain

at most one orbit of size 4 or 6, Lemma 3.1ì.8 implies that A: C f orboh, where

Supp(C) C K : {s e Glm does not divide o(s)}.

Let Hbe asubgroup of G suchthat lHl :23aif m:24 and lHl : aif m:5 or

m:7. Let 41 be the canonical epimorphism from G onto G/H. If o(h) :24,, then

"^(A) - -1 +4r¡1(h).If o(h):5, then ,*t(A) - -1*orb3z¡¡(h). And íf o(h):7,

then 4¡(A) : -3+orb3r¡¡(h). In each case, f1¡(h) I t.It follows that the coefficients

of the identity in r¡¡(A) (rH(a¡¡{-t) are 77,5, and 15, respectively. Each contradicts

the fact that, since A is the Hali polynomial of a CW(n,9),r¡¡(.4) (ru(a¡¡{-t) : 9.

Thus, the exists no proper CW (n.,9) such that n : rna.

Considering the remaining special cases (rn :2,22,23,7!,112,13) and arguing in a

similar fashion, the authors of [Å:\.lJ5f.e'] are able to establish that the only orders
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7¿, rela,tively prime to 3, such that there exists a proper CW(n,9) are 13 and 26.

We display a proper CW(73,9) in Section 2.2.2.

3.3.2 Type 2 Multiplier Results

A different set of tools is required to deal with the case that the weight and order

have a common divisor. The results given in this section require separate treatment

for the case that the weight is an odd prime pov/er and the case that the weight is an

even prime power. This is a recurring phenomenon in number theory ([ii::ì.,j2], p.43).

Recall that, eariier in this thesis, separate methods were presented for constructing

CW(#,qd)'s in these two cases.

In order to avoid getting bogged down in technical detail, I witl consider only the

case in which g is an odd prime power. Analogous techniques for dealing with the

even prime pov/er case \Mere developed in [.\í,iÌ ,íìiit] and used in [;\l.iliii(il>] to

classify all possible orders of circulant weighing matrices of weight 16.

The ideas presented in this section had their origin in a paper of Ma [\'SLriii;] from

1996 and were developed and refined by Arasu and Ma in a series of papers ([Å l.iÍil],

[:1\,ii;la], [Â\,liiìl]1, I''\i,ì,T 'irtii;,], [.\1.\'l'i)i;ir], and [,\Å\l$irr:]). The first result is

from [\Ì:rí]ti] and it will be used often. In what follows, for a finite group G, exp (G)

refers to the exponent of G.

Lemma 3.3.9. Let G : (a) x H be an abeli,o,n group. Let o(a) : p', for some

pri,me p, and let erp (H) : u. If (*,p):7 and i,f o :Zl(-l[G] - Zle-o,ll6) i,s the

ri,ng homomorph'ism defined by o(a) : Cp, and" o(h) : h, (for each lt eIJ), then
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(here (rln'-'l d,enotes the sub-group of G generated, bE an'-' ¡.

Proof. Clearly, {(an'-'}nlr e Zl(-llCl} g Ker(o). Set sr : I¿en D{;t a¿¡aih,

where a¿¡ e Zl(-1. o (ù: 0 implies that Dfr' onnÇ,: 0, for each h. But (ar'-1¡

is the cyclotomic polynomial for (r. over Zl(-1. Hence, for each h e H, (*r'-')

divides Ð!r^t d¿hai.

By applying Lemma 3.3.9 repeatedly, we deduce the following lemma.

Lemma 3.3.10. Let G: (a) xH be an abeli,an group. Let o(a) : u, let erp (H) :
u, and let (w,u) : L. If o t Zle.l[G] - ZK,"][H] zs the ri,ng homomorphism

defi,ned by the rule o(a) : (u and o(h) : h (for each h e H), then Ker(o) :

{Ði@"to'}*olrn € ZK.llG]}, where pi,,...,pr o,re aU of the pri.me d,i,ui,sors of u.

The next result, from [Â i,l{;tì], allows us, in some cases, to establish a multiplier-

iike condition when the weight and order are not relatively prime.

Lemma 3.3.11. LetG: (a) x}Ibe an abeli,an group. SupposethatG has erponent

'u:'u,'u)¡ where o(a): u and w 'is the erponent of H (so (u,r):7). Suppose that

A €ZlG) and o e Gal (A((,) lQ) sati.sfy the following two condi.tions:

(i,) there eri,sts n € NI uith (n,w) : t and such that, for each character y of

ZlGl such that x@) : C,, x(ù x6 : ,;
(ll) each pr'ime'ideal d'iui,sor of (n) i,s fi,red under the acti,on of o.

If o K,) : Ç, then 
r

",(t) - -4A ¡-l,qa"ln,¡rnI - 
L' 

i:l

where þ e G, tr, ...,r, e ZlGl, and p1, ...)pr are all of the pri,me d'iu'isors of u. If u

'is euen, then the si,gn of Bg can be chosen arbi,trari,ly.
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Proof. Define a ring homomorphism p : V,lG) -- Zrc"l[G] bV the rule p (a) : e"

and p(h):h,for he}J.Let3a: p(A) andlet Uz: p (g(t)) By condition (e) and

Theorem 3.2.3,

atT?r) : n'

Lel P be a prime ideal that contains n. Then, by condition ('i,'i,), for each character

y of Z [G] , if x(at) € P, then X(a2) e P. Thus, X(A¡)X(A) e ("). Consequently,

by Theorem 3.2.3, there exists r e ZlGl such that

_t_tI
A2Ar' '' : nl. (3.5)

But

n2 frfr(-r) : yryu?t) rr6?t) : rr,

so that a7?t) : 1. Now write n : Ðn.'l¡h, wherq for each h e H, 0¡ e Zl(rl.

Let r € Gal (Q (C")/Q) . Then

(>t n\ (Ðu¡n"')) (nz{-tt¡": 1':1
\nen / \¿eH /

So, for each h €IJ,7iq < 1. It then follows by Lemmail.1.2 and Lemma 3.1.11

that z : ICf,h, for some c e Z, h c H. Multiplying both sides of 3.5 by Ur, \M€

deduce that y2 : Lef,har The result then follows by Lemma iJ.lì.10. If z is even,

the sign of þA can be chosen arbitrarily, since Çl/2 - -1. n

Now I will focus on the odd prime techniques referred to above.

Lemma 3.3.L2. [,airì!is] LetG: (c) xH be an abeli,an group andp be an odd
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pri,nxe suchthat o(a):p", €rp (H) : w) g,nd(p,r):I. FuTther assurnethatthere

erists A e V,lGl such that y(A)l@ : p2' for each character X of ZlGl such that

X@) : (r". Suppose that t € V, is a pri.mi.ti,ue root modulo p' that i,s congruent to 7

modulo w. Then there eri,sts b e Z such that

("ol)(t) : BobA+ (an"-')X

for some X eZlG) where 0 eH and o(þ)l(p-7,w).

Proof. Define a ring homomorphism p : V,lGl - Z[Cr"][H] bV the rule p (a) : eo"

and, for h e H, p(h): h. Note that, by Lemma 3.1.15 and the Chinese Remainder

Theorem, there exists an integer ú such that f is a primitive root modu-lo p" and

such that t: 7 (mod tr). Define ø € Gal (Q ((o".)/Q) uv the rule o (ee".) : Ci,-.

By Theorem i3.1.11, each prime ideal d,ivisor of (p') is fixed under the action of o.

Thus, by Lemma 3.3.11, there exists P e H and a e Z such that

p(Ð(") : +þei"p(A). (3.6)

By Lemma 3.1.15,

p (A) : p (A1Qo"-'to-')) - Bn"-r(n-t) p (A) .

Since (p,*): 1, it follows that o (þ)l@ - 1,w).

There exists c € Zsuch that Xo þ Ø)) : €e&p,where e : =E1 and ¡s is the principal

character of H. One can deduce that (j3 : *,ei!'by applying Xo to 3.6. It follows

that (Ç!"0Ø))" : l3C!"0(,4) for b: -c. Finally, by Lemma 3.3.9, we conclude that
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(*oA)(t) - pabAi (an"-r)x, for some x e z[G].

The next result, also from [.\.iLt.tr], shows that if we restrict our attention to

CW(n,p2)'s and assume that p strictly divides r¿) \Me can say even more.

Lemma 3.3.13. Let G: (a) xH be an abelian group such that o (a) : p (for some

odd pri,me p), eW (H) : w, and (p,r) : I. Further g,ssurne that A € V,[G] sati,sfies

X(A)TØ : p2 for each character y such that X@) : (0. Suppose that t € Z 'is a

pri,mi,t'iue root rnodulo p that 'is congruent to I modulo w. Then there eri,sts b e Z

such that

(*ut)(') : BauA+e (1 - þ)(")g

for e: II, g € H, and þ eH such that o(P)l(p - 7,r).

143

Proof. It follows from

b,seZsuchthaL

Lemma 3.3.12 that there exists

("u,q)(') : p*bA+ (a)x

X e ZlGl, p € H, and

(3.7)

and such that o (þ) l(p - t, w) . Let r be the natural epimorphism from G to G/ (a) .

Since t: ! (mod .),, (A): r (ettl¡. So, by applying r to 3.7, we deduce that

(r - , (þ)), (A) : pr (x) . (3.8)

Note that, for each c, a"(a) : (o), so (o)X : (a)r (X) . But, if P :1, then, by

3.8, r (X) : 0, and it follows that (a)X : 0 (which completes the proof, in this

case). So assume tlnat B +.I.It then follows, by 3.8, that the identity coefficient

of r (X)r (X)(-1) is 2. Consequently, we infer that Supp (r (X)) contains exactly

2 elements. So, by 3.8, r(X): e (1 -r(P))g*, for e : *1 and g* e Gl@).
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Therefore, (")X: e (1 - þ)(.)g, where ,(g):9*. Further, we may, without ioss

trof generality, choose g €H (since a"(a): (o)).

Lemma 3.3.13 is important since, by the results in the next section, there exists

a proper CW(n,p2) such that pln only if plln.In Ii\{í}ri;], Lemma 3.3.13 is used

to deduce some results about CW(n,p2)'s where pln and p > 7. However, as I

mentioned earlier, I will focus on outlining how the authors of Ir\,\t,iS{}ii] use Lemma

3.3.13 to classify circulant weighing matrices of weight 9 (in fact, the remainder of

the results in this section are from [f f :ii$t:r])

Note that for p :3, the B in Lemma ll.3.1ll must have order 1 or order 2. For the

rest of this section, let o (a) :3 and let P : (a).

Lemma 3.3.L4. Let G: P x H be an abel'ian group and let (lHl,3) : t. sup-

pose that A e Z[G] zs such that, for some t such that t : 2 (mod 3) and t : !

(mod lHl), e{tl : PA+ (1 - þ)Pg, where g,P € H and, o(P) : 2. LetK be the

group generated by a and p. Let A:Ðn.rA¡h, where I i,s a complete set of coset

representati,ues of K that 'includes g, and An € ZIK]. Then

An: a¡(\+ þ) -l ono (a + a2) I o,¡oz (a2 + aB)

for each h such thatKh lKg, and

As : as * @n - L) P * anaa + (ano - I) *' 0 * anore2 * (anoz - r) 
"þ.

If the coffic'ients of A are 0, +1, then as,asetasa2 € {0, i} and lSupp(A)l : 3.
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Proof . Let h be such that, Kh * Kg. Then AÍj) : pA¡. Let

An: an * anOþ * o,¡oa * e,¡oza2 I a¡BoBa * a¡"BorBa2.

We have that

þAn: an|l anþ 'l ahaþa * a¡oaB * a¡ozpa2 t a¡rozaz B

and

Af) : an * anp| | a¡roze. * a¡ozpap + ahoa2 I a¡oBa2 B.

By comparing coefficients of like terms, we deduce that a¡: ahþ, ãha2 : a¡oB, àrrd

aha : ahpoz. It follows that

An: a¡,(7 + þ) + on. (a + a2) I a¡oz (a2 + ap)

as required.

An, onthe other hand, satisfies Ag) : þAn+G - øP. By reasoning similar to that

used in the first part of this proof, we deduce that, an : asy I 7, anoz : asBa I I,

and aso: e,sßaz * 1. Thus,

As : ds * @n - 1) P * anaa + (ano - L) *' þ i o,noraz I (ano, - I) 
"þ.

If we make the restriction that ,4 has 0, f 1 coefficients, then it follows from the

above equation that we must have ast&s.,tasaz e. {0,1} and, consequently, that

lSupp, *l :3. tr
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The following lemma anticipates the Field Descent results presented in the next

section.

Lemma 3.3.15. Let G: F x H be an abel'ian group and let (lIIl,3) : I. Suppose

that A e ZlGl i,s the group r'ing polgnomi,al of a CW(n,9) deueloped ouer G. Then

there eri,sts b e Z such that

abA :B + (P - t) c + (P - 2) D +PE

for some B,C,D,E eV,[H] wi,th0,tI coffici,ents and pai,rwise di,sjoi,nt support.

Proof. By Lemma .1.3.13 there exist ú, b e Z such that t : 2 (mod 3), ú : 1

(mod lHl), and (*uA)(t) - pabA+e (1 - þ)pg, where s,p e H, o(þ): ! or 2,

and e : *1. Replace ,4 with abA.If €.: -7, replace 9 with gP.It, then foilows that

¡(t) : þA+ (t - l3)pg.

Assume that o (P) : 2. Then, by Lemma 3.3.1,1,, the non-zero coefficients of -4.,

comprise one of the following four sets: (a) {1, 1, 1}, (ü) {-7,I,7}, (i,ü,) {-1, -1, 1},

and (iu) {-1,-1,-1}.BV Corollary 1.6.4, A- Xr- Xz, where Xt,Xz are group

ring elements, with 0, 1 coefficients, such that lXtl : 6 and lXrl : 3. For each

h e G such that Kh + Kg, elements of A¿ wiih any given coefficient come in pairs.

Hence, since lX2l :3,,4, contains either one or three -1's. This rules out cases (z)

and (i,i.i.).

Suppose that case (eZ) notas. Let ry be the canonical epimorphism from G to G/K.

Then ,*(A) : g (I + zlh + 2h2 - Zhs), where ht,hz, h.3 are non-indentity elements

of G/K. 1L h1,h2,hs are all distinct, then the identity coefficient of r (A)r (Á;(-tl tt
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13. If ht : hz # hs, then the identity coefficient of r (A)r (A¡{-tl is 21. If h1 equals

either h2 or h3, then the identity coefficient of r (A)r (A¡{-tl is 5. Each possibility

contradicts the fact that, since I is the Hail polynomial of a CW (n, 9), the identity

coefficient of r (A)r (a¡(-tl tr n.

Suppose that case (eu) holds. Then ,*(A) - -3g +îK (X1) . Thus, since

r (A) r (Á)(-1) : 9, we must have that r¡ç (Xr) : 0, which is impossible.

Thus, it must be the case that o(P) :1, so that ¡(t) : A. Then, since ú is a

primitive root modulo 3, it follows, by Lemma 3.3.14, that

A: Yo i-PYl, (3.e )

for Y¡, Yt e ZlWl.

Write A: Ðnr, B¡,h, where B¡ e ZlPl and J is a complete set of coset represen-

tatives of P. By 3.9, for each h e J, Bh: õ+a(a+a2), where õ,a € {0,+1}.

Define elements B,C,D,E e Z [H] bV the following rules: For each lt. e J: ô: *1

and ø : 0 if and only if å e SuppB; ô : 0 and ø : *1 if and only if h, e SuppC;

õ : -a : f1 if and only if h. e SuppD; ô : a : l! if and only if h e SuppE.

Then

A: B + (P - L)C + (P -2) D +PE,

as required.

The tools a,re no\M in place to complete the proof of Theorem 3.2.10 (except

that we defer to the next section the demonstration that if there exists a proper

CW(n,p2) such that pln, then plln). I believe that I have found an error in the

proof from [r\.'\i]::{}tì], but I've figured out how to patch it up with an ugly proof
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of my own.
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Theorem 3.3.16. There eri,sts 0" proper CW(n,9), whereSln, i,f and only i,f n: 24.

Proof . Let A be the group ring polynomial of a proper CW (n,9) developed over

the cyclic group G: P x II, where lHl : t¿ and (r,3) : 1. By Lemma 3.3.15,

there exist pairwise disjoint elements B,C,D,E e Z[H] , with 0,*1 coefficients,

such that

A: B + (P - I)C + (P - 2) D +PE. (3.10)

Let rp be the canonical epimorphism from G to G/P. Since AAer) : 9, it follows,

by considering the coefficient of a in 44?t), that

lS'pp ("" (C)) I - lS"pp ("' (r)) | + 3lSupp (r" (E)) I : 0. (3.11)

By 13.10,

,, (A) : rp (B) r 2rp (c) + ,p (D) + 3rp (E) .

Suppose that lSupp ("r (ø)) | > 1. Then, by iì.11, lSupp(D)l > 1, so that

", (A)rp (a¡(-il ) 9, which is impossible. Thus, lS,rpp (t" (E)) I : 0 and, conse-

quently, so is lSupp(E)1. It follows, by 3.11, that lSupp (re (C)) ¡ : lSupr ("" (D)) 
I

So, by examining the coefficient of the identity element in rp (A)rp (Á)(-1) : 9, we

infer that lS,rpp ("" (B)) | + slSupp ("r (C)) I : 9.

Since ,4 is a proper CW(n,9), we cannot have lSupp ("r (C)) I : 0. So the only

possibility is that lSnpp (rr (B)) I : 4 and lS,rpp (t" (C)) ¡ : lSupp (rr (r)) I : 1.

Hence,

"p 
(A) : rp (B) -t 21fu * ehz, (3.12)
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for 1,e : t1 and h1* hz e (G/P)\S,rpp (tp (B)) . By Corollary 3.i3.6, there exists

g €G suchthat (grrçaÐQ' : nt (A) . Sotet X :^yyrp(A):2ntXt- Xz,

where n : ght and X1 and X2 are disjoint subsets of G/P such that z is not an

element of XtU Xz.Since r is the only element in the support of X with coefficient

2, X(3) : X implies that o (z) is either L or 2. Since yyGt) : 9, we have, by

Corollary 1.6.3, that

4+lx1 l+ lxrl: g

and

2+lX1l- lxrl : t3. (3.13)

The system of equations 3.1i1 has solution (lxtl,lxrl) : (0,5) or (3,2). Therefore,

by Lemma 3.3.7, tr is a divisor of lcm(3 -!,32 - I,...,3t - 1) :24 x 5 x 112 x 13.

These possible values for m will be divided into separate cases.

Case 1: w : |Ia, for some a € Z. Since A is proper, there exists h, e SuppX such

that 11lo(h) . Thus, lorb3(h)l :5 and, consequently, we must have that lXtl : g

and lX2l :5. We can assume, without loss of generality, that h: ghz.

Therefore, by 3.10 and 3.12,

r49

4

1g*A: - t h*3' +(P - 1)r* - (P - 2) h. (3.14)

for g*, h* , r* € H such that rp (g*) : g, rp (h*) : h, and rp (n*) : a.

In what follows, I make essential use of the fact that h e H.

Since hsu - l, o (h) 1112 x 2. Thus, since o (r) is either 1 or 2, and since A is proper,

lílllt2 x a.

Suppose first that o(r) :1. Then, since there exist no i,7 such that å*t'h* is
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equal to either h*tt or à*, and since h*t # I, r, 'T¡* : -2, where 11 and r¡¿* ârê,

respectively, the 1'Ú and h*'n ro,ws (the rows are indexed by group elements as in the

Cayley Representation) of the matrix I4l associated with ,4. But this is impossible,

since W is a circulant weighing matrix.

Now suppose that o (r) : 2. Let S : (h) and suppose that z is not an element of

S. Let T : rn(l"pØ)). Then T :2r - 5. So the identity coefficient of TTer)

is 29, which contradicts the fact that, since A the the group ring poiynomial of a

CW(n,,9), TTG|) : g.

So let z € S. Then lSl is either 22 or 242.

Let lSl :22. Then X: -h3 -¡s -¡s _ ¡ts+2hrL -ä. So t1.:r¡ra - -1, where 11

and r¿n are, respectively, the 1"t and ha - th rows of the matrix I4l associated with

X. But this is impossible, since yyGt) :Q.

Suppose that lSl :242. Then ¡r¡120 : r, but rh1'20 + h. Further, for i:0,...,4,
¡3i¡r20 + htu. So 11 .t;rt-zo - -2,, where 11 and t¡rtzo àtê, respectively, the 1tt and

¡120 - th rows of the matrix I,1/ associated with A. Again, this is impossible.

Case 2: 1t) : rnl,) for m equal to either 2a or 5. Since ,4 is proper, there exists

ä e Supp(X) such that mlo (h) . Then, lorb3 (h) l:4, and it follows that lXil : Q

and lx2l : 5. So, we must have that X :2r -orb3 (h) - gr, where y f r, and

o (g) is either I or 2 (since lorb3 (gr) | : 1). Define K as the (unique) subgroup of

G/P such that, if Tn : 24, lKl : 2sa, and, if m :5, lKl : ø. Then, in both cases

r,y € K.

Let ry be the natrural epimorphism from G/P to (G/P) lK. If rn : 24 , ry (X) :

7 - 4ry (h) . If TrL:5, then 16 (X) : 1- orb3 (t" (h)) . So, the identity coefficient

in 4ç (X)r*(X)(-l) is either !7 or 5. Both possibilities contradict the fact that,

150
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since A is the Hall polynomial of a CW(n,9), the coefficient in question is equal to

9.

Case 3: 'u) : rnz,, for rn : 13. There exists an element ä e Supp (X) such that

ISlo(h). Since lorb3 (h,) | < 5, we must have that either o(h):13 or o (h):26. So

lorb3(å) l:3.
G/P contains at most two elements gr such that 93 : g. Suppose that it does contain

two (say 1 and 3r) and that both are in Supp (X) . Then X : t(t - A) * orb3 (h,) ,

so that the identity coefficient of XX(-l) is 5, which is impossible.

Thus, we must have that X:2r - z - z3 torb3 (h) , where z8:7 and o (") I Z

(so that o(a) is either 4 or 8). Let y be a character of G such that X(h) : 1

and ¡ (r) : -1. It follows that y(*) :1. So X(X) : X(X(-i)) : 4t 3, and,

consequently, XXer) I 9 (contradiction).

Case 4: w : 4. By Theorem 3.2.9, there exists no CW(I2,9).

Therefore, we must have that u) : 23, and, in fact, if we let (h) be the cyclic group

of order 8, A : -1 + (7 - hn) (h + h3)* (a + o') G + hn) is the Hail polynomial of

a proper CW(24,9).

Instead of.3.74, the authors of [ÅÅ:\riiìi)s] claim that

4

1s*A: - t h*sn + (P - i)z* + (P - z) h. (?)
i:t

for g*, h* ,r* € H such that rp (g-) : g, rp (h*) : h, and ,p (r*) : ø. They proceed

to use arguments like the one presented at the end of the "Type 1 Multiplier Results"

section to rule out case 1. However, I believe that (?) is incorrect. Furthermore, if it

is correct, then no further arguments are needed to ru-le out case 1, since (?) implies

151
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lhat 19*A has five coefficients equal to -1 and four coefficients equal to 1, which is

impossible, since ,4, is the group ring polynomial of. a CW(n,9) and, consequently,

must have six coefficients equal to 1 and three equal to -1.

3.4 The Field Descent Method

The method of using "field descent" arguments to study combinatorial designs with

an underlying group structure provides the key to proving non-existence results

beyond the reach of the self-conjugacy approach and the multiplier method pre-

sented earlier in this chapter. Field descent arguments first appeared in papers of

Ma [\r!rrlìu] and Schmidt [litir] in the late 1990's. Schmidt was the first to develop

these kinds of arguments into a comprehensive method [;trfrîÍi]. Ma and Arasu

later developed the ideas from [\,tal]iil in the papers ([Ä\.Ir}5], [Å\i{if f,], [,1.lliilìr],

[.+i,li:']ti*], [:il,i,i r{:r¡51, and [",r,\\,ris{J5]) alongside their Type 2 multiplier results

(Section 3.3.2).

Initially, Schmidt's approach to this method was different than Ma's. In Schmidt's

early field descent papers (see [Sr:ir|rfi] and [S<'li], for instance), it was shown that any

cyclomic integer X e Z, [(-] of absolute value n must lie, up to multiplication by a

root of unity, in the subfield (hence, "field descent") ZlCrf*,"|, where F(m,n) is

an integer that is often much smaller than rn (it is "usually" equal to the square-free

part of nz). As a consequence of this result, Schmidt was able to derive bounds on

the parameters of difference sets, large weight group developed weighing matrices,

etc.

The approach taken by Ma and Arasu, on the other hand, was to show that, under

certain conditions, a gronp ring element whose character vaiues aii have absolute
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value n admits a decomposition into a sum of two group ring elements with disjoint

support: one lying in a proper sub-group ring and another that is somewhat well

behaved.

In 2005, Schmidt and Leung [l,Siiti:] combined these approaches. As a result, they

were able both to generalize Arasu and Ma's results and some of the bounds from

[)r!rl]i;l (unfortunately, not the weighing matrix bound) and to provide a unifi.ed

framework in which to view two apparently disparate methods. Further, they were

able to use their difference set bound to verify the Circulant Hadamard Matrix

Conjecture for each order o such that 4 <u < 548,964,900.

Beyond providing the only bound on the weight of large weight group developed

weighing matrices (oiher than the non-existence of circulant conference matrices),

the field descent method also provides the tools to prove the important result of

Arasu and Ma, referred to in the previous section, that, for any prime p, there exists

a proper CW(n,p2) such tlnat pln onty if plln.

3.4.L The Main Result

We begin by defining the function F(*,n). Let m,n e NI and suppose tha1r m :

l|l:rpi' is the prime power decomposition of zn. For each prime Qln, let mn :

llen¡npt if rn is odd or Q:2 and let ffiq : 4l[eulz,qp,; otherwise.

Define F(*,n) :[]]:rpuno to be the minimum multiple of the prime divisors of rn

suchthat,foreach'i:I,...,úandforeachprime qln,at leastoneof thefollowing

conditions holds:

(u) q: p¿ and (p¿,b¿) + (2,1),

(b) b¿: c¿,

153
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(") q * p¿ ànd, qo'd^n(q) is not equivalent to 1 modulo plu*t.

Theorem 3.4.L. [i,Íìti,)] Let G: (o) xH be an abeli,an group, let o(a) : u,

and let erp (H) : w. Suppose that (u,*) : (n,u) : 7. Let A e Z[G] be such that

lXØ) l: n for each character y such thatX@) : Ç. Defi,ne Fu: gcd"(u, F(uw,n))

and let S be the subgroup of (a) of order Fu. Then there eri,sts .4.s € ZIS x H) such

that A - a'As + Ði:r(a"/ni)ro, for some e € v', n1.,...,r, € ZlGl, and, where

pr,...,pr o,re all of the pri,me di,ui,sors of u. Further, u)e can choose As so that the

support oÍ Ði:t(au/a)rn 'is conta,ined i,n G\a" (S x H) .

Proof . Let u: fli:r pl' and.Iet Fu: lli:r pl' .By the Chinese Remainder Theorem,

we can choose t e Z such that, for each p¿,t= 1 (mod pbn') and,ú is not equivalent

to 1 modulo pl"*'. Then, by Lemma 3.1.14, ordr"r(ú) : p"no-un Gf pi': 2, then

ordo.o(t) : pi'-o- - 1). LeL o be the automorphism of Q ((,.,) defined Uv e9 : (u..

First, we show that o fixes each prime ideal that contains n.

Let uw : lli:, p"nt, for some s ) r. Let q be a prime such that qln, Iet uq :

f|î:,rn+nplu ,, and.Iet Q : no'd*o(ø) . By the definition or mq, for each e ( r such that

p¿ # q, Q = I (mod p¿). Further, if. uw is even and q f 2, therr Q = 7 (mod 4).

It then follows, from the definition of F(uw,n) and from Lemma 3.1.14, that, for

each 'i ( r such Lhat p¿ I q, ordr;' (Q) is a power of p¿ greater than or equal to

ord.r"u(¿) : p;u-uo. So, by Lemma 3.1.111, part b, for each i,S r such that p¿ t q,

there exists an integer s(e) such that Qs(i) : ú (mod pf ). Further, since (n,w) :7,
(Q,r) : 1. Thus, since t: 1 (mod ,u), for each pf; lu.r, there exists an integer s(e)

such that Q'þ) : ú (mod p"¿t).By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, \rye can choose

an integer h such that, for each ¿ with p¿ # q, h = s(e) (mod pf;). Hence, Qh : t

(mod pio) for each'i such that p¿ I q, and it follows that Qh: ú (mod zn). Thus,

r54
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since Q is a power of q and since q is an arbitrary prime divisor of n, Theorem iJ.1.3

implies that o fixes each prime ideal that contains n,.

Since tu is the exponent of H and since (æ, n):1, Lemma 3.3.11 implies that

155

¡(t) : eÐ¿bA + l(a"lon)rn,
i:7

(3.15)

for c € H, j eZsuchthat, p(å) : Çr,c.Defrney

definition of ú, that u : l!î:tp?-uu.Since (u,r)

Applying 3.16 repeatedly, we deduce

for some [. e 10,1], b e G, rr,...,fr, €ZlGl, and where (. can be chosen to be zero

if u is even. Define a homomorphism p : ZIG] - ZIC"] [H] bV the rule p(a) : e"

alnd p (å,) : h,, for each h € H. Interpret ø as the automorphism of Z[e"]lHl

acting according to the rule (!n..onh)@): Ð¿en of)h, where a¡ €Z[(,] . Let

E: p(A) . Then, since (Y) : Ç andsince, for each heIJ,ht: h, p@): B(t).

So, by .1.15,

B@) : (I)¿c(r,E, (3.16)

ord,.(ú). It follows, from the

1, it follows that (A,w) : L.

fi : p(oa) : Ç1¡tu"ud(H) E

So E (1,-ç-17nu.uri?u-r)/(¿-t)\ - 0 in Zle,l[H] . For each character y of H,"""\-\-/"s2¿)-,

X@): 7z (this follows from "appending" yto a non-principal character of (a)). So,

for each character y of.H,, (t - (t)tu"uçittu-tllrt-tl) : 0. Therefore, by Theorem

2.3.8,

eÐ¿, ú et(tu -I) / 
(t-L) - ! (3.17)
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in Z[("] [H] . Since (A,r) : 1, we must have c: I. Further, {. : 0. For, if z is even,

we can choose (, : 0, and, if z is odd, then gr is odd, and, since -1 is an even root

of unity, it follows that, if l,:7, the left side of 3.17 is a negative number, which is

impossible. So, by i3.16,

E" : C!.8
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(3.18)

and, since eiÍa-r)/(t-t¡ - 1,

(mod z). (3.1e)

For each 'i : 7,..., r, the exact polver of p¿ dividing ¿- 1 is pbt and, by Lemma 3.1.14,

the exact power of p¿ dividingta - 1 is pf; (since A:T|i:tpio-u').Therefore, the

exact power of p¿ dividing (tu -Ð l(ú- 1) ispgi-bu. By 3.19,

j (tn - L) I (t - 1) = 0 (mod p"n).

So we have that

j=0 (modpf').

For each i, plo*t does not divide t - I. So, by the Chinese Remainder Theorem,

there exists d e Z that satisfies the simultaneous set of congruences

(t - I)d+ j = 0 (mod pfn), 'i: L,...,r

(if b¿: c¿, choose d so that d:0 (mod pf')). Then, by 3.18,

+a _1
.U I ^?--U" t-7

(neÐ@)-Bçi+¿':EC1. (3.20)
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Let EÇ! : D¿eH E¡,h, for En € Zle"]. By 3.20, for each h e H, EÍi) : En.

Consequently, En € Zlee"l, since Q ((r") is the fixed fieid of olqçr,). Since p is onto,

there exists As eZ[S x H] such that p(As) : Eel. Then p(A): E: p (*-o¿r)

and, by Lemma 3.3.10, 
r

A:a-dAs+f(o"/oo)*n,

where frt, ...,n, € V,lcl.

Since pt..'p, is a divisor of. Fu, (a"/nt¡ Ç S x H. For each i, write r¿: rT+rT*, where

øf e (S x H) and ïi* e G/ (S x H). If we replace a-dAsby a-dAs+Di:r@"/ne)ri

and r¿by *I*, then Supp (D;:, (a"/nu)nn) c G\a-d (S x H) . n

Notice that if, for some odd prime p, 'ttr : p', and n : p' in the above result,

then tri : p. This result will come in handy in the next section.

Theorem 3.ri.1 is the most general known field descent result. However, under more

restrictive assumptions, it is possible to guarantee an even steeper descent (i.e. a

decomposition such that S is an even smaller subgroup). Schmidt and Leung obtain

such a result [ï,Sti5]. Ii is rather complicated to state; the next result, which I state

without proof, is an important sub-case of Schmidt and Leung's result that was

originally obtained by Arasu and Ma [lt it,ti; t i:].

Lemma 3.4.2. Let G : (a) x H be an abeli,an group of order 1¡ : çfw such

that o (o) : pt, where p is an odd pri,me. Further suppose that l}Il : u afld,

(p(p- 1),r) : I. LetA e Z[G] sati,sfy X@X6: p2' (for some i,ntegerr) for

each character y that i,s non-pri,nci.pal on (ar'-t¡. Then A : e"fro+ (an'-')r1, where

q e ZIG] and, c e Z and where r0 € ZlHl 'is such that rsrf,-r) : p".

Some field descent conditions are obtained in [.'1¡,11 
:ítrit;] ¿n¿ [å1,\riil)iirr] that
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rvork in the case that the weight is an even prime power.

3.4.2 A Reduction Theorem

Ail of the results in this section are from [;\,t":lí:1ì,] (although, Arasu and Ma deduce

the reduction theorem in question from their own fieid descent result, which is iess

general than the one given in the previous section). We begin with two lemmas.

Lemma 3.4.3. Let G: (o) xH be an abeli,an group such that o(a): p, uhere p

'is an odd prime, erp (H) : u)) o,nd (p,r) : !. Let t € Z be a pri.mi,ti,ue root modulo

p suchthatt = 1 (mod w). AssumethatAeZ[G] zs suchthat, for some 0 eH,
¿(t) : BA. Letrn: o(fl and let {ln1,...,h.,,} be a complete set of coset representa-

tiues of (þ) ¿"H. Wri,te Q¡: {ato Bi-ili:0,1,..., p- 2}, for j :0, 1,..., m-1. Let

B be the cycli,c group generated by B. Then we haue that

A: BÉ ornu .l f b¡reir'u,
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ft:1 j:o k:t

for some a¡r,bi¡, € Z.

Proof. The result follows from the assumption that A(t) : þA, since then, for each

j,the coefficient of Bih¡ is the same as the coefficient of þi+'hn and, for each'i,j,

the coefficient of *'o /iht is the same as the coefficient of ofi-l Pi+rhk. n

Lemma 3.4.4. Let G: (") xH be an abeli,an group such that o(a): p, where p

'is an odd prime, erp(H): u), and (p,r): I. There er'ists no element A eZlGl

uith 0,17 coffici,ents such that AA?r) : p' - p(a).

Proof. Suppose that there does exist such an A. Let t e Z be a primitive root
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modulopsuchthat ú:1 (modT¡).By Lemma 3.3.L2, there exists be Z suchthat

(*'t)(t) - ab0A* (a)x,
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(3.21)

where þ eH- X e V,[G] , and rrL: 0(,6) ir a divisor of (tu, p-7). Since ¡¡?t) :

p2 -p(a), for each character X that is principal on (a), XØ):0. Consequently,

since x ((*)) :0 for each character ¡ that is non-principal on (a), for ali characters

x of G, x(@|A) : 0. So, by Theorem 2.3.8, (a)A :0. Multiplying each side of

iì.21 by (a) and using the fact that (a) : (a)(¿), we can deduce that (a)X: 0, so

that (abA)(') : abPA. Thus, by Lemma 3.,1.1J,

abA :1B) É ,¿hr * t É b¡ne¡hu,
Ie:L j:0 È:1

(3.22)

for a¡,,bjr € {0,t1}. Since (r)Q¡: [(p -t)l^]@)(þ), \Me can deduce, by multi-

plying both sides of 3.22 by (r), that, for each k,

- m-7Ð-In,
fnu" j:0

Since ø¡ € {0, +1}, either p - | : T'tL ort for each lí, ak : 0. But (þ)Q¡ :

(0) ((") - i) , so, if a¿ : 0 for each k (and, consequently, DÊ;t b¡¡,: 0 for each k),

then

U3)*uA: ,n(p)É ornu + (p)((o) - 1) Ë Tu,rq,nk : 0,

k:l k:r j:0

which is impossible, since AAer) : p2 - p(*) 10. Thus, p - 1 : rn. Define z1

and 12 as the number of +1 coefficients of ,4. and the number of -1 coefficients of
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,4., respectively. By examining the coefficient of 1 in AAer) we can deduce that

ih -l :Lz : p2 - p and, by applying the principal character to (a)A : 0, we can

deduce that z1 - 12 : 0. So 11 : t2 : p(p - 7) 12. From 3.22, 11 and n2 are divisible

by p - 1, which is impossible since p is an odd prime. n

Now we are ready to prove the main result in this section, which completes the

justification of Theorem 3.3.16.

Theorem 3.4.5. Let G: (a) xH be an abeli,an group such that o(a) : p",

erp(H):rr, o,nd s > 1. Assumethat(w,p):7. Let A€Z[G] sati,sfg ¡4?t) :oz

and suppose that the coeffici,ents of A are 0 and *.1. Then there erists b e Z such

that abA e zl@n"-') * H]

Proof. Set P: (cvr"-1). By Theorem 3.4.1, there exists be Z, B e ZIP x H] , and

C e ZIG), with Supp(C) C Gl e * H) , such that

abA: B +PC.

Let rp be the canonical epimorphism from G to G/P.

rp (ab{) : rp (B) + prp (C) .

But rp (*u/-)rp(abA)(-1) : p2. Hence, either ,r(C): 0 or ,r(B): 0 and

", (C) : Lg, for some g e GlP.

Assume the second case holds. Then PB : 0 and A : B + Ph, for some

h e G\(P x H). Hence, since (abA) ("u/-)(-l) : p2, BBet) : p' -pP. But,

since B has 0, *1 coefficients, this contradicts Lemma 3.4.4.

160



So assumethat rp (C) :0. Then PC :0 and, consequently, abA: B €ZlP x¡1l.

I

that we can sometimes say something even

will be stated without proof).

Theorem 3.4.6. LetG : (c) x}I, where o(a) : p", erp(H) : w, (p(p-1),tr) : 1,

and p i,s a pri.me greater than 3. Let A e ZIG) sati,sfy AA?L) : p2' and suppose

that A has 0, tI coeffici,ents. Then there eri,sts b e Z such that abA € ZIH) .

see ([,Âi.\l jí]i¡];], [nï,\:l :i;ûi,], and [,\\:íirii>]) for even more results of this type.

3.4.3 A Bound on Large Weight Circulant Weighing

Matrices

Using Theorem 3.4.1, it is possibie to recover Schmidt's bound on large weight group

developed weighing matrices from [l',:hl]Íi]. In [Si;lr], Schmidt and Leung improve

Schmidt's bound on difference sets [Ícirli:)] by using an approach that combines

group ring algebra with number theory. However, the argument they use to establish

this improvement seems to depend crucially on the assumption that the group ring

elements (being used in the argument) have positive coefficients, and there is no clear

way to remedy the situation so that their method applies to group ring elements

with both positive and negative coefficients. It is then an open question whether

or not the weighing matrix bound obtained in this section is the best possible that

one can obtain from the Field Descent Method.

We shall need the following lemma, which Schmidt describes as "ugly as well as

necessary," from [S<:iii]9].
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Arasu and Ma were able to show

stronger (like Lemma3.4.2, this result

161
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Lemma 3.4.7. Let m: fll:, pTn, where the p¿'s are d,i,stinct pri,mes. Let klm, saE

k : f[i:rplu, rh"r" s 1 t and,, for each i, I 1 b¿ 1 a¿. Then

( s t, 
-r..,r. n.-h. ^. 1 ìB¡n,k: 

tI,;¡ ,\rrirr,;r, 
:0 ( r¿1pf,i-bi -r, 0<k¿1p¿-2, 0<r¿soi,-'-r|¡

'is an 'integral basi,s Íor Q(Cà ou", Q ((¿) . Let X e Z,lC*l haae the form

m-I
x:Ðutck

j:o
(3.23)

where b0,...,b*-t e Z are such that, for all j, lb¡l 1 C, for sorne constant C. Then

v- \ 
k-I

t ,Ð",,te|,
x€B*,¡, j:0

where, for each r, j, c,,j e Z and 1"",¡l S 2t-"C.

(3.24)

Proof. By Lemma i).7.4, (ú-' : -1 - Cro - .. .- (nr2. Consequently, the set

comprised of elements of B*,¡, with scalar coefficients fromZ [(¿] spans Zle*]. But,

by Lemma 11.1.10, lB*,nl: dim @le*1, ZlenD : ó(*) ló@) . So, B,n,¡, is a basis

for Z [(-] orret ZlCn].

For each j,

eL:ei'nÇ;.,il et:'el;:, (3.25)

=1 i:s*1

where 01u¡ < k-1,0 < r;;1p?i-bt-1.0 1k;;1þ;- I, and0 1I;¿ 1p?'-t _ 7.-1,0< ,ur=Or'-i'

To transform X from the representation given in 11.23 to the one given in';1.24,

we have to factor out all the terms b¡(L in il.2ll that contain a factor Cfi-r in the

representation 3.25 using the identity (ri-'- -1 - Cou - (ni-2. This can be
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done step by step fori : s + 1,..., ú. In each of these ú - s steps, the range of the

coefficients at most doubles. Consequently, for eachr, j,lc,,¡l<2t-"C. n

Let ô (r) denote the number of distinct prime divisors of r. The next lemma is also

from [Ír.:i:Í)Í]] (a tighter bound can be obtained if one assumes that the coefficients

in question are non-negative).

Lemma 3.4.8. Let 
,rn_r

x:Ðonek,
i:0

where a0,...,am-t e Z and, for all i,lool l C, for sorne constant C. Assume fur-ther

that X e Zle¡\, for some di,u'isor f of m, and that XX ¿s an ,integer. Then XX <

2za(m)-d(f) çz ¡.

Proof. By Lemma :1.4.7,
l-1x- t *Ðb,,,4;J,, e.26)

n€86,¡ j:0

where lb,,il S 2t(m)-aff)ç. Since X e Z[(¡] , each term fj:^l b,,¡e!¡ in 3.26 with

fr + I vanishes. Hence, 
l_Ix: t bt'¡eJ'
't:0

So,
l-r

XX :D,"oe!,
,k:0

where lr*l s 226(m)-zõ(f)c2Í. Note that B¡,r is an integral basis of Q((¡) over e.

So, again by Lemma 3.^,i.7,

XX: Ð 0,,,
r€.8¡,t

163
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where ld"l < 2zd(m)-6(J)ç2¡. Since XX is an integer, for each n + !, d" :0. So

XX: d4 S)26(*)-õU)C21 . n

Refer the definition of F(*,n), given at the beginning of Section 3.4.t.

Theorem 3.4.9. Assumethatthere eri,sts aG-deuelopedW(m,s2). Supposefurther

thatU'is anormalsubgroup of G suchthatGlU i,s a cgcli,c group of ordere. Then

s2 < 2tF(e, ")lul',

where t i,s the number of (di,sti,nct) pri,me diui,sors of e. If there eri,sts a CW(m,s2),

then

s2 < z'F(m, s),

where r i.s the number of (di,sti,nct) pri,me d'iui,sors of m.

Proof. Let A be the group ring polynomial of a G-deveÌoped W(*,s2) and let r1_1

be the canonical epimorphism from G to G/U. Then the each coefficient of 11(A)

is smaller in magnitude than lUl (since the coefficients of Aare 0,+1).

Let a generate GIU and let ybe a character of (a) that maps (a) onto ZlC").

By Theorem 3."1.1, there exists b e Z such that abA: B +Ði:r(au/nt)rn, where

pr,...,pr are all of the prime divisors of e and where B e Z [S] (S is the subgroup

of (c) of order F(e, s)). Further, the support of B is disjoint from the support of

I;:, (au/ni)rn, so that the coefficients of B are also bounded in magnitude bV lul.

Since, for each subgroup (Ø of @), X((P)) : 0, it follows that X Ø) e Z l(pf",ùl .

And, since X is an isomorphism, XØ) : Drl;''l-t ooClr@,,), where, for each j,
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l"il S lUl. Thus, by Lemma 3..1.8,

s2 : x(ru (,a)) x6(Ð < 2tF(e,r)lul'

n

Let ms be the square-free part of rn. Then the best we can hope for is that

F(*, s) : mo and the worst that we can hope for is that F(*, s) : m. The reason

that the bound from Theorem 3.rtr.9 is useful is that F(*,s) often turns out to be

equal, roughly, to ms.In fact, Schmidt [sr'i:91]l) provides an informai argument to

establish that if rn is (roughly) a product of squared primes, then we can expect

that F(m., s) will almost always be (roughly) equal to ms. So, if zn has many factors

of the form pf,' , where p¿ is an odd prime and c¿ ) 1, then Theorem 3.4.9 puts severe

constraints on the possible weights of a circulant weighing matrix of order rn.

As an example, let us use Theorem 3.¿1.9 to show that there exists no CW(147,L44).

Note that I47 :72.3 andI44:32.24. Further, TrL2:7.3:27 andffLs:7.

By straightforward calculation, one can deduce that o^, (2) :6 and that 2o*r(2) is

not congruent to l modulo 72. Likewise, one can deduce that o^r(3):7 and that

3o-a(3) :729:43 (mod f2).lt follows that F(147,L2):7.3:21. Therefore, by

Theorem 3.4.9,

I44 < 22 . F(147,12) : 4.7 .3 :84,

which is impossible. So there ís no CW (747,I44).

Schmidt's bound is useful for ruling out the existence of particular large weight

circulant weighing matrices, such as CW(747,144)'s. However, since the bound

is dependent upon the function F(m,s), it does not impty any (other) general

165
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results about iarge weight circuiant weighing matrices. Consequently, the intriguing

questions raised in Section 1.10 remain open.



Appendix A

Oniginal contributions

The purpose of this appendix is to note both original contributions to the theory of

circulant weighing matrices (and related tlpes of mathematical objects) that have

appeared in my thesis and results I have discovered as a consequence of the work

done in my thesis.

1) BV means of a very straightforward generalization of Craigen's proof that there

exist no circulant conference matrices of order n ) 2,I was able to show that there

exist no conference matrices of order n > 2 developed over a signed group (Theorem

1.10.3).

2) I proved that every Hankel weighing matrix is either a, negacyclic matrix or

a circulant matrix (Theorem 1.11.1).

3) I showed ihat for every prime power g and every d € 2n, there exist $(d) I 2 in-

equivalent CW (#,no)'r, where / is the Euler Toilent function (this improves

upon the established result that there exists at least one CW (#,n')l Fur-
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ther, I showed that the ratio of the cross-correlation of any pair of perfect ternary

sequences derived from these matrices to the weight qd is bounded by a function on

the order of l. These results and the proofs thereof do not appear in this thesis; seeq

I rÌ i iirÍ;].

a) BV means of a straightforward generalization of a method from [lXì57i], I was

able to deduce a more general method for constructing negacyclic weighing matri-

ces than has thus far appeared in the literature (see Theorem 2.3.18 and Corollary

2.3.19). By further generalizing results from [lX;$71], I was also able to obtain

some non-existence results (see Theorem2.3.20 and Corollary 2.3.21).

5) BV making use of a well-known technique called "folding" and by making some

fairly obvious observations, I was able to make several improvements to the nec-

essary conditions for the existence of circulant weighing matrices implied by the

Self-conjugacy method. See Theorem i1.2.6 for a statement of the previously known

result; see Theorem 3.2.9 for my revised version.

6) BV making use of a well-known Lemma (Lemma 3.2.1.'2),I obtained some neces-

sary conditions for the existence of circulant weighing matrices (Theorem 3.2.13).

This result, which, although unpublished, is probably already well-known to experts

in the field, is similar to Theorem i1.2.9.

7) I identifred an error in the proof, from [,\,\],1$í]81, of the result that there exists

a CW (n,9) if and only if n is a multiple of either 13 or 24.I was able to repair the

i68
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proof (see p.149-152).
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